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ABSTRACT 

 
 Relatively little attention has been paid to J. S. Bach s motets in the scholarly 
analytical literature. Those who have surveyed the motets adhere mainly to surface-level 

stylistic conventions and not to structural characteristics; Bach s motets have not yet been 
fully explored with respect to structural and motivic analysis. The primary aim of this 

project is to provide a richer understanding of Bach s motets through case studies of Der Geist hilft  BWV  and Jesu, meine Freude  BWV . In my analyses, I seek to rectify 

the dearth of Schenkerian treatment of the motets by providing a detailed structural and 

motivic examination of specific movements, and also by demonstrating how these aspects 

contribute to a larger narrative structure guiding the work. A secondary goal is to add to 

the body of knowledge concerning Baroque textual expression by enlarging the repertoire 

used for conceptual integration networks, by expanding the literature pertaining to motivic parallelisms in Bach s music, and by demonstrating links between foreground rhetorical 
devices and an overarching narrative structure. 

In Chapter One, I provide background on Bach s motets and situate my work within 
the scholarly literature concerning Baroque textual expression, Baroque Lutheran 

theology, structural analysis and motivic parallelisms in Baroque music, and the analysis of 

modal chorales. A Schenkerian approach to motivic parallelisms, following Burkhart, Stein, 

Stern, and others, drives my exploration of how primary motives from the chorale are 

composed-out in other movements of each motet. Additionally, Lawrence Zbikowski s 
extension of the conceptual integration network (CIN) to the musical domain offers a 

visually appealing, succinct way to summarize the relations between text and music and to 

discuss large-scale events more concretely in Bach s complex, multi-movement vocal 

works. Using CINs enables me to illustrate how Bach s compositional choices, from his 
selection of significant key areas and his treatment of primary motives to his use of 
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rhetorical figures and phrase expansions, communicate the affect of the text and enhance 

the Lutheran theological narrative set out by the progression of the text. 

Chapters Two through Four offer detailed investigations into the motets. Chapter Two explores the concepts of mediation and the increasing of energy in Der Geist hilft  by 
focusing on the special emphasis on the mediant as the third-divider between tonic and dominant, ascending or opening  gestures, and the immediate reversal of the main 
motives through motivic inversion. These musical aspects help to portray the Holy Spirit as 

the intermediary between God and the believer. Chapters Three and Four delve more deeply into Jesu, meine Freude,  which describes the Christian s journey toward spiritual 
transcendence: a necessarily unachievable earthly union with Jesus. Throughout the work, 

the Kopfton 5 establishes an important melodic boundary—a barrier that the melodic 

motives strive to cross in their aspiration toward their heavenly goal. In the final chapter, I 

suggest avenues for further research and address several analytical questions raised in 

these analyses. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION, LITERATURE REVIEW, AND METHODOLOGY 

 
 

1.1 Purpose of the Project 

Relatively little attention has been paid to J. S. Bach s motets in the scholarly 
analytical literature. Daniel Melamed has surveyed the motets in the context of the German 

motet tradition; he focuses on Bach s usage of biblical and chorale texts and on the 
importance of fugal texture, both in terms of the late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-

century understanding of fugue as the type of imitative polyphony found in sixteenth-

century models, and also in terms of modern fugal procedures.1 His examination, however, 

adheres only to surface-level stylistic conventions and not to structural characteristics. Bach s motets have not yet been fully explored with respect to structural and motivic 

analysis. Bach s motets include five multi-movement sacred vocal works that do not use 

independent instrumental parts, employing a combination of biblical texts and chorale 

poetry (BWV 225–29), and which follow the predominant German-language understanding of the term motet  in the early eighteenth century.2 Two of these five motets employ 

relatively homophonic settings of a chorale: Der Geist hilft unser Schwachheit auf  BWV 

226 and Jesu, meine Freude  BWV 227 (enclosed in double borders and left unshaded in 

                                                 
1 Daniel Melamed, J. S. Bach and the German Motet (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005). Klaus 
Hofmann also offers an introduction to the motets, their compositional history, and the manuscripts 
themselves in Johann Sebastian Bach: Die Motetten, 2nd ed. (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 2003). 
2 Scholars commonly accept these five works as authentic motets by J. S. Bach. Some scholars, like Melamed, 
also include Lobet den Herrn, alle Heiden  BWV 230, Ich lasse dich nicht  BWV Anh. 159, and Jauchzet dem 
Herrn, alle Welt  BWV Anh. 160 (see Melamed, German Motet, 35–106). I have chosen not to include these 
three works, due to debatable authorship (BWV Anh. 159) or status as a motet (BWV Anh. 160 and BWV 230). 
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Table 1.1).3 In both of these works, I will examine the homophonic setting and determine 

the extent of its influence upon the remaining antiphonal, imitative, and fugal movements; I 

have limited my investigation to these two motets, because the contrast between the 

homophonic chorale and the polyphonic treatment of the biblical text will allow me to  

 

 
Table 1.1: Summary of J. S. Bach’s motets4 

 

Motet and instrumentation Date of composition Movements Text sources 

Singet dem Herrn ein neues 

Lied  BWV 225 

(double choir; no instruments) 

1726–27 1) Contrapuntal 

2) Antiphonal (chorale vs. 
aria) 

3) Antiphonal 

4) Fugal; for single choir) 

1) Psalm 149:1–3 

2) Chorale (J. Gramann, ; unidentified Aria  

3) Psalm 150:2, 6 

4) Psalm 150:2, 6 

Der Geist hilft unser 

Schwachheit auf  BWV 226 

(double choir with b.c.; 
instruments colla parte) 

1729 (written for the 
funeral of J. H. Ernesti 

on Oct. 20) 

1) Antiphonal, then imitative 

2) Double fugue 

3) Homophonic 

Romans 8:26–27; 
Chorale (M. Luther, 1524) 

Jesu, meine Freude  BWV 227 

(movements scored for 3, 4, or 5 
voices; no instruments) 

c. 1723 Eleven symmetrically-
conceived movements, 

alternating homophonic or 
imitative chorale settings 

with biblical settings 

6) Double fugue 

Chorale (J. Franck, 1650); 
Romans 8:1–2, 9–11 

Fürchte dich nicht, ich bin bei 

dir  BWV 228 

(double choir; no instruments) 

c. 1715 Continuous, distinguished by 
two texture changes: 

1) Antiphonal, then imitative 

2) Imitative; chorale sung by 
soprano; for single choir 

3) Return to first texture 

Isaiah 41:10 and 43:1; 
Chorale (P. Gerhardt, 1653) 

Komm, Jesu komm  BWV 229 

(double choir; no instruments) 

before 1732 1) Antiphonal, then imitative 
and contrapuntal 

2) Homophonic 

Chorale-like strophic text 
(P. Thymich, 1684) 

 
 

                                                 
3 The text used throughout Komm, Jesu komm  BWV  is taken from a strophic sacred song, though it is 
chorale-like in its rhyme, meter, form, and strophic structure. See ibid., . ) discuss Bach s text setting in his 
motets further in section 1.2. 
4 Melamed, German Motet, 36; Ernest H. Sanders, et al., Motet,  in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.comsubscriber/article/grove/music/40086pg3. 
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describe deeper motivic connections. Der Geist hilft  contains three movements, and Jesu, meine Freude  consists of eleven movements. ) will complete a preliminary analysis of all 
movements and select those to include based on the presence of motivic influence from the 

chorale setting. In this way, I hope to demonstrate the remarkable structural and motivic 

unity of these two motets—despite the fact that they may have been compiled from earlier 

works.5 In addition, I will explore connections between structural and motivic features and 

the expression of the given chorale or biblical text, as well as their contributions to the overarching narrative structure of the work, in order to adumbrate Bach s unique method 
of communicating the sentiment of these sacred texts. 

 The primary aim of this project is to provide a richer understanding of Bach s 
motets, and, in particular, of Jesu, meine Freude,  since it is by far the longest and most 

complex of these works. In my analyses, I seek to rectify the dearth of Schenkerian 

treatment of the motets by providing a detailed structural and motivic examination of 

specific movements, and also by demonstrating how these aspects contribute to a larger 

narrative structure guiding the work. A secondary goal is to add to the body of knowledge 

concerning Baroque text expression by employing conceptual integration networks, by expanding the literature pertaining to motivic parallelisms in Bach s music, and by 
demonstrating links between foreground rhetorical devices and an overarching narrative structure. Finally, ) hope to stimulate an increased interest in Bach s motets and to aid in 
further investigations into late Baroque music from a Schenkerian standpoint. 

 

 

                                                 
5 Despite the dates given in Table 1.1, a good possibility exists that at least two of the motets were compiled 
from previously written music. For example, Melamed provides evidence that Der Geist hilft  and Jesu, 
meine Freude  were assembled or partially reworked from other compositions. See Melamed, German Motet, 
63–88. I discuss this possibility further in Chapter Three. 
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1.2 Background on the Bach Motets 

 Bach s motets represent, in many ways, the culmination of the German motet 

tradition, despite the prevailing opinion among early-eighteenth-century writers that the motet was old-fashioned  and less sophisticated  than the more contemporary, concerted 

vocal music.6 In this section, I will describe the ways in which Bach s motets exemplify the 
German motet tradition and also how Bach used these works to expand and diverge from that tradition. Specifically, ) will define the term motet  as it was understood in early-

eighteenth-century Germany, including the fundamental issues of text selection and 

treatment, the roles of voices and instruments, and the differences in the motet as a style versus the motet genre. ) will then show how Bach s motets fit into this tradition, first by discussing Bach s understanding of the term through its appearances in his written 
documents and musical sources, and then by examining the motets themselves, including 

their compositional purposes and their structure. 

 Defining the term motet  is inherently problematic, even when focusing on a 

relatively short time period, because it was used in many different contexts. For example, in the early eighteenth century, motet  could refer to a style or to a genre. Even within the 
motet genre, several different types of pieces could be given the label motet,  and the 
definition of the term differed, depending on the language in which it was written and on 

the country of origin. Daniel Melamed brilliantly explicates these issues in his recent book, 

J. S. Bach and the German Motet; his work primarily informs my own in this area.7 

 Bach s cousin and colleague, Johann Gottfried Walther, defines the motet as follows 
in his Musicalisches Lexicon, the first German-language musical encyclopedia (Leipzig, 

1732): Motetto…is properly a musical composition written on a biblical Spruch, just 
to be sung without instruments (basso continuo excepted), richly 
ornamented with Fugen and Imitationibus. But the vocal parts can be taken 
by and strengthened with diverse instruments. Foreigners nowadays extend 
the meaning of this term Motetto, to a sacred composition whose text is in 

                                                 
6 To cite just one example, J. S. Bach s student, Lorenz Mizler, writes: )n our day, [motets] have fallen out of fashion, because in them the text is horribly tortured.  Lorenz Mizler von Kolof, Neu-eröffnete musikalische 

Bibliothek, vol. 2 (Leipzig, 1740–43), 222. Translated in Melamed, German Motet, 17. 
7 See in particular Melamed, German Motet, 7–44. 
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Latin, consisting of arias and recitatives, and to which various instruments 
are supplied, with à parten melodies by turn….8 
 Walther s definition illustrates four important issues in describing the motet genre: the 

source of the text, the role of instruments in the work, the presence of imitation, 

ornamentation, and fugal textures, and the broader application of the term in countries 

other than Germany. Walther first expresses that a motet should be composed on a biblical 

Spruch, which is a prose passage taken directly from the Bible, presumably in the 

vernacular. This statement identifies the motet as a sacred vocal work that could 

incorporate greater rhythmic freedom than genres such as the aria that relied on more 

regular phrase structure and thus fit much more easily with metrically regular poetic texts. 

The Spruch was often combined with a chorale text, however, providing more melodic and 

structural consistency due to the regular meter, form, and rhyme scheme of the poetic text. 

These texts could be sung in alternation or simultaneously, treating the chorale melody as a 

cantus firmus.9 

 In Germany, instruments beyond the basso continuo were either absent from 

motets, or, when present, their participation was firmly restricted to doubling the vocal parts. Sometimes, as in Walther s definition, the motet was even defined by its lack of 

independent instruments, emphasizing the distinction between a motet and a vocal 

concerto: in the older, often contrapuntal motet, the important material was distributed 

amongst the vocal parts, while the newer style, the concerto, privileged the melody and 

bass and included specific, purely instrumental parts in the accompanying ensemble. By 

reserving the substance of the motets for the vocal parts, German composers carried on a 

tradition dating back to the sixteenth century.10 

 By contrast, the French and Italians had much broader conceptions of the term. For 

example, Sébastien de Brossard, in his music dictionary, writes that the term motet  could 
be used to denote any piece with a sacred Latin text.11 Italian motets increasingly 

incorporated aspects of scoring and structure from contemporary secular music, due to the 

                                                 
8 Johann Gottfried Walther, Musicalishes Lexicon (Leipzig 1732), trans. in Melamed, German Motet, 8. 
9 Melamed, German Motet, 8–12. 
10 Ibid., 12–13. 
11 Sébastien de Brossard, Dictionnaire de Musique, 2nd ed. (Paris, 1703), trans. and ed. Albion Gruber 
(Henryville, PA: Institute of Mediaeval Music, 1982), 59. 
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large influence of opera. These pieces often employed several independent instrumental 

parts, and could even be written for solo voice and instruments; German writers might 

have characterized these pieces as concertos, rather than as motets. Melamed states that the different linguistic usages also help to explain certain uses of the word [motet] in 
Germany that do not conform to its main definition in the German language; sometimes—
including in sources connected with J. S. Bach—the term is apparently used in its French or )talian senses. 12 Thus, while Walther s definition encompasses the primary German 
understanding of the term, German writers and composers were also influenced by 

contemporary French and Italian developments. 

 In addition to the above descriptions of the motet genre, early-eighteenth-century writers also used the term motet  to denote a compositional style, appropriate to several 
different musical contexts—including multi-movement concerted vocal works.13 Motet style  could actually refer to one of two distinct repertories; according to Melamed, on the 
one hand, it describes German-language settings of biblical and chorale texts; on the other, 

it was understood to refer to pieces in sixteenth-century contrapuntal style. Thus, in some 

contexts motet style  was considered synonymous with stylus antiquus, stile antico, and similar terms. 14 The latter sense of the term explains the emphasis on counterpoint and imitation in Walther s definition. While certain types of Baroque motets maintained the 

prominent use of imitative counterpoint, such as those by Heinrich Schütz, this was 

downplayed in a majority of motets by later Thuringian composers in favor of a largely 

homophonic texture.15 

 To appreciate how Bach s motets relate to the early-eighteenth-century conceptions of the genre as expressed above, it is important to know how Bach s understanding of the term compares to that of his contemporaries. Therefore, ) will briefly discuss Bach s use of 
this term in extant documents and describe three types of pieces—by himself and others—that he specifically labeled motet,  before focusing more closely on the commonly accepted repertoire of Bach s motets. 
                                                 
12 Melamed, German Motet, ; Ernest (. Sanders, et al., Motet,  in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/40086pg3. 
13 As Melamed explains in part three of his book, Bach often imported the motet style into many of his 
concerted compositions, including his church cantatas. See Melamed, German Motet, 107–57. 
14 Ibid., 15. 
15 Ibid., 16. 
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 Several documents survive in which Bach himself wrote the term motet ; each refer 

to his repertoire at Leipzig, and by extension, to the Latin-texted motets of the older style. 

For example, an order of service exists for the First Sunday of Advent in 1723 that Bach 

listed on the back of the title page for Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland  BWV 61. In it, Bach lists a Motetta  after the opening prelude. Since older Latin motets from large printed 
collections routinely filled this place in the liturgy, Bach clearly meant this type of motet.16 

 In autograph musical sources, Bach used the term in its more modern senses. He 

labeled three types of pieces as motets: compositions without independent instruments, 

works with partly independent instruments, and those with fully independent instruments. 

Table 1.2, adapted from Melamed, shows the title and composer for the pieces in each 

category. The first group is the largest; it includes six traditional central-German motets 

incorporating biblical and chorale texts, none of which use independent instruments. This 

category includes two pieces by Johann Christoph Bach, Der Gerechte, ob er gleich  and 

Unsers Herzens Freude,  and one by Sebastian Knüpfer, Erforsche mich, Gott,  as well as 

three of J. S. Bach s own compositions: Ich lasse dich nicht  BWV Anh. 159, Singet dem 

Herrn ein neues Lied  BWV 225, and Der Geist hilft unser Schwachheit auf  BWV 226. 

Because no known autograph sources survive for Jesu, meine Freude  BWV , F“rchte dich nicht, ich bin bei dir  BWV , or Komm, Jesu, komm  BWV , it is not certain how 

Bach himself would have categorized these pieces. Almost all of the surviving secondary sources are entitled Motetto,  however.17 

 Bach also placed the title motet  on two versions of O Jesu Christ, meins Lebens 

Licht  BWV 118, although each uses partially independent instruments, causing scholars to 

question its genre and often regard it as somewhere between a motet and a cantata. The first version is scored for two litui  probably meant for some type of horn or trumpet , 
cornet, and three trombones, in addition to the four-part choir; the second retains the litui 

but replaces the other instruments with two violins, viola, and basso continuo. Its single- 

movement contrapuntal structure, its use of a chorale text, and its treatment of the chorale  

                                                 
16 Ibid., 19–20; Bach-Archiv Leipzig, Bach-Dokumente, vol. 1: Schriftstücke von der Hand Johann Sebastian 

Bachs, ed. Werner Neumann and Hans-Joachim Schulze (Leipzig and Cassel, 1963): 178. Melamed lists Erhard Bodenschat s Florilegium Portense (Leipzig, 1603) as one such collection. See Melamed, German Motet, 20–21 for three additional references to the Leipzig repertoire written in Bach s hand. 
17 Ibid., 21–22. 
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melody as a cantus firmus conform to the early-eighteenth-century German conception of the motet genre. Although the instruments predominantly double the voices, Bach s use of 
instrumental ritornellos and other independent instrumental lines throughout the work  

 

 

Table 1.2: J. S. Bach’s use of the term motet  in autograph musical sources18 

 

Compositions without independent 

instruments 

Ich lasse dich nicht  BWV Anh. 159 

Singet dem Herrn ein neues Lied  BWV 225 

Der Geist hilft unser Schwachheit auf  BWV 226 

Johann Christoph Bach, Der Gerechte, ob er gleich  

Johann Christoph Bach, Unsers Herzens Freude  

Sebastian Knüpfer, Erforsche mich, Gott  

Compositions with partly independent 

instruments 

O Jesu Christ, meins Lebens Licht  BWV 118 (first version) 

O Jesu Christ, meins Lebens Licht  BWV 118 (second version) 

Compositions with independent 

instruments 

“Gott ist mein König” BWV 71 

“Tilge, Höchster, meine Sünden” BWV 1083 

Johann Christoph Schmidt, “Auf Gott hoffe ich” 

 
 

                                                 
18 Adapted from Melamed, German Motet, Table 2–1, 22. Melamed lists the composer of Tilge (öchster, 
meine Sünden  as G. B. Pergolesi, but the piece is actually J. S. Bach s arrangement of Pergolesi s Stabat Mater;  see Christoph Wolff, Johann Sebastian Bach: The Learned Musician (New York: W. W. Norton & 
Company, 2001), 388. The manuscript sources are as follows: J. S. Bach, Ich lasse dich nicht  BWV Anh. 159, 
score, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Bach-Sammlung, P 4/1; Singet dem Herrn ein 
neues Lied  BWV 225, score, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Bach-Sammlung, P 36; Der 
Geist hilft unser Schwachheit auf  BWV 226, score, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Bach-
Sammlung, P 36; Johann Christoph Bach, Der Gerechte, ob er gleich,  score, Sing-Akademie zu Berlin; 
Sebastian Knüpfer, Erforsche mich, Gott,  score, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Mus. 
ms. 11788; Johann Christoph Bach, Unsers Herzens Freude,  score, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Preußischer 
Kulturbesitz, Bach-Sammlung, P 4/2; J. S. Bach, O Jesu Christ, meins Lebens Licht  BWV 118 (first version), 
score, William Scheide private collection; O Jesu Christ, meins Lebens Licht  BWV 118 (second version), 
score, A. Wilhelm private collection; Gott ist mein König  BWV 71, part, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, 
Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Bach-Sammlung, St 377; J. S. Bach, Tilge, Höchster, meine Sünden,  particell, 
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Mus. ms. 30199; Johann Christoph Schmidt, Auf Gott 
hoffe ich,  score, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Mus. ms. 30187. 
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extend this definition, possibly showing the influence of the broader, foreign understanding 

of the term.19 

 The third group of pieces to which Bach applied the term motet  comprises three 
vocal concertos, scored for multiple voices and fully independent instruments: Auf Gott 

hoffe ich  by Johann Christoph Schmidt, Tilge, Höchster, meine Sünden  BWV 1083, and 

Gott ist mein König  BWV . Laurence Dreyfus argues that several aspects of Schmidt s composition, including notational features also found in Bach s score, point to Schmidt s 
French influence; thus Bach probably copied the heading, Motetto,  along with the other 
notational peculiarities. Melamed notes that, significantly, Bach did not put this title on any 

of the individual parts that he prepared.20 For BWV 1083, Bach created an arrangement of G. B. Pergolesi s Stabat Mater,  which he labeled as a psalm setting and a motet.21 Although the model for Bach s copy is unknown, there is speculation that Bach likely took this heading from his source as well, interpreting Motetto  in its )talian sense for this )talian 
work.22 Bach s application of the term to BWV  is curious, because it represents an 
anomaly among his other motets. Melamed writes that, since this composition represents Bach s earliest known use of the term  and since it bears a remarkable resemblance to Dietrich Buxtehude s Benedicam Domino  BuxWV , this title may have reflected the 
old-fashioned polychoral disposition of the work, or perhaps his earlier understanding of the term. 23 

 Bach s autograph titles notwithstanding, scholars commonly accept BWV 225–29 as 

authentic motets by J. S. Bach; each of these conforms in many ways to the primary German 

                                                 
19 Melamed, German Motet,  and ; J. S. Bach, O Jesu Christ, meins Lebens Licht  BWV  erste Fassung , 
in Neue Ausgabe sämtlicher Werke, Herausgegeben vom Johann-Sebastian-Bach Institut Göttingen und vom 
Bach-Archiv Leipzig, Serie III, Motetten, Choräle, Lieder, Band 1, Motetten: 163–68, Herausgegeben vom 
Konrad Ameln, Kassel: Bärenreiter, ; O Jesu Christ, meins Lebens Licht  BWV  zweite Fassung , in 
Neue Ausgabe sämtlicher Werke, Herausgegeben vom Johann-Sebastian-Bach Institut Göttingen und vom 
Bach-Archiv Leipzig, Serie III, Motetten, Choräle, Lieder, Band 1, Motetten: 171–78, Herausgegeben vom 
Konrad Ameln, Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1967. 
20 Melamed points to some of the same notational features, including the use of transverse flutes and theorbo and the part description Fagotto o Basson.  See Melamed, German Motet, 28 and Laurence Dreyfus, Bach’s 
Continuo Group: Players and Practices in his Vocal Works (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1987), 
123. 
21 Wolff, The Learned Musician, 388. 
22 Melamed, German Motet, 28–29. 
23 Ibid., 29–31. 
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definition of the term, but each also expands the genre in other ways.24 I will discuss the 

compositional purposes of the motets, their text sources, and their general musical 

characteristics (refer back to Table 1.1). Bach wrote motets only for special occasions, 

probably only for burial services, although the only surviving documentary evidence of this 

is from Der Geist hilft  BWV 226, which was written for the funeral of the Thomasschule 

headmaster Johann Heinrich Ernesti in 1729. Exact dates are not known for all the motets, but most of them were probably written during Bach s first decade in Leipzig, between 
1723 and 1735.25 

 Three out of five motets (BWV 226–228) follow the German tradition in text 

selection by combining a biblical text with a chorale text. BWV 225 and 229, however, diverge from that tradition. The former includes an unidentified Arie  in addition to the 
biblical and chorale texts, and the latter uses a strophic text throughout that resembles a 

chorale in its rhyme, meter, and form. Even when Bach chooses traditional text sources, 

however, his treatment of that text does not always conform to the German motet tradition. 

While BWV 228 first presents the biblical text, then combines it with the chorale text, BWV  combines the chorale with a piece of free poetry the Arie , rather than with the 
biblical text. Also, as Melamed notes, Bach s text setting of BWV  more closely 
resembles the traditional, phrase-by-phrase setting of a biblical text than a strophic 

treatment of a chorale. The independent, alternating presentation of chorale and biblical 

texts in BWV 227 also make it an anomaly. The performing forces of the motets also 

conform to the German motet tradition, because four out of five motets do not include 

instruments other than the basso continuo, and the last, BWV 226, uses colla parte 

instruments.26 

 Four out of five motets are scored for double choir, a practice that was popular in Sch“tz s generation, but that had fallen out of style. Bach s use of counterpoint and fugue in 
the motets expands on the German tradition. BWV 225–27 all contain large fugues, much 

                                                 
24 (ofmann lists these under the core group of authenticated motets  that are defined in the narrow sense. 
See Hofmann, Die Motetten. 
25 Christoph Wolff, et al., Bach,  in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/40023pg10#S40023.3.7. Melamed 
convincingly argues that several of the motets were actually compilations; see Melamed, German Motet, 63–
97. I discuss this possibility further in Chapter Four. 
26 Melamed, German Motet, 35–42. 
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larger in scope than his predecessors. Beyond these fugal portions, however, much of the 

texture is homophonic or antiphonal.27 

 In sum, while Bach refers to older Latin motets in written documents, his usage of 

the term in musical sources mostly conforms to the more narrow contemporary German 

conception of the term as indicating a work using German-language Spruch and chorale 

texts that does not involve independent instruments. In several instances, Bach labels a work motet  that corresponds to its more broad French or )talian meanings by using 

independent instruments. Bach s commonly accepted motets adhere to the German motet 
tradition in their performing forces, as well as the majority of text sources; they bring back 

the older scoring for double choir, and they stretch the tradition through their treatment of 

the text(s) and their extended fugal passages. 

 

1.3 Review of Literature 

 Analytical investigations into Bach s motets raise several important issues that have 
been previously addressed in the scholarly literature, involving textual expression and 

theological underpinnings of the works. In particular, a Schenkerian approach to the 

motets further involves the concept of motivic parallelisms and the challenges inherent in 

the analysis of modal chorales. In this section I will provide a brief introduction to each of 

these topics by surveying the relevant literature and situating my work in relation to 

previous studies, starting with text/music relations. Since perceptions of affect and the use 

of rhetorical figures in the Baroque era will be essential to building evidence for my 

narratives, I will begin by explaining the Baroque conceptions of affect and rhetoric and 

then discuss more modern explorations of affect and rhetoric to Bach s music that will be 
applicable to my analyses, including tonal allegory and rhetorical phrase expansion. Finally, 

I will describe two wider views of textual expression that have influenced my work with the motets: Kofi Agawu s informal method for song analysis and Lawrence M. Zbikowski s 
conceptual integration networks. 

 

                                                 
27 )bidem; Sanders, et al., Motet.  
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1.3.1 Baroque Textual Expression 

 Scholars have long grappled with describing the relationship between text and 

music in the late Baroque, since textual expression is often seen as less direct or less dramatic  in Baroque music than that of later eras. While Classical and Romantic music is 

characterized by more quickly shifting dramatic underpinnings and increased subjectivity, 

Baroque composers were mainly concerned with conveying a single mood (or possibly 

two) throughout a movement. The early seventeenth century marked a period of musical 

transition, a radical change in perspective from music as a mathematically-based discipline to music as a way of exciting the listeners  emotions. The relationship between music and 
rhetoric was also being cultivated at this time, manifested by an exploration of the 

similarities between spoken and musical grammar and also between the persuasive 

techniques of oration and of musical composition. 

 Baroque conceptions of affect and rhetoric. How Bach conveys the affect of a 

movement, his use of rhetorical figures, and other rhetorical means of communication that 

he employs will be important aspects of my analyses. Central to these discussions are 

Baroque conceptions of affect and rhetoric, such as those described by Johann Mattheson, 

and contemporary Baroque definitions of rhetorical figures, which will come from multiple 

writers, since their meanings were far from uniform. The doctrine of affections arose from Baroque writers  attempts to understand the 
origin of human emotions, an endeavor dating back to the ancient Greeks. Writers in the 

mid-seventeenth-century believed affections to be unconscious physical reactions to emotional stimuli. )n other words, if the soul was touched  in a particular way, a certain 
passion would be aroused, over which a person would have no conscious control. That 

these affections were fairly standardized and very widely discussed is shown by their 

presence on a cover illustration of a treatise by Jesuit priest Franz Lang. According to Ulrich 

Leisinger, Lang considers virtue to be the most highly-valued affect, and he places opposing 

affections on either side of it (with positive affects to the right and negative to the left): love 

vs. hate, courage vs. fear, desire vs. aversion, hope vs. despair, and joy vs. sadness. Anger, 
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which has no analogous positive emotion, is placed by itself.28 

 Philosophers such as René Descartes and music theorists including Athanasius 

Kircher believed that affections resulted from a physical state of agitation. Kircher argues 

that music arouses the passions in a similar manner: 

As it is, music and the affections have something in common, i.e., when the 
harmonic numerus (i.e., the musical proportions and the vibrations 
emanating therefrom) first stirs up the spiritual breath, and when these 
vapores [vapors] are mixed with the inner breath or mind, then they move a 
human being in the direction they are going; and in this way harmony moves 
passions and affections.29 
 

Leisinger shows how these beliefs led to deliberate acts on the part of the composer to 

move the affections, using the Baroque conception of grief as an example:  

. . . grief is an unpleasant inconvenience to the soul caused by some 
misfortune or mistake. This assumption leads easily to musical analogies: 
weariness requires a slow tempo, a weiche Tonart  minor key , and small intervals; failure shows itself through “bellautende  bad-sounding) tones 
and chords—that is, dissonances. Chromaticisms, especially a descending 
pattern referred to as passus duriusculus (a somewhat hard step), could represent the inconvenience to the soul. 30 
 

Thus, affections such as grief were expressed in Baroque music in general ways, from the 

choice of mode and types of intervals used to the preference of consonance or dissonance 

and the selection of harmonies. 

 While many Baroque writers discussed the relationship between music and affect, 

by far the most thorough explication is given by Mattheson in his Der vollkommene 

Capellmeister (1739). Mattheson categorizes fourteen separate affections and gives 

examples of how composers might express each of them—although some of his 

explanations are more to the point than others. Joy, according to Mattheson, is an expansion  of the soul and thus lends well to large, broad intervals. Sadness, the opposite 

of joy—but also an expression of penance, contrition, and lamentation in sacred music—is 

                                                 
28 Franz Lang, Theatrum affectuum humanorum Munich, ; Ulrich Leisinger, Affections, Rhetoric, and Musical Expression,  in The World of Bach Cantatas, vol. 1, ed. Christoph Wolff (New York: W. W. Norton, 
1997), 189– . Ulrich notes that, while Lang s juxtapositions were common in doctrines of the affections, not 
all authors included virtue as an affect. 
29 Athanasius Kircher, Musurgia Universalis sive ars magna consoni et dissoni (Rome, 1650), quoted in Leisinger, Affections, . 
30 Ibid. 
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best characterized by very small intervals. Love is a diffusion of the spirits;  to convey 
love, one should similarly distribute the sounds. Lust, unlike love, yearns toward the future, and calls for music with a striving character, and also a focus on the object of one s desire. Pride, haughtiness, and arrogance call for a bold, pompous style  with grand, serious 
figures that always ascend. Humility and patience, on the other hand, should never use ascending music, or anything that is elevated. Stubbornness can be represented by means 
of so-called capricci, or peculiar notions, namely when one writes such peculiar passages in 

one or another voice which one is resolved not to change cost what it may. 31 Anger and 

other violent affections require more than simply loud dynamics and fast-moving notes; 

the music should be forceful, but still have a clear and charming melodic line. Jealousy can 

be expressed in many ways, but the music should capture the qualities of restlessness and anger. (ope consists of a joyful longing which fills the spirit with a certain courage. (ence, 
this affect demands the loveliest use of the voice and the sweetest combination of sounds in 

the world, for which courageous longing serves as a spur. 32 Fear, dejection, and failure can 

be construed by occasional dissonances and harsh passages. Despair, which depresses the 

spirits, can be expressed by the tempo or by strange extremes in the melody. Pity combines 

love and sadness and thus requires aspects of both. Lastly, Mattheson describes 

composure, which he does not consider to be an actual emotion; this is best characterized by a soft unison passage. 33 

 Mattheson s intent in these descriptions is not to provide a recipe  for producing a 
certain emotion, but rather to demonstrate what he considers to be the essential attributes 

of each emotion, and to encourage budding composers to think along these same lines 

when deciding how best to communicate a specific affect in their own work. In the same 

vein, they should not be used as prescriptions for analysis, but rather as a catalyst for 

generalizing the ways a specific composer chooses to convey an emotion—which is my aim 

in my analyses. 

 These general musical expressions of the affections, such as the consistent use of 

large, consonant intervals, were thought to influence each listener in the same way—in this 

                                                 
31 Johann Mattheson, Der vollkommene Capellmeister (Hamburg: C. Herold, 1739), trans. Ernest C. Harriss as 
Johann Mattheson’s Der vollkommene Capellmeister  (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1981), 108. 
32 Ibid., 109. 
33 Ibid., 103–11. 
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case, moving the audience into a state of joy. Differences in listeners  emotional reactions 
were explained as resulting from differing temperaments. Every person was thought to be 

governed by one of four human temperaments: melancholic, sanguine, choleric, and 

phlegmatic. A person of a certain temperament would react much more strongly to 

affections relating to that temperament. Therefore, a sanguine person would experience 

joy more readily than, for example, a melancholic person.34 

 Once composers found effective techniques for evoking a certain affection, they 

would then reuse them, since a piece once regarded as sad, for instance, would always 

provoke that emotion, and thus another composition using similar techniques should yield comparable results. These techniques became stock musical-rhetorical figures  from 
which many Baroque composers drew (discussed below in conjunction with rhetoric).35  

 In addition to affect, Baroque writers also characterized text/music relations in 

terms of spoken rhetoric, particularly in regards to text setting, invention, and 

compositional structure. As Leisinger writes, the vocal composer paid close attention to 
punctuation and word stress when setting the text. One might then apply musical grammar 

to these aspects, which was just as indispensable a foundation for serious musical 

performance as was the technical correctness of a sentence. The adoption of musical analogies is only one step away. 36 Although these musical analogies relate somewhat to 

rhetorical figures, they correlate more closely with the sections and caesuras of musical 

rhetoric. Mattheson compares musical phrasing to spoken grammar; just as language has 

paragraphs subdivided into phrases and subphrases, musical rhetoric uses sentences or 

their subdivisions to add up to a whole structure. The end of a musical paragraph requires 

a full close; the end of a sentence a lesser but still affirmative close. He encourages readers 

to use the punctuation in the text to guide their composition. For instance, commas should 

be given longer note values, but no cadential articulation; a semicolon implies two separate 

thoughts, which may be expressed by changing keys; a colon requires an expectant pause; 

and a period should always be set with a full close in the tonic key.37 

                                                 
34 Writings about temperament date back to ancient Greek medical theory. Dietrich Bartel, Musica Poetica: 

Musical-Rhetorical Figures in German Baroque Music (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997), 36–39. 
35 Leisinger, Affections,  . 
36 Ibid., 195. 
37 Mattheson, Capellmeister, 380–404. 
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 The art of structuring spoken rhetoric, heavily taught in the Lateinschulen 

curriculum, also features prominently in eighteenth-century treatises on music. Rhetorical 

construction traditionally entails five steps: inventio, dispositio, elocutio, memoria, and actio 

or pronunciatio; German musical treatises focus on the first three, since they relate most 

closely to composition. In terms of spoken rhetoric, inventio involves determining the topic 

and supporting information. To aid in this process, the orator relies on conventional loci 

topici, a list of subject areas  to help spur ideas, including cause, place, time, manner, and 

means.38 Mattheson defines how specific loci topici can also aid in musical invention.39 

Johann David Heinichen suggests employing loci topici when setting a particularly uninspiring text. (e writes, )n truth, only half the effort is required for a musical invention 

if the composer can derive a good idea from the given (and frequently unfruitful) text. But 

to lead our imagination, cannot, I believe, be better accomplished than through the 

oratorical loci topici. 40 

 The dispositio comprises the logical arrangement and development of the topic. The 

oration is usually divided into six parts: exordium (introduction), narratio (report), 

propositio (discourse), confirmatio (supporting arguments), confutatio (rebuttals), and 

peroratio or conclusio (concluding comments). Mattheson states that these rhetorical terms 

can readily be applied to the analysis of a musical work; he defines each of the six parts of 

the oration in terms of organizing a musical composition and then applies these definitions 

in an analysis of a Marcello aria by reproducing portions of the aria, labeling each part of 

the dispositio, and describing how each step is conveyed in the aria. His definition of the 

exordium retains the persuasive character of spoken rhetoric, characterizing this section as the introduction and beginning of a melody, wherein the goal and entire purpose must be revealed, so that the listeners are prepared, and are stimulated to attentiveness. 41 This 

usually refers to the thoroughbass introduction or opening ritornello. The narratio would 

then begin with the entrance of the voice or the most significant instrumental part. 

Mattheson divides the musical propositio into three parts: propositio simplex, which begins 

                                                 
38 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 65–67. 
39 Mattheson, Capellmeister, 285–99. 
40 Johann David Heinichen, Der General-Bass in der Composition (Dresden, 1728), 30, trans. in George Buelow, The Loci Topici and Affect in Late Baroque Music: (einichen s Practical Demonstration,  Music Review 27 
(1966): 162–63. 
41 Mattheson, Capellmeister, 470. 
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after the first melodic cadence; variatam, or melodic variation; and compositam, or the 

combined motivic discourse of the melody and accompaniment. The confirmatio 

corroborates this discourse through embellished and varied repetitions. In the confutatio, 

the melody is combined with or replaced by another melodic idea. The peroratio emphatically concludes the musical oration  with an epilogue postlude  played by the 
thoroughbass or accompaniment.42 

 The third step in the rhetorical structure, elocutio, translates the various ideas and 
thoughts into words and sentences, adding any necessary devices which would give the argument greater emphasis. 43 This elocution carries four stylistic expectations: correct 

syntax, clarity, figurative language, and the aptness of form for the content of the oration. 

The third expectation encompasses rhetorical figures and links the concepts of affect and 

rhetoric in music;44 thus, I will focus on the elocutio in my analyses. German Baroque 

authors provided names and definitions for these figures, although this Figurenlehre was 

by no means unified in content or in classification from scholar to scholar. Joachim 

Burmeister, for example, divides the figures into three categories: figures that are primarily 

harmonic in nature, those that are primarily melodic in nature, and those that combine the 

two.45 By contrast, Mattheson separates his discussion of figures into specific word-figures 

and more general sentence-figures.46 These figures were first used in secular music—most 

notably opera—but they were gradually incorporated into sacred music as well, despite 

the fervent objections of many Protestant clergy members.47 Dietrich Bartel s Musica 

Poetica: Musical-Rhetorical Figures in German Baroque Music is an excellent compendium of 

Baroque Figurenlehre, which provides translated definitions of figures in treatises by fifteen German Baroque authors; thus, ) will draw mainly from Bartel s work for my 
analysis of stock figures. Since each of these authors offers a unique listing of rhetorical 

                                                 
42 Ibid., 469–72. While Mattheson attests to their easy application in analysis, the confutatio, and sometimes 
the confirmatio and propositio, are difficult to locate in many pieces. Daniel Harrison offers an enlightening 
discussion on the parts of the dispositio in the fugue from Bach s Toccata, S. 915 in his article, Rhetoric and 
Fugue: An Analytical Application,  Music Theory Spectrum 12, no. 1 (1990): 1–42. 
43 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 66. 
44 Ibid., 67. 
45 Joachim Burmeister, Musica poetica (Rostock: S. Myliander, 1606), facs. ed. (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1955). 
46 Mattheson, Capellmeister, 480–84. 
47 Leisinger, Affections,  –94. 
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figures, I will not attempt to give a comprehensive description of the figures here, but will 

define each figure when I identify it in my analysis. )n discussing Bach s textual expression, ) believe it is crucial to consider the types of 

compositional thinking evidenced by contemporary Baroque treatises; consequently, I will 

ground my analyses in the affective expression and rhetorical communication of the text. I 

will not limit my explication of textual expression to mere taxonomic labeling of rhetorical 

figures and other affective devices—as several scholars wisely advise against—but in my 

analyses, I will show how Bach s use of several significant figures, combined with particular 

structural and motivic treatment, enhances the narrative structure put forward by his 

arrangement of the text and the musical structure of each movement.48 

Modern applications of affect and rhetoric to Bach’s music. Several scholars 

have applied facets of affect and rhetoric to the analysis of Bach s vocal works. In her book, 

Mystical Love in the German Baroque: Theology, Poetry, Music, Isabella van Elferen discusses 

the representation of sacred love in Baroque music, finding a marked correlation between 

the affective devices used in poetic intensification—such as rhetorical figures, metaphors, 

technical virtuosity, pictorialism, and sensualism—and the ways Baroque composers used 

these same devices in their music, particularly in the Passion meditation. She focuses on 

important passages in vocal works by J. S. Bach, Dietrich Buxtehude, Johann Hermann 

Schein, and Heinrich Schütz.49 ) explain van Elferen s characterization of sacred love below, 
in conjunction with Baroque Lutheran theology. 

Eric Chafe discusses in detail the use of tonality as a text-expressive device in Bach s 
cantatas and passions.50 (e writes, put simply, change of key within many cantatas 

reflects or allegorizes the spiritual development, its relation to established doctrine, 

personal experience, and the like. 51 ) believe Chafe s work with tonality must be applied 

with caution, however—particularly his emphasis on allegorical tonal catabasis toward 

                                                 
48 Peter Williams, for one, cautions against this type of surface-level analysis in The Snares and Delusions of 
Musical Rhetoric: Some Examples from Recent Writings on J. S. Bach,  in Alte Musik: Praxis und Reflexion, ed. 
Peter Reidmeister and Veronika Gutmann (Winterthur: Amadeus, 1983), 230–40. 
49 Isabella van Elferen, Mystical Love in the German Baroque: Theology, Poetry, Music (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow 
Press, 2009), 71–117. Unfortunately, van Elferen does not include any of Bach s motets in her study. 
50 Eric Chafe, Tonal Allegory in the Vocal Music of J. S. Bach (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991) and 
Analyzing Bach Cantatas (New York: Oxford University Press, 2000). 
51Chafe, Tonal Allegory, viii. 
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increasing flats and anabasis toward sharp keys.52 I do find his case for Bach s affective use 
of individual key areas to be convincing, however, at least for Jesu, meine Freude,  where 

Bach introduces each of the main key areas briefly in the opening chorale before exploring 

them later in the motet during significant changes in the narrative. 

 Another link to rhetoric can be found in Bach s use of phrase expansion and 
repetition. Karl Braunschweig describes phrase expansion in Baroque music as a type of amplification, in that it creates a more memorable presence in the listener s mind. Although 
much Baroque music lacks the periodicity found in the Classical era, Braunschweig 

emphasizes that the sense of an expansion can be felt even in the absence of normative 

phrase lengths. He discusses three types of phrase expansion found in Bach s music, which 
he calls figures of expansion: text/motive repetition, expansion of harmonic function, and 

expansion of dissonance. Although his examination of phrase expansion focuses on Bach s 
instrumental music, it can easily be applied to his vocal works.53 These procedures of 

repetition and augmentation can be linked not only with rhetorical figures, but also, as 

Bettina Varwig argues, with the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century conception of rhetoric 

initially developed by Erasmus of Rotterdam, which emphasizes the use of many and varied 

examples in an oration; variations in phrase length and structure in music have an 

analogous effect to modifications of sentence construction in a speech: both devices draw 

attention to the contents of the varied structure.54 Particularly in Jesu, meine Freude,  
Bach uses several types of phrase expansion at critical points in the narrative to draw 

attention to key words or phrases in the text. 

                                                 
52 Other scholars express similar caution. For example, Calvin Stapert writes that at times its seems that 
Chafe tugs too hard at the tonal allegory strand in the whole interpretive fabric, and when he does so his case becomes less, not more, convincing.  See Calvin Stapert, Review of Analyzing Bach Cantatas by Eric Chafe,  
Notes, Second Series, , no.  : . John Butt points out inconsistencies in Chafe s discussions of anabasis and catabasis: Chafe s concern for sharp/flat polarity and anabasis/catabasis sometimes leads to 
obvious inconsistencies for which (inevitably) he feels he has to forge an explanation even if this involves 
some exegetical acrobatics. Obviously the very nature of Lutheran tendencies—to see hope and joy in death, 
for instance—means that the same musical sign can point in several directions; but with some of Chafe s assertions the contradictions can begin to wear thin.  John Butt, Review of Tonal Allegory in the Vocal Music 

of J. S. Bach by Eric Chafe,  Music & Letters 74, no. 2 (1993): 292. 
53 Karl Braunschweig, Rhetorical Types of Phrase Expansion in the Music of J. S. Bach,  Intégral 18/19 
(2004/2005): 71–111. See, in particular, 72 and 81–101. 
54 Bettina Varwig, One More Time: J. S. Bach and Seventeenth-Century Traditions of Rhetoric,  Eighteenth-

Century Music 5 (2008): 179–208. See especially 179 and 184–87. 
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 The work done by these scholars provides sufficient precedent for discussing how 

affective expression and rhetorical communication govern textual expression in Baroque 

vocal compositions. While they discuss brief selections from many of Bach s works, I 

propose to examine each motet as a whole, showing how structural, tonal, and motivic 

aspects in each movement relate expressively to the text and how they combine to form a 

coherent narrative.55 

Wider views of textual expression. So much work has been done on the 

relationship between text and music in later eras that a comprehensive literature review 

lies outside the scope of this project. In lieu of this, I will discuss the main theories that 

have influenced my work with Bach s motets, including Kofi Agawu s informal method for song analysis and Lawrence M. Zbikowski s conceptual integration networks C)Ns .56  

Agawu proposes a six-stage model for song analysis; these stages are reproduced in 

Table 1.3.57 Stages 1a–1c deal exclusively with the music, first by informally noting as many 

significant musical features as possible (1a), and only then organizing and contextualizing 

these ideas explicitly with a voice-leading graph, rhythmic reduction, or other method (1b). 

In Stage 1c, the analyst develops metaphors for these musical features, making an effort not 

to downplay or attempt to rectify contradictory meanings. During these stages, Agawu 

emphasizes that the text should be ignored as much as possible to avoid privileging musical 

events that only further the textual progression. These interpretations are set aside for 

Stage 2a, which focuses wholly on the text to develop a contextual reading. Again, ideally, 

the music should be ignored in order to avoid privileging textual images that coincide with 

musical images. In 2b, the analyst compares this reading to the musical interpretations 

made. Only in Stage 3 do explicit interpretation and narrative take place. As Agawu writes, the methodological move is from invariant meanings to specific contextual ones, the aim being to allow grammatical security to dictate the terms of a semantic interpretation. 58 At  

                                                 
55 Further precedent can be found in Gregory Decker s recent dissertation exploring opera seria arias by G. F. 
Handel, which investigates interactions between rhetoric, musical semiotics, musical topics, structural analysis, and dramatic characterization. See Gregory Decker, The Language of Baroque Opera: Topic, Structure, and Characterization in (andel s )talian-Language Operas  PhD diss., Florida State University, 
2011). 
56 I discuss the interaction between motivic parallelisms and textual expression below. 
57 Kofi Agawu, Theory and Practice in the Analysis of the Nineteenth-Century Lied,  Music Analysis 11, no. 1 
(1992): 3–36. This method is introduced in 10–13. 
58 Ibid., 13. 
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Table 1.3: Agawu’s informal method for song analysis59 

 

Stage 1a Informal data-gathering: collect as many significant musical features of the song as possible. 

Stage 1b 
(More) formal data-gathering: use an explicit method (such as a voice-leading graph) to 
generate more data and to revise or reorganize previously collected data. 

Stage 1c Preliminary interpretation 1): develop metaphors for purely musical  devices. 
Stage 2a Develop a contextual reading of the text. 

Stage 2b Preliminary interpretation 2): compare the results of 2a with those of 1a, 1b, and 1c. 

Stage 3 

Explicit interpretation: Narrativize  the various profiles and data assembled in stages 1a, 1b, c, a, and b, adding information from external  sources, including style, biography, and 
reception. 

 

 

this stage, the analyst may also bring in external factors such as style, biography, and 

contemporary response. Although my methodology does not follow Agawu s model explicitly, ) will first treat 
text and music separately in my analyses, for the reasons stated above, and also in an 

attempt to avoid ad hoc reasoning for its own sake. Agawu states: 

For example, when an analyst, explicating the contrapuntal fabric of a tonal 
piece by means of a voice-leading graph, looks for an event or occurrence in 
another domain (such as timbre, duration, registral placement and so on) to 
justify or reinforce a decision made within the purely contrapuntal realm, we 
have an instance of ad hoc thinking. . . . Ad hoc thinking sometimes unearths certain marriages of convenience  between musical dimensions. . . . The 
inter-dimensional equations produced by ad hoc thinking are valid only for 
the particular context and not necessarily for others.60 
 

Although ad hoc reasoning might bring about potentially enlightening connections in a 

specific movement or in one of the motets as a whole, I aim to demonstrate how tonal, 

motivic, and structural principles interact similarly in each motet; thus, I will try to 

minimize ad hoc connections in my analyses. 

Zbikowski primarily uses conceptual integration networks to aid in Romantic song 

analysis; while no one has yet depicted the narrative process in Bach s motets in this way,  

                                                 
59 Agawu, Nineteenth-Century Lied,  . 
60 Ibid., 8–9. 
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CINs can be easily used with Baroque vocal music.61 In my understanding, a CIN visually 

depicts metaphorical connections between multiple concepts or multiple media. Following Zbikowski s model for mapping out these connections between text and music, the CINs in 

the current study include a generic space, mental space of the text, mental space of the 

music, and blended space. The text and music spaces are input spaces  that describe 

aspects of the text and music, respectively. The connections within the individual spaces 

parallel one another such that the mapping between domains easily results in a new blended  understanding. The generic space guides this mapping and ensures that 

comparisons are made between equivalent inputs, and the blended space illustrates the 

meaning derived from the combination of text and music through the process of composition.  Additional understanding can be drawn from the processes of completion,  
which brings in background knowledge of the conditions surrounding the CIN to make the 

structure more concrete, and elaboration,  which extends the information given in the blended space to include implications for what happens next  in the story.62 

As a short example, I will discuss a CIN that Zbikowski uses to explain the 

application of cross-domain mapping to music, which is based on the Credo from Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina s Pope Marcellus Mass. ) have reproduced Zbikowski s C)N as Figure 
1.1. Following conventions in previous literature, Zbikowski arranges the CIN with the 

generic space at the top, the two input spaces (text space and music space) opposite each 

other, and the blended space at the bottom. The solid, double-headed arrow between the 

input spaces indicates that elements in each of these two spaces map onto each other (for example, descent from heaven  and descending scalar passages . The dashed, double-

headed arrows that link the generic space and the blended space with each of the input 

spaces show that the structure is not simply projected from the top down, but can also be 

projected, for instance, from the input spaces to the generic space or from the blended 

space to the input spaces. 

In this CIN, the generic space describes elements of directed motion within a 

teleological framework. For example, the text describes Jesus descending from heaven, 

                                                 
61 Lawrence M. Zbikowski, The Blossoms of Trockne Blumen : Music and Text in the Early Nineteenth Century,  Music Analysis 18, no. 3 (1999): 307–45; Conceptualizing Music: Cognitive Structure, Theory, and 

Analysis (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002). 
62 Ibid., 310–13 and 341. 
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Figure . : Zbikowski’s C)N for text painting in Palestrina’s Pope Marcellus Mass, Credo (mm. 92–94)63 

 
 

which involves a decrease of potential energy as Christ physically descends from the heavenly to the mundane  shown in the text space .64 The music likewise employs 

descending scalar passages that move purposefully toward the cadence (shown in the 

music space). The blended space combines the two input spaces as follows: 

Composition puts musical pitches together with the act of descent to yield 
pitch-objects that descend. Composition also associates descent with a 
specific sound, which actual descents may or may not produce. Completing 
this image, we might infer that the lower the pitch, the closer it is to the 
ground and to the mundane. We could also infer that, since descent can be 
given a sound, ascent can also be given a sound. Palestrina in fact confirms 
the latter inference in mm. 92–  of the Credo, when . . . he sets ascendit  
with steadily rising pitches. Elaborating the blend, we might imagine pitch-
objects doing all sorts of things, not just ascending and descending.65 

 

                                                 
63 Zbikowski, Conceptualizing Music, 83. 
64 Ibid., 82. 
65 Ibid., 82–83. 
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Thus, the CIN depicts aspects of the text and the music in similar terms, which can be 

reduced to a general description governing the entire structure and can also be combined 

and extended beyond the example in question. 

Zbikowski emphasizes that, while the blended space is normally placed at the 

bottom of the structure and the generic space at the top, elements do not simply trickle 

down from the generic space through the input spaces to the blended space. Figure 1.2 reproduces Zbikowski s alternative representation of a C)N that more clearly depicts the 
generic space as the basis for the structure. From this perspective, it becomes easier to see that the two input spaces are concrete representations of the abstract structure 
represented by the generic space, and the conceptual blend is a further projection from these. 66 

CINs provide a visually appealing, succinct way to summarize the relations between 

text and music and to discuss large-scale events more concretely in Bach s complex, multi-
movement vocal works. Thus, in this endeavor, ) will apply Zbikowski s conceptual 
integration networks to the analysis of multi-movement Baroque compositions through my investigation into Bach s motets. 

 

 

 

 
Figure . : Zbikowski’s alternative representation of a four-space CIN67 

 
 

                                                 
66 Ibid., 80. 
67 Ibid., 81. 
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1.3.2 Baroque Lutheran Theology 

 Since the motet texts incorporate themes of sacred love and obedience to God, it is 

critical to unpack plausible interpretations of these ideas in terms of Baroque Lutheran 

theology before attempting to discern a narrative progression in each work. I will begin by summarizing Martin Luther s discussions of these concepts from his series of lectures on Romans; then ) will consider van Elferen s analogy of the believer s love for Jesus to Petrarch s love for Laura. 
 Luther states that human nature is inherently weak and selfish, making it impossible 

for any person to obey God or grow closer to him. )n his words, our nature is so curved in 
upon itself at its deepest levels that it not only bends the best gifts of God toward itself in order to enjoy them . . ., nay, rather, uses  God in order to obtain them, but it does not even 

know that, in this wicked, twisted, crooked way, it seeks everything, including God, only for itself. 68 Later he writes that . . . if we rely upon ourselves, we simply cannot fulfill the law  
. . . as if we could really produce from ourselves the willingness and ability to fulfill the law  . . . in the way in which God wants it fulfilled, namely, in grace. 69 While one might obey the 

letter of the law through self-reliance, only with God s intervention can a person carry out the spirit of God s commands. 

 In the same vein, though people yearn for God, and seek to be closer to him, they 

cannot accomplish this through their own strength—only when God s spirit dwells in their 
heart. 

For grace . . . seeks [God] alone and moves toward him in all things. . . . This is what it means to have a right heart  Ps. : ; :  and a right spirit  Ps. 
51:10). 
 Nature, on the other hand, . . . sees and seeks only itself and aims at itself in everything. . . . This is what it means to have a perverse  and wicked  heart Ps. : ; Prov. : .70 
 This right heart,  however, does not preclude the believer from falling back into sinful behavior. Romans : b states, So then with the mind ) myself serve the law of God; 

                                                 
68 Martin Luther, Lectures on Romans, trans. and ed. Wilhelm Pauck (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1961), 
159. Luther cites Jeremiah 17:9 here, and later, Isaiah 2:9–22 (218) to support his discussion. 
69 )bid., . The law  here refers to the Ten Commandments and other religious laws. 
70 Ibid., 219. 
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but with the flesh the law of sin. 71 Thus, although the Holy Spirit allows one to serve God, 

each person still inevitably disobeys and sins against God at times. Or, as Luther describes it, [the believers] in being righteous are at the same time sinners; they are righteous 
because they believe in Christ whose righteousness covers them and is imputed to them, but they are sinners because they do not fulfill the law and are not without sinful desires. 72 The idea that the believer is of two minds is central to van Elferen s argument; she 

characterizes the sacred love of a Lutheran believer for Jesus as ambivalent and bittersweet, finding many parallels between biblical portrayals of the believer s love and 
fourteenth-century love poems by Francesco Petrarch. Petrarch composed love poetry for a 

married woman named Laura—who was therefore unattainable for him. His collection of 

Canzoniere, in van Elferen s words, describes Petrarch s ambivalent experiences of a 
simultaneously joyful and painful passion, by which the poet is at once drawn and repelled. 73 These images influenced countless writers from the sixteenth century onward, producing a petrarchan  concept of love that portrayed intense feelings of pleasure and 
pain for an unattainable lover.74 By the early eighteenth century, petrarchan love themes abounded in sacred and secular music, as well as in poetry. Both theologians and 
philosophers regarded earthly love as a reflection of divine love. . . . Theorists of poetry and 

music, theologians, and moral philosophers consistently described love in petrarchan 

metaphors. It was regarded as an ambivalent emotion, in which feelings of joy went hand in hand with feelings of sadness. 75 )n Bach s motets, the believer longs for a union with Jesus 
that cannot be attained in this life; this sacred love is thus filled with joy and sorrow. Van Elferen s well-researched and tightly-argued position has greatly influenced my 

interpretation of the motet texts, which I discuss in the following chapters. 

 

 

 

                                                 
71 Unless otherwise stated, all biblical passages not quoted in the motets are taken from the King James 
Version. 
72 Luther, Romans, 208. 
73 van Elferen, Mystical Love, 2. 
74 Ibid., 1–4. 
75 Ibid., 320. 
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1.3.3 Structural Analysis and Motivic Parallelisms in Baroque Music 

Relatively few published studies center on the structural analysis of Baroque music. Bach s music, of course, has been examined the most frequently—but only recently have 

scholars begun to publish detailed Schenkerian studies that focus on multiple works by 

Bach. Channan Willner s work on tonal and durational structure in Baroque music begins 
to fill this gap, although more work remains to be done.76 He deals with a number of 

structural issues, but most pertinent to my work are his investigations into the pacing of 

structural tones. Willner explores the notion of pacing by examining the influence of tonal 

and durational elements on phrase rhythm and periodicity in Baroque music. He suggests 

that several different types of pace control the progress, expansion, and contraction of the 

motivic, tonal, and durational groupings within a Baroque movement. For example, the 

most prominent pace may be defined by the foreground durations of the figuration, while 

the basic pace controls the steady, generally stepwise voice-leading of the outer voices 

below the surface. Measuring the progress of the structural tones and the changes in the 

rate of their occurrence offers a depiction of the form and phrase rhythm of the piece.77 

Changes in the pacing of structural tones often arise in expanded phrases; I will draw upon Willner s work in my discussion of sequential passages, since changes in pacing occur 
primarily in conjunction with sequences in Jesu, meine Freude.  

One of the chief goals of the current study is to elucidate the ways in which Bach 

composes-out motives from the chorale in other movements, and how these inter-

movement motivic parallelisms both communicate the affect of the text and further the 

narrative progression. In his seminal article on the topic, Charles Burkhart explores the term hidden repetitions  verborgene Wiederholungen  that (einrich Schenker reveals 

throughout Der freie Satz, demonstrating through several famous examples how a surface-

                                                 
76 See, for example, Channan Willner, Baroque Styles and the Analysis of Baroque Music,  in Structure and 

Meaning in Tonal Music: Festschrift in Honor of Carl Schachter, ed. L. Poundie Burstein and David Gagné 
(Hillsdale, NY: Pendragon Press, 2006), 145– ; Durational Pacing in (andel s )nstrumental Works: The 
Nature of Temporality in the Music of the High Baroque (PhD diss., City University of New York, 2005); and Sequential Expansion and (andelian Phrase Rhythm,  in Schenker Studies 2, ed. Carl Schachter and Hedi 
Siegel (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 192–221. Decker offers an excellent summary of the available literature on Baroque structural analysis, and in particular, on Willner s work. See Decker, Baroque Opera,  –12.  
77 Willner, Baroque Styles,  Durational Pacing,  and Sequential Expansion.  )n particular, see Willner, Baroque Styles,  –50 and 154–60. 
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level motive can be enlarged and composed-out on higher structural levels. The opening of Mozart s Piano Sonata in C Major, K. , exemplifies this on the small-scale: the 

descending tetrachord A–G–F–E (mm. 3–4) is immediately enlarged—that is, lengthened 

and embellished—by scalar figures (mm. 5– . Schubert s setting of Erlkönig  illustrates a 
much larger-scale motivic parallelism: the opening left-hand triplet figure (m. 2) is almost 

exactly replicated in the tonal scheme of the song.78 Carl Schachter links structural 

parallelisms to the poetic images and the emotions conveyed by four Schubert songs.79 Deborah Stein uses Schachter s work to expand upon Burkhart s discussion of Erlkönig  by 
demonstrating how leitmotifs linked with each character undergo transformations 

paralleling the poetic progression.80 David Stern provides a precedent for discussing parallelisms of chorale melodies in Bach s vocal music; he writes that chorale melodies in Bach s cantatas may be quoted literally or appear in ornamented form. Furthermore, 
motivic material is often derived from them, and structural features of chorale melodies are 

at times incorporated into choruses and arias without the chorale melody actually being quoted. 81 The similarities between Bach s cantatas and motets make a comparable 
approach plausible for the motets. )n my analyses ) will build upon Stein s notion of linking 

motivic parallelisms to narrative implications—which other scholars have since applied 

mainly to the Romantic repertoire. 

 

1.3.4 Analysis of Modal Chorales 

 Approaching Bach s motets from a Schenkerian perspective is complicated by the fact that Jesu, meine Freude  utilizes a Dorian chorale melody. Joel Lester captures the 
essence of this issue:  

Whether they analyze Bach compositions according to a traditional-harmony 
approach, or according to Schenkerian ideas, . . . virtually all analysts assume 
that certain harmonies represent goals and that other harmonies inherently 

                                                 
78 Charles Burkhart, Schenker s Motivic Parallelisms,  Journal of Music Theory, 22, no. 2 (1978): 145–75. 
79 Carl Schachter, Motive and Text in Four Schubert Songs,  in Unfoldings, ed. Joseph N. Straus (Oxford and 
New York: Oxford University Press, 1999), 209–20; originally published in Aspects of Schenkerian Theory 
(Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 1983), 61–76. 
80 Deborah Stein, Schubert s Erlkönig:  Motivic Parallelism and Motivic Transformation,  19th-Century Music 
13, no. 2 (1989): 145–58. 
81 David Stern, (idden Uses of Chorale Melodies in Bach s Cantatas,  in Trends in Schenkerian Research, ed. 
Allen Cadwallader (New York: Schirmer Books, 1990), 115. 
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represent varying states of motion leading toward those goals. . . . But on 
what grounds can we consider these harmonic-directional norms to be universal in Bach s music when he also writes various modal voice-leadings 
and harmonic successions that seem to deny this directionality[?]82 

Passages containing plagal progressions, those with several consecutive, stepwise root-

position triads, and those that seem to be in minor keys, but also seem to be structurally 

governed by dominant harmony, have continually plagued theorists attempting to explain the underlying melodic and harmonic framework in Bach s music.83 

 In its most pure form, Schenkerian analysis is incompatible with modal tendencies. 

Schenker himself viewed modal music as inherently weaker than tonal music, due to its irregular structure, including possible melodic and harmonic emphasis on scale degrees  
other than 1, 3, or 5. His conception of the tonic triad as both the organic generator of 

harmonic content and as the unifying harmony in tonal music precludes the possibility of 

such an irregular structure.84 Scholars such as Lori Burns have attempted to expand 

Schenkerian theory to include idiomatic modal tendencies. For example, the melodic 

emphasis on 5 and 7 in the Dorian mode, and particularly the characteristic treatment of 

the subtonic 7, guide Burns to consider the motion 5–7–5 as a Dorian upper neighbor  
figure, a complete neighbor motion at the interval of a third, harmonized either as i passing 

up to III or as i moving to v. When a progression to the mediant includes such a distinctly Dorian melodic figure, she terms it a Dorian mediant. 85 

 While the modal implications of chorale melodies should certainly be taken into account, Der Geist hilft  does not employ a modal chorale, and Bach harmonizes the chorale in Jesu, meine Freude  in such a way that each phrase largely conforms to 
functional harmonic conventions and ends with a tonal cadence. The modal moments  
occur as expressive inflections in the middle of a given phrase. Therefore, since traditional 

Schenkerian analysis can easily explain the large-scale motion of this chorale, there is no 

                                                 
82 Joel Lester, Between Modes and Keys: German Theory 1592–1802 (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1989), 
156. 
83 Ibid., 156–58. 
84 Heinrich Schenker, Der freie Satz (Vienna: Universal Edition, 1935), trans. and ed. Ernst Oster as Free 

Composition (New York: Schirmer, 1979), 10–11. 
85 Lori Burns, Bach’s Modal Chorales (Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1995), 128–29, 138. 
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reason to incorporate Burns s additions in this case.86 My analysis acknowledges the idiomatic emphasis on the subtonic and Burns s Dorian upper neighbor  through my discussions of the primary chorale motives, but ) will not incorporate Burns s special 
terminology for these patterns. 

 

1.4 Summary of Methodology 

I will begin my examination of each movement by treating textual and musical 

elements separately—namely, by introducing the main features of the text and discussing 

interesting musical features—before looking further into the text for possible motivations, 

in an attempt to treat each aspect as equally as possible and to avoid unnecessary or 

unsupported ad hoc connections. A Schenkerian approach to motivic parallelisms, 

following Burkhart, Stein, Stern, and others, will drive my exploration of how primary 

motives from the chorale are composed-out in other movements of the motet. 

 Bach s tonal and motivic treatments affectively express the text, sometimes in 

combination with rhetorical phrase expansion and the use of rhetorical figures. Thus, I will 

utilize a combination of Chafe s tonal representation, van Elferen s connections between 
affective communication in poetry and music, Braunschweig s notion of rhetorical types of phrase expansion, Varwig s connection between amplification and Erasmian rhetoric, and Willner s work on pacing in order to adumbrate Bach s unique method of communicating 
the sentiment of the chorale and biblical texts. Identifying the use of several significant 

rhetorical figures will also enhance my discussion of the narrative progression. Zbikowski s 
extension of the CIN to music offers a clear and concise way to present a coordinated 

analysis of text and music in these sizeable works. Using CINs will enable me to illustrate how Bach s compositional choices, from his selection of significant key areas and his 

treatment of primary motives to his use of rhetorical figures and phrase expansions, 

communicate the affect of the text and enhance the Lutheran theological narrative set out 

by the progression of the text.  

                                                 
86 Although ) have not chosen to use Burns s approach in my study, ) do recognize that there are other Bach 
compositions where significant musical events cannot be explained by traditional Schenkerian paradigms (for 
example, if a composition emphasizing the Phrygian or Mixolydian mode promotes the plagal cadence to a higher structural status . )n such works Burns s extension of Schenkerian theory becomes much more 
relevant. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

DER GE)ST ()LFT UNSER SC(WAC((E)T AUF  BWV 226 (1729) 

 
 

2.1 Introduction 

 Der Geist hilft unser Schwachheit auf  was written in , most likely for the 
funeral of the Thomasschule Rector Johann Heinrich Ernesti on October 20 of that year—
the sole motet by J. S. Bach for which the compositional date and probable purpose are 

known.1 Composed for an eight-voice double chorus, the piece divides into three 

movements: a boisterous antiphonal opening that culminates in a substantial imitative 

section, a double fugue (condensed to four voices), and a four-part homophonic chorale 

setting.2 Bach uses Romans 8:26 and 8:27 for movements 1 and 2, respectively, and concludes with the third stanza of Martin Luther s chorale Komm, Heiliger Geist, Herre Gott  (1524). Throughout the work, Bach intertwines tonal, structural, and motivic features 

that relate expressively to the text in each movement; these aspects combine to create a 

coherent narrative describing the (oly Spirit s intercession into the life of the believer and 

                                                 
1 Christoph Wolff, et al., Bach,  in Grove Music Online. Oxford Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/40023pg10#S40023.3.7. Some 
scholars dispute the specific event for which the motet was performed, but all agree that it was heard in conjunction with Ernesti s death. See Martin Geck, Zur Datierung, Verwendung und Auff“hrungspraxis von Bachs Motetten,  in Eine Sammlung von Aufsätze, ed. Rudolf Eller and Hans-Joachim Schulze, Bach-Studien 5 
(Leipzig, 1975), 63–71; Daniel Melamed, J. S. Bach and the German Motet (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2005), 63; and Werner Neumann, Eine Leipziger Bach-Gedenkstätte: über die Beziehungen der Familien Bach und Bose,  Bach-Jahrbuch 56 (1970): 26n29. 
2 The chorale itself is included in the original performing parts, but in the score, Bach simply writes Choral seqt.  Melamed uses the absence of the chorale in the original score as evidence of its prior existence. (e states, Because Bach did not bother to write out the chorale in the autograph score of the motet, we can fairly 
safely assume that there was another source for it. In fact, it seems likely that the chorale was lifted from some other work.  Melamed, German Motet, 84. He goes even further to say that scholars have 
misrepresented this marking as a performance instruction, and that though the chorale is always included in 
contemporary performances of the motet, it is not part of the work proper. See ibid., 85. 
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his provision of divine strength in times of weakness or struggle. In this chapter, I will 

demonstrate the influence of these musical markers on the underlying narrative 

progression by offering a detailed Schenkerian treatment of each movement and describing its role in the work s larger narrative structure. ) will begin by briefly outlining the motet s narrative structure see Table . . The opening movement portrays the (oly Spirit s intercession on behalf of the believer when 
she cannot find the words to pray. Throughout the movement, the Christian s feelings of doubt and fear are gradually replaced by a sense of confidence in the Spirit s advocacy. This emotional progression culminates in a musical depiction of the Spirit s groaning  for the believer. The central movement depicts the Christian s request being carried to God; her prayers are enhanced by the (oly Spirit s pleading, and this act of intercession glorifies 
God. The closing chorale offers a chance for the congregation to respond with individual requests and also celebrates the (oly Spirit s advocacy. 
 

 
Table 2.1: Text sources and thematic content in Der Geist hilft  by movement 

 

Mvt Text Source Key Phrases Thematic Content 

1 Romans 8:26 

The Spirit helps 

We do not know what to pray 

The Spirit pleads with inexpressible groans 

Doubt/fear of uncertainty replaced by confidence of Spirit s advocacy 

Emotional crescendo into musical depiction of Spirit s groans  

2 Romans 8:27 

[God] searches our hearts 

God knows what the Spirit means The Spirit s pleading pleases God 

Believer s request enhanced by (oly Spirit s pleading 

God hears, understands, and is glorified by believer s prayers 

3 Chorale verse 3 

Help us to remain joyful and comforted 

Do not let sorrow drive us away 

Strengthen our flesh 

Alleluia 

Congregational response to message 
presented in movements 1 and 2 Celebration of (oly Spirit s intercession 

 
 

Following the methodology outlined in Chapter One, I will first articulate the 

narrative progression through each movement, as communicated by the generic space and 

mental space of the text in the two conceptual integration networks provided in Figures 
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2.1a and b. Next I will turn to the music, by introducing the three main motives used 

throughout the work and describing significant formal and structural features, motivic 

parallelisms, and rhetorical devices employed in each movement. I will then describe the 

intersection between text space and music space, including the narratival significance of 

these musical markers (the blended spaces in Figures 2.1a and b), and draw my final 

conclusions. 

 

2.2 Generic Space and Mental Space of the Text 

2.2.1 Generic Space 

Two main, related themes emerge from the interaction of text and music in Der Geist hilft : mediation and the increasing of strength or energy (shown in the generic 

spaces in Figures 2.1a and b). Both ideas rely heavily upon the concept of an intermediary. 

In the text, this intermediary is the Holy Spirit, who intercedes between God and man in 

prayer (Figure 2.1a), augments and strengthens the believer s humble requests before God 
(Figure 2.1b), and supports the Christian in times of weakness or trial (2.1b). Musically, 

Bach emphasizes the mediant, both as a scale-degree and as a key area, and also employs 

the reversal of the main motives through immediate inversion (2.1a and b). 

 

2.2.2 Mental Space of the Text 

Der Geist hilft unser Schwachheit auf,  The spirit comes to help our weakness, 

denn wir wissen nicht,    For we do not know 

was wir beten sollen,     What we should pray, 

wie sichs gebühret;     As we ought to pray; 

sondern der Geist selbst vertritt   But the spirit itself pleads 

uns aufs beste mit unaussprechlichem Seufzen. For us in the best way with inexpressible 

groans. 

(Romans 8:26)3 

 

                                                 
3 All translations are by Francis Browne, unless otherwise noted. See )ndex to Texts & Translations—Part 6: 
Other Vocal Works BWV 225– ,  http://bach-cantatas.com/Texts/BWV226-Eng3.htm. I have also provided 
the text and translation for the entire motet as Appendix 1. For both Der Geist hilft  and for Jesu, meine Freude,  ) have italicized the biblical verses and boldfaced the chorale verses. 
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Figure 2.1a: CIN for Der Geist hilft  depicting mediation 

mental space of the 

music: 
 

emphasis on 1–3 and 3–5 
 

emphasis on key areas Bb, 
d, and F 

 , , and  motives 
reinterpreted by 
their inversions 

 

mental space of the text: 
 

Holy Spirit intercedes for 
believer 

 God understands believer s desires through (oly Spirit s 
inexpressible groans 

 (oly Spirit s pleading pleases 
God and comforts believer 

generic space: 
 

mediation 
between initial 
and final states 

blended space: 
 

special emphasis on mediant as 
third-divider between tonic and dominant  signifies (oly Spirit s 

intercession 
 

imitative section in d at end of movement  depicts groans  and 
creates transition to fugal texture  

 immediate reversal of  and  
through inversion (chorale) 

represents mutual affirmation 
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Figure 2.1b: CIN for Der Geist hilft  depicting increasing energy or strength 

 
 

 )n just the first phrase of Romans : , the spirit comes to help our weakness,  the 
author Paul introduces the concept of the Holy Spirit as a mediator between God and man 

and also juxtaposes the strength of the Spirit with the weakness of the human flesh. The (oly Spirit is described elsewhere as the Paraclete, which means advocate  or comforter. 4 In his commentary on this passage from Romans, Martin Luther explains 

these roles as follows: 

A man who looks for an advocate shows thereby that he does not know what 

                                                 
4 See, for example, John : : And ) will pray the Father, and he shall give you another Comforter, that he may abide with you forever  King James Version . 

generic space: 
 

build-up of 
strength and 

energy leading to 
a satisfactory 

conclusion 

blended space: 
 

opening/ascending gestures 
represent communication from 

believer through Holy Spirit to God 
 

embedding of /  combination at 
conclusion of chorale depicts believer s strength/resolve 

 

progression Bb–d–F–Bb symbolizes 

strength, energy, and completion 

 

mental space of the text: 
 

Holy Spirit comforts and 
supports the believer 

 

Holy Spirit builds upon believer s requests in prayer 
 (oly Spirit s power 

strengthens believer 

 

mental space of the music: 
 

opening/ascending 
gestures, increasing energy 

 , , and  motives and 
their inversions 

 

progression from Bb through 

d to F and back to Bb 
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he should say or ask for, and one who needs a comforter admits thereby that 
he is desperate and dejected. This is how it is with us when God grants our 
prayers. For if we pray only for what is good and advantageous for us and the 
opposite comes about, we are necessarily made sad and downcast. 
Everything about us is then despair and damnation. Then another must 
intervene—one who understands this and prays for us and strengthens us in 
the meantime, lest we lose heart.5 )n other words, the spirit intercedes on the believer s behalf when she cannot find the 

words, or when she is discouraged by seemingly unanswered prayers; then, the spirit 
itself pleads for  and comforts the Christian, providing divine strength to sustain her in times of weakness. The Spirit s appeal to God for the believer thus becomes part of the 
mental space of the text in Figure 2.1a, and his role as comforter and supporter becomes 

part of the mental space of the text in Figure 2.1b. 

 The (oly Spirit also transforms the believer s small, prayerful request into 
something much greater than she could ever conceive, as revealed by the central portion of Romans : , which states: For we do not know what we should pray, as we ought to pray.  )n Luther s words: 

Saintly and devout men . . . pray for things that are too small, lowly, or 
insignificant in comparison to what God wants to give. Hence, [Paul] speaks of our infirmity  rather than of our wickedness.  For we are too weak and 
impotent to pray for something big. Hence, when God hears our prayers and 
is about to grant them, he does away with the insignificant request we 
thought of in our weakness and instead gives us what the Spirit asks for us.6 

Thus, though the Christian asks God for good things, she prays for less than she should—
less than God wants to give. The Spirit intercedes and builds upon this request, so that God s answering provision far surpasses the believer s expectations. This divine 
augmentation also becomes part of the mental space of the text in Figure 2.1b. 

 

Der aber die Herzen forschet, der weiß,  But he who searches our hearts knows 

was des Geistes Sinn sei;    what the spirit means, 

denn er vertritt die Heiligen nach dem,  since he pleads for the saints 

das Gott gefället.     in the way that pleases God. 

(Romans 8:27) 

                                                 
5 Martin Luther, Lectures on Romans, trans. and ed. Wilhelm Pauck (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1961), 
243–44. 
6 Ibid., 245. 
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 This verse expresses that God hears the desires of the believer s heart through the inexpressible groans  of the (oly Spirit v. —another facet of the Spirit s role as 
advocate or mediator (see Figure 2.1a). This relationship is thus mutually beneficial; the 

Christian is comforted by knowing that God understands and answers her prayers, and the 

way in which the Holy Spirit communicates those requests satisfies and honors God. 

 

Du heilige Brunst, süßer Trost   You sacred warmth, sweet consolation, 

Nun hilf uns, fröhlich und getrost  Now help us joyful and comforted 

In deinem Dienst beständig bleiben,  In your service, always to remain, 

Die Trübsal uns nicht abtreiben.   Do not let sorrow drive us away. 

O Herr, durch dein Kraft uns bereit  O Lord, through your power make us 

ready 

Und stärk des Fleisches Blödigkeit,  And strengthen the feebleness of our 

flesh 

Daß wir hie ritterlich ringen,   So that we may bravely struggle, 

Durch Tod und Leben zu dir dringen.  Through life and death to reach you. 

Halleluja, halleluja.     Alleluia, alleluia. 

Komm, (eiliger Geist, (erre Gott,  verse  

 

 Coming from the biblical reminder of the (oly Spirit s power to communicate the believer s desires to God in times of weakness or discouragement, this closing chorale verse 
provides an opportunity for the congregation to echo the prayers and praises offered here. 

Thus, these sentiments are directed to God, asking him to help the Christian maintain those 

feelings of joy and comfort, and not to allow grief or sadness to dissuade her or weaken her 

desire to serve God. The themes of mediation and increasing strength are directly 

incorporated into the central portion of the chorale verse, when the believer asks God to 

strengthen her weakness through the power of the Holy Spirit (see Figures 2.1a and b). At the end of the verse, the word Alleluia  is stated twice, as an expression of praise. As a 

whole, this verse represents the culmination of the motet, an acknowledgement and celebration of God s love and comfort through the (oly Spirit, and a resolution to remain 
strong even when the storms come. 
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2.3 Mental Space of the Music and Blended Space 

  Though the chorale occurs at the end of Der Geist hilft,  much of the melodic 
material in the earlier movements hinges on the three main chorale motives. I have 

provided the opening phrase of the chorale in Example 2.1, with each of the motives 

marked in the top voice, to provide some context for discussing these motives in movements  and . The opening melodic gesture labeled  in Example .  prolongs the 
Kopfton 5 (F5) through an upper neighbor figure F5–G5–F5, with an unusual emphasis on 

the G5—which falls on the downbeat. The  motive also springs from the Kopfton, but 

moves downward by step to 2 (F5–Eb5–D5–C5, circled in the example) as the tonic 

harmony gives way to V. Were the phrase to end here, this might form the first branch of an 

interruption scheme, but instead, a phrase extension prolongs dominant harmony, and this 

gesture is immediately inverted (or retrograded) to step back up to 5 (C5–D5–E\5–F5).7 The third motive, , consists of a stepwise line that fills in the space of a third (F5–Eb5–D5). 

This gesture is also promptly inverted to become D5–Eb5–F5, prolonging the D5 at the end of m.  and separating s fourth-descent into a third plus a step.8 Obviously, melodic 

motion spanning a third is extremely common in music of the common-practice era; thus, I will concentrate primarily on s outlining the intervals 5–3 and 3–1. The direct reversals of  and  play a significant role in each movement of the motet, as ) will discuss below. 
The tonal structure of the work is also based on the opening two phrases of the 

chorale. As shown in Example 2.1, the first phrase closes on 5 over F major. The following 

phrase (not shown) begins on 5 over tonic harmony and completes a fifth-progression 5–1, 

supported by a perfect authentic cadence in Bb. Movements 1 and 2 both open in Bb major, 

and are linked through the imitative section at the end of the former—which closes in F 

major with 5 in the melody, much like the opening chorale phrase. Since 5 is substantially 

reiterated until the end of the movement and since the second movement promptly returns 

                                                 
7 The immediate reversal of the main motives is a common thread throughout the motet. This reversal can be 
characterized as retrograde motion or as an inversion of the motive s contour though not necessarily a strict, chromatic inversion . The term retrograde  carries connotations of retrogression, or moving backward, 
while inversion does not. I will use the latter term to describe this motivic reversal, because it corresponds 
better to the expression of the text. 
8 The  and  motives occur consecutively, and thus might be combined into one gesture. ) have labeled them 
separately, however, because they appear individually later in the chorale as well as in the earlier movements and also because  is immediately reversed in the opening phrase of the chorale, while  occurs only once.  
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to 5 in Bb major, one can hear the Kopfton 5 as prolonged throughout the first movement. 

Movement 2 is thus analogous to the second chorale phrase: it is tonally closed and finishes 

the Urlinie descent to 1. 

 

 

 

 

Example 2.1: Opening phrase of the chorale, showing , , and  motives and their inversions 

 
 

. .  Movement : The Spirit helps...  

 Mental space of the music. The opening movement is scored for an eight-voice 

double choir plus colla parte instruments (strings double the first choir and woodwinds 

reinforce the second) and basso continuo. Bach divides this triple-meter movement into five sections ABA B C . The A sections mm. –40 and 69–92) impart a joyful, exuberant 

expression and are characterized by square phrases that feature opening  gestures 

(ascending motions from 1 to 3 and from 3 to 5 in the tonic key of Bb major that serve to 

increase the energy , long melismas on Geist,  and large-scale plagal motions. By contrast 

the B sections (mm. 41–69 and 93–124) are much more syllabic and remain mainly 

 

 
 

)  )  
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homorhythmic within each choir, though the rhythmic activity still alternates between the 

two choirs. These sections build tension through sequential passages, as in a typical B 

section, but they also take on a more reflective and restrained character, due to their 

shorter, syllabic declamation patterns and their greatly compressed range in each voice. The B  section ends in D minor iii . For the C section mm. –45), Bach abruptly shifts to 

an imitative texture and places a much greater emphasis on the minor mode; this section 

serves as both the culmination to the opening movement and as a link between movements 

1 and 2, as it begins in D minor (iii) and moves quickly through several key areas before 

concluding in F major (V). Bach thus leaves this movement tonally open, with a large-scale 

tonal motion of I–(iii)–V (an enlargement of the opening gestures  of the A section). At the 

background level, the Kopfton 5 is prolonged throughout the movement. At a deep 

middleground level, however, 5 descends to an inner-voice 2 over V at the end of the C 

section, thus reflecting a structure similar to that of the initial phrase of the chorale (mm. 

245–47; refer back to Example 2.1). Figure 2.2 presents a foreground sketch of the opening movement, showing , , and  motives. 
One eight-measure melodic phrase recurs throughout most of the A and A  sections, 

sung by different voices throughout the movement; I have reproduced as Example 2.2 the 

initial presentation of this passage in the soprano line of the first choir (mm. 1–8). The first 

half of the phrase ascends to the Kopfton 5 (F5) through a long, buoyant, sixteenth-note melisma on Geist,  and mm. –8 encircle this F5 goal in longer note values, with an abrupt 

shift to syllabic declamation. Beneath this melody, the lower voices in choir  sing Der Geist hilft  in mm. –2, joining in the melisma for just one measure. The second choir 

imitates this two-measure statement in mm. 3–4, then both choirs come together in the 

second half of the phrase. This eight-measure phrase prolongs tonic harmony through the 

plagal progression I–(IV)–I. The durations included beneath the sketch in Figure 2.2 show 

that the pacing of the structural tones is syncopated throughout the phrase: Bb4 is 

prolonged for one measure, but D5, F5, and G5 each last for two measures (mm. 2–3, 4–5, 

and 6–7, respectively). 

Bach saturates the melody with  and  motives from the chorale, as Example .  
illustrates: foreground figurations are shown with narrow brackets; enlargements are  
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Figure . : Foreground sketch of movement , showing , , and  motives 
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Figure 2.2 continued 
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Figure 2.2 continued 

 
 

depicted by wider brackets and include the motivic pitches within the bracket.9 The Geist  
melisma is formed by inverting the opening gesture from the chorale around the D5 (3) 

axis (see Example 2.3, which compares the soprano line in mm. 244–45 to the first nine sixteenth notes of the Geist  melisma :  F –G5–F5) inverts to Bb4–A4–Bb ,  F –Eb5–
D5) inverts to Bb4–C5–D , and )  D –Eb5–F5) becomes D5–C5–Bb . The inverted  
motive in mm. 1–2 is then embellished with D5 and Eb5, the upper-thirds of Bb4 and C5.10 

This two-measure gesture is transposed up a third to begin on 3 in mm. 3–4; Bach connects 

the two gestures by continuing the stepwise sixteenth-note motion, which forms another )  and  combination Bb4–C5–D5 and D5–Eb5–D5 in mm. 2–3). On a higher level, the 

main melodic motion ascends from 1 to 3 in mm. 1–2, from 3 to 5 in mm. 3–4, and then 

prolongs 5 through its upper neighbor throughout the remainder of the phrase see the )  and  motives in wider brackets in Example .  and also the foreground sketch in Figure 

2.2). The ascending stepwise gestures in mm. 1–  are opening  gestures: they serve to 
expand the registral space and to build up energy throughout the beginning of the phrase. 

                                                 
9 Though Example 2.2 shows pure foreground motives, I have not included these in the sketch due to their 
sheer saturation throughout the movement—neighboring and passing gestures are quite common figuration patterns. ) have draw attention to this passage despite the presence of transposed  motives because the 
relationship to the beginning of the chorale is quite striking. 
10 The skips from Bb4 to D5 and from C5 to Eb5 can also be interpreted as abridged inverted s. 
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Example 2.2: )nitial melodic line in Der Geist hilft  mm. – , showing  and  motives 

 
 

  

 

Example 2.3: Comparison of opening motivic gestures in the chorale (a) and movement 1 (b) 

 
 

As reflected in Figure 2.2, Bach presents this melodic line four times in succession: 

twice in the tonic key (mm. 1–8 and 9–16; the choirs exchange parts the second time) and 

twice in the dominant with the melody in the alto voice (mm. 17–24 and 25–32, again 

alternating dux and comes). After this four-fold presentation, a chain of 7–6 suspensions 

leads into a half cadence to end the A section: the basses sing a Geist  melisma in unison 
(mm. 33–37) while the upper voices in each choir alternate one-measure statements of Der Geist hilft  in eighth notes, transposed down a step each time. The sequence prolongs 

5 over tonic harmony (I–I6); following this, the first soprano steps down F5–Eb5–D5 in mm. 

38–39, with the bass following in parallel tenths, then moves to 2 (C5) over dominant 

harmony in m. 40. Thus, the melodic motion in this phrase forms a fourth-progression from 

F5 down to C5 that is split into a third plus a step—much like the opening  motive in the 
chorale (mm. 244–46), which divides into F5–Eb5–D  , supported by tonic harmony, and 
C5 over V.11 

                                                 
11 This descent to 2 over V could potentially form the first branch of an interruption scheme, but the B section 

begins by ascending from that 2—thus marking another similarity to the opening phrase of the chorale. 

a b  
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 The A  section mm. –92) lacks the repetition found in the opening section, and 

greatly expands the plagal tonic prolongation to encompass the entire section: I (mm. 69–
77)–IV (mm. 78–87)–I (mm. 88–92). This plagal motion supports a large-scale  descent 5–
4–3 (shown with scale-degree numbers in Figure 2.2). The section begins with the melodic 

line in the tenors (mm. 69–  underneath an enlarged  and  combination in the 
sopranos (F5–G5–F5 in mm. 70–71 and F5–Eb5–D5 in 70–76). Bach alters the end of this 

phrase to further prolong tonic harmony in mm. 76–77 through a voice exchange Bb–D in 

the outer voices, which elides it with the beginning of the next phrase in Eb. In mm. 78–84, 4 

is prolonged through its lower-third via an enlarged  Eb5–Db5–C5) in mm. 78–83, which 

is immediately reversed in mm. 83–84 to become C5–D\5–Eb5. The motion from 4 to 3 is 

expanded in mm. 84–90 through middleground unfoldings: mm. 84–87 unfold the interval 

Eb5–Bb4, supported by IV(6), and mm. 88–90 unfold the resolution to the tonic Stufe.12 The 

descending stepwise sequence in mm. 84–87 is drawn from mm. 33–37, but with the Geist  melisma now in the sopranos. 
 The B section (mm. 41–69) builds tension through several contrapuntally complex 

sequential passages. First, a rising stepwise sequence in mm. 41–49 supports motion from 

an inner-voice C5 (2) through D5 to Eb5 (4 , an enlarged inversion of the  motive. As 
shown in Figure 2.2, the middleground melodic motion descends from 4 to 1 through the 

remainder of the section, finishing a fifth-progression 5–1 begun in m. 33 of the A section. 

A thickly voiced descending fifths sequence prolongs 4 over supertonic harmony in 

mm. 49–58; in this passage, multiple descending lines from F5 are piled atop one another, 

creating a complex voice-leading situation. Beneath the extremely dense texture in the 

upper voices, however, the basses clearly articulate the root of each harmony on the 

downbeat: the first bass begins the sequence in mm. 49–51 and the second bass continues 

it in mm. 51–58. The first leg of the sequence uses a slower harmonic rhythm (one chord 

every two measures), which establishes a 10–7 intervallic pattern in the first soprano and 

5–10 in the first alto. After the first leg, however, the first and second altos and the second 

                                                 
12 The Bb7 chord in m. 90 sounds at first like a V7/IV, but it does not resolve as such; instead, D6

5
 appears in m. 

93. Thus, in retrospect, the Bb harmony represents a structural tonic arrival that connects back to the I at m. 

69. The Ab4 in mm. 88–91 continues the inner-voice stepwise descent to F4 through b7–6–5 motion over tonic 
harmony. 
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soprano intertwine to continue the inner-voice pattern (now 7–10), while the first soprano 

carries the outer-voice pattern.13 In the midst of this sequential pattern, a long, salient F5 

transfers from the second soprano in m. 51 to the first soprano in mm. 52–54; this line 

descends by step F5–Eb5–D5–C5–B\4 in mm. 54–57, unfolding a diminished fifth (F5–B4) 

that resolves in m. 58 at the return to C-minor harmony. During this descent, the second soprano brings back the F  m. , which reemphasizes the enlarged  figure on 4 (Eb5–
F5–Eb5) that governs the melodic line during the sequence. In mm. 58–66, 4 passes through 

3 to 2 during another complete descending-fifths cycle that further prolongs the supertonic 

Stufe, but transforms it into V/V in m. 66 (which resolves to V in the next measure). The 

arrival on 1 (Bb4) over tonic harmony elides with the beginning of the A  section in m. . 
 The B  section mm. –124) uses much of the same basic material as the B section, but recomposed to tonicize new key areas, which also yields an even higher saturation of  
motives. Bach reworks the initial sequence in mm. 93–101 by transposing each melodic phrase denn wir wissen nicht, was wir beten sollen  down a step so that the rising 
sequence from B becomes a descending fifths sequence that prolongs 3 over tonic harmony. 

The outer voices now form a 5–10 intervallic pattern (rather than 5–6), yielding a double 

neighbor figure in the upper voice, while an inner voice steps down from D5 through C5 to 

Bb4—forming an enlarged  motive from 3. This  occurs directly after an outer-voice  on 
5 (mm. 91–92, also in mm. 70–  on a deeper level : a reversal of the opening gesture  
that characterizes the A sections. By reversing the direction of the sequence—and the  
motive governing it—Bach sets up an extended prolongation of G minor (vi) in mm. 101–17 in lieu of the analogous supertonic prolongation from the B section. The  motive D –C5–
Bb4) also controls each of these descending fifth sequences (mm. 101–10 and 110–17); 

during the second, complete G-minor cycle, the beginning of the third-progression is 

further embellished by an upper-neighbor  figure D –Eb5–D5, mm. 110–14). 

Measures 117–  close the B  section and lead into the minor-mode imitation; the 

melodic gesture in these measures follows a balanced, arched contour governed by the  and  motives. An inversion of  D –E\5–F5, mm. 117–20) leads back to 5 after an 

                                                 
13 The D5 is implied in m. 53, because the second soprano and second alto have a chromatic voice exchange in 

mm. 51–52 (F5 and A4 in m. 51 to Ab4 and F4 in m. 52); thus, the second 10–7 pattern actually begins in the 
second alto on D4. 
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extraordinarily extensive prolongation of 3. Bach expands 5 over D-minor harmony 

through the  motive F –G5–F5, mm. 120–22). The section then closes with a cadential 

progression in D minor (mm. 122– , governed by the  motive F –E\5–D5), that returns 

to 3 in m. 124. 

The movement culminates in the densely-voiced imitative C section (mm. 124–45), which is drawn largely from the  motive in the foreground and governed by the  motive 
at the deep middleground level. Though Bach immediately shifts to quadruple meter and 

initially reduces the texture to four voices, he maintains the energetic character of the 

previous sections by introducing a syncopated theme drawn entirely from the  motive 

(shown in Example 2.4). The melody begins on the Kopfton F5 (m. 124, beat 2) and steps 

down through Eb  to D  at the end of the measure. This  gesture is transposed down a 

step on beat 2 of m. 125 (Eb5–D5–C5). The leap from Eb5 to C5 on the downbeat of m. 125 is a compression of the  motive labeled  in Example . , which is also transposed down a 
step in m. 126. Furthermore, the first note of each measure forms an enlarged : F –Eb5–
D5.14 A new entry of the theme occurs in a different voice every two measures until m. 142; 

the final statement is sung by the second soprano in m. 140. 

 

 

 

 

Example 2.4: )mitated theme from Der Geist hilft,  movement  mm. 124–26), with motives marked 

 
 

As shown in Figure 2.2, the initial entry in mm. 124–26 (in the first soprano) begins 

on D-minor harmony (iii). The outer voices move in parallel tenths (each bass note is 

                                                 
14 This embedding causes a stronger relationship between the foreground  gestures, making those in m.  
seem equally salient, despite the fact that they span 4–2, not 5–3 or 3–1. 
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embellished by its lower-third, forming a 10–o5 intervallic pattern with the soprano s 
melody), so that the theme concludes on Bb-major harmony in m. 126. Immediately after 

the theme (mm. 126–27), however, Bach reverses the melodic contour and returns to the 

Kopfton through an inverted /  combination D –C5–D5–E\5–F5). This reiteration of 5 is supported by v, which is inflected to become V in m. . Thus, the tonic  chord in m.  
is merely an apparent tonic within the more structural progression from iii to V. 

The return to the Kopfton initiates an expressive melisma on Seufzen  in the first 
soprano (mm. 127–29, picked up again in 130– . This melisma begins with the  motive 
(F5–Eb5–D , m. , then reaches a local high point on G  m.  to form an enlarged  
motive (F5–G5–F5) in mm. 129–32. The upper-neighbor G5 is supported by a local C-minor 

harmony, which is altered to C major in m. 131 (when the G5 is decorated by its lower 

third). Thus, within the prolongation of the dominant Stufe, the move from v to V is 

expanded through its dominant, which is also inflected from minor to major. An inner-voice enlargement of  also guides the progression from iii to V: F  m.  moves to inner-

voice Eb5 in m. 130 (supported by ii); this Eb5 passes through D5 to C5 when ii becomes 

V7/V in m. 131. 

The basses pick up the theme in unison in m. 132, but alter its ending to tonicize vi 

(m. 134); this middleground motion from 5 to 6 is doubled by the second soprano (F5–F#5–
G5), which draws attention to the stepwise shift. Bach uses this chromatic ascent as a 

catalyst for a movement-ending middleground pattern of descending fifths, in which each 

chord undergoes a change of quality from minor to major: vi– (mm. 134–37)–ii (137–41)–v 

(142– . An enlarged  motive F –Eb5–Db5–C5) governs this departure and return to the 

dominant; initially, the pace of this descent moves slowly: F5 in m. 132 moves to Eb5 in m. 

138 (through an incomplete neighbor G5 in mm. 134–37), and Eb5 is prolonged through an  motive Eb5–F5–Eb5, mm. 138–40). The end of the descent moves much more quickly, 

however; the salient Db5 lasts only one measure (m. 141) before moving onto C5 in m. 142. 

C5 is then prolonged by a fifth-progression in F (mm. 142–45), which closes the movement. 

The climax of the movement occurs in mm. 142–43, when the first soprano outlines 

a fully-diminished seventh chord (B4–D5–F5–Ab5) to reach her melodic peak of Ab5. The melody immediately steps down to F , forming a  motive above the Kopfton (mm. 142–44; 
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the high Ab is an inner-voice superposition of the Ab  in m. . Beneath this, an /  
combination (C5–D5–C5–Bb4–A\4) embellishes the shift from F-minor to F-major harmony. Thus, the first movement concludes dramatically, by using the chorale s initial melodic 
gesture in an inner voice (transposed to F), but with a modally-inflected  superimposed at 
the sixth above. 

In sum, the buoyant, motivically-saturated opening  gestures and large-scale plagal progressions in the A and A  sections each give way to complex, full-voiced sequential passages in the B and B  sections that increase the level of tension. These sequences 

prolong ii and vi, respectively, through enlarged, transposed  and  gestures. The recomposition in the B  section leads smoothly into the climactic, imitative C section that 
moves from D minor (iii) to end in F major (V). Long melismas, harmonic inflections, and enlarged  motives contribute to the anguished expression in this section. The large-scale 

structure of the movement resembles that of the first chorale phrase: I–V with an inner-

voice descent from 5 to 2 via a  motive. 
 Blended space. Bach crafts the opening movement with an emotional crescendo that culminates in an expression of the (oly Spirit s groaning  on behalf of the believer (as 

I will detail below). The A and B sections establish the Holy Spirit as an advocate and 

comforter in times of weakness or doubt, both in the text and through the musical 

treatment of 3. Though the A  and B  sections restate text that the congregation has already 
heard, Bach makes significant musical changes to both sections: he eliminates the phrase repetition and greatly enlarges the plagal motion in A  to encompass the entire section, and he tonicizes vi instead of ii  in B , which sets up the motion to iii leading into the 
expressive C section and also allows for a prolongation of 3 throughout the B  section. 
These changes alter the emotional expression in the A  and B  sections and thus the 

trajectory of the movement. Table 2.2 summarizes the significant musical features and 

narrative progression in each section. 

 The joyful and exuberant A and A  sections portray how the (oly Spirit helps to 
carry the believer s requests to God.  The long, buoyant melismas on Geist  Spirit  and the opening  inverted  gestures 1–3 and 3–5 that begin this characteristic melodic phrase 

create a hypotyposis, or a vivid musical representation of images found in the  
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Table . : Narrative progression in Der Geist hilft,  movement  

 

Formal Section and Text Significant Musical Features Narratival Implications 

A (mm. 1–40): 

the Spirit helps 

opening  gestures 1–3 and 3–5 

syncopated pacing emphasizes 3 

as third-divider between 1 and 5 

accented  motive supported by 
plagal progression 

Holy Spirit mediates between 
God and the Christian by helping 

to lift her prayers heavenward 
 

celebratory expression of the Spirit s aid 

B (mm. 41–69): 

for we do not know 
what we should pray 

melodic line unable to reach 

structural 5 gets stuck  on 4) 

complex and ambiguous 
sequential passages 

alone, the believer becomes 
overwhelmed by doubt and 

uncertainty 

A  mm. –92): 

the Spirit helps 

outer-voice /  combination alludes to chorale s initial 
melodic gesture) 

plagal progression expanded to 
encompass entire section 

affirmation of the Spirit s 
intervention restores the Christian s hope 

celebratory expression is 
reiterated and amplified 

B  mm. –124): 

for we do not know 
what we should pray 

sequences recomposed to 

support prolongation of 3 

 
 opening  gestures from A 

immediately reversed in 
direction 

reassurance of the (oly Spirit s 
presence and aid in the midst 

of uncertainty 
 

motivic reversals simulate an 
earthly/heavenly exchange 

C (mm. 124–45): 

the Spirit pleads for us with 
inexpressible groans 

syncopated theme employed 
in imitation  motive saturation  

tonal instability: moves from D 
minor (iii) to F major (V) and 

incorporates numerous 
chromatic inflections of triads 

(from minor to major) 

musical depiction of the Holy Spirit s pleading through 
passionate melismas on Seufzen  and ascending 

chromaticism 

 
 accompanying text 15: the rapidly-moving melismas depict the winds  of the (oly Spirit, and the opening  gestures serve to increase energy and to lift the melody upward 

                                                 
15 Dietrich Bartel, Musica Poetica: Musical-Rhetorical Figures in German Baroque Music (Lincoln: University of 
Nebraska Press, 1997), 307. Joachim Burmeister defines hypotyposis as an explication of the text through 
which lifeless things are clarified and appear to come alive before the eyes.  See Joachim Burmeister, 
Hypomnematum musicae poeticae (Rostock: S. Myliander, 1599), trans. in Bartel, Musica Poetica, 310. This 
hypotyposis encompasses more than simple text-painting, because it includes aspects of melody, harmony, 
and the pacing of structural tones. 
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(anabasis).16 Though the phrase length is a square  eight measures, the pacing of the 
structural tones does not conform to the hypermetric strong beats. Instead, after the first 

measure, each melodic note is prolonged for two measures, causing the pacing to seem 

lopsided (see Figure 2.2). This syncopated pacing highlights 3 as the third-divider between 

1 and 5: the melody does not ascend directly 1–3–5, but needs an extra measure on 3 before 

continuing to climb up to the Kopfton. Thus, in this phrase, Bach dramatically depicts the 

image of the Holy Spirit mediating between God and the Christian by helping to lift her 

prayers heavenward. The phrase concludes with an enlarged  motive F –G5–F5, mm. 4–
8); the syncopated pacing again generates an unusual emphasis, now on this upper neighbor. )n the chorale, the accented  motive sets the words heilige  sacred,  mm. 
244– , nun hilft uns  now help us,  mm. – , and (alleluja  in an inner voice, 
mm. 265–67 and 267– . Bach s choice to use this motive here, on the words hilft unser 
Schwachheit auf  helps our weakness  conveys an air of celebration of the Spirit s divine 
assistance, particularly since it is supported by a plagal progression—a gesture often 

reserved for the celebratory ending of a chorale. 

 The images evoked by the opening phrase are so strong and so vital to the motet s 
reassuring and inspiring message that one statement is simply not enough. Bach 

immediately repeats the phrase (anaphora), but altered so that choir 2 now leads and choir 

1 follows.17 )n fact, throughout the A and A  sections, each voice is afforded the opportunity 
to carry this melody (the sopranos and altos sing the Geist  melisma in the A section, and the tenors and basses have it in the A  section . These later recurrences do not involve mere 
repetition, however; Bach alters each subsequent entry for even greater emphasis, thus 

                                                 
16 Mauritius Vogt defines the anabasis as a striving to the heights with great harmony of purpose,  and Johann Gottfried Walther writes that anabasis, from anabaino, ascendo, I ascend, is a musical passage 
through which something ascending into the heights is expressed. For example on the words: He is risen; God has ascended; and similar texts.  See Mauritius Vogt, Conclave thesauri magnae artis musicae (Prague, 1719), 
150, and Johann Gottfried Walther, Musicalisches Lexicon, (Leipzig, 1732), facs. ed. (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 
1967), both translated in Bartel, Musica Poetica, 180. 
17 Johann Forkel defines anaphora as a repetition that not only involves single notes and entire musical 
passages but also the text in vocal music which receives greater emphasis through the repetition. The figure    
. . . only assumes its full potential when it is combined with the paronomasia.  See Johann Forkel, Allgemeine 

Geschichte der Musik (Göttingen, 1788), facs. ed. (Graz: Akademische Druck- und Verlagsanstalt, 1967), 57, 
trans. in Bartel, Musica Poetica, 190. 
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combining anaphora with paronomasia:18 the altos sing the opening phrase transposed to F 

major (mm. 17– , and, in the A  section, Bach elides the phrases encompassing the tenor 
statement in Bb (mm. 69–76) and the bass entry in Eb (mm. 77–84). 

 While the altos carry the melismatic melody in mm. 17–32, the sopranos repeatedly 

reiterate the Kopfton F5. Their static repetition gathers pent-up emotion that is finally 

released in mm. 33–40 through rapid, upward-leaping statements of der Geist hilft  the Spirit helps  that alternate between the first and second sopranos. The abrupt shift to syllabic declamation with the sopranos  powerful, expressive leaps creates multiple 

emotional outbursts, or exclamationes.19 These exclamations are accompanied by a chain of sighing  –6 suspensions in the altos (mm. 34–37) that gradually pull the melody 

downward and dispel the energy as the section concludes through a fourth ( ) descent.20 

 The B section expresses the believer s feelings of uncertainty and inadequacy without the (oly Spirit s aid. )n the concluding chorale, each melodic  gesture is immediately reversed and chromaticized with an inverted  C –D5–E\5–F5). Here, 

however, the melody begins this ascent through an ascending step sequence at the 

beginning of the B section (mm. 41– , but gets stuck  on Eb5 in m. 49, thus forming an inverted  C –D5–Eb , rather than an inverted . Without the E\, the melody is too weak 

to return to the Kopfton, thus musically portraying the words denn wir wissen nicht, was wir beten sollen  for we do not know what we should pray . The pacing of the structural 

tones also becomes much slower during this tension-filled auxesis—the C5 is held for four 

measures, and the D5 is prolonged for five—which further illustrates the believer s 
hesitancy.21 Thus, though this passage ascends, the joyous striving of the A section has been 

overwhelmed by the tension and slower pacing. 

                                                 
18 Forkel writes that the paronomasia does not repeat a passage just as it already occurred but rather with new and powerful additions.  See ibid., trans. in Bartel, Musica Poetica, 352. 
19 Johann Mattheson describes three kinds of exclamatio; the first type consists of an astonishment, a joyous 
shout, or an encouraging command. . . . Here joy is always master and the ruling affection. Therefore only 
lively and brisk musical expressions are used in such cases, and particularly large and leaping intervals.  See 
Johann Mattheson, Der vollkommene Capellmeister (Hamburg: C. Herold, 1739), facs. ed. (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 
1954), 193f., trans. in Bartel, Musica Poetica, 268. 
20 In fact, the sopranos double the altos  resolution an octave higher. 
21 Walther writes that the auxesis occurs when a passage or a melody is repeated twice or three times, while at the same time, however, always rising higher.  See Walther, Lexicon, trans. in Bartel, Musica Poetica, 211–
12. 
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 Bach intensifies the expression of doubt and inadequacy in this section when the Eb5 

is prolonged through a contrapuntally complex descending fifths sequence that expands 

the minor supertonic harmony (mm. 49–58). This passage is muddied by many overlapping 

lines descending from F5, yielding a middleground unfolding that spans a diminished fifth 

(F5–B\4, mm. 51–57) and an enlarged outer-voice  motive Eb5–F5–Eb5). Although the F5 

is emphasized by its extended duration and frequent reiteration in relation to the 

surrounding Eb5s, its presence merely gives the appearance of returning to the Kopfton: it 

is structurally inferior to Eb5 over supertonic harmony on the middleground level, but 

serves to intentionally obscure the melodic and harmonic progression in these measures. 

Thus, this passage can be characterized as a dubitatio, or an intentionally ambiguous 
rhythmic or harmonic progression. 22 On a deeper middleground level, this prolongation of 

the supertonic Stufe (mm. 49–66) also obscures the progression from V to I in mm. 40–69; 

this ambiguity does not subside until just before the end of the B section, when Bach 

inflects the supertonic harmony to become V/V in m. 66, which then returns to dominant 

harmony in the following measure. 

 It is significant that Bach ends the B section with an authentic cadence in the tonic key, and even more so that he elides the B and A  sections, since there are no structural 

tonic harmonies throughout the rest of the B section. In m. 69, however, choir 1 enters on Geist  while choir  concludes the B section, thus helping  to achieve the tonic arrival. 
This elision occurs in the text as well as in the music: wie sichs geb“hret  and der Geist hilft  are separated by a comma, rather than by a semicolon as in the end of the B  
section).23 Thus, when the believer is weak or discouraged (such as throughout the B 

section), the Spirit helps. 

                                                 
22 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 242. Johann Scheibe describes the dubitatio as follows: it indicates an uncertainty 
or indecision and is particularly important in music. . . . Should the combination and correlation between the 
melody and harmony result in the listeners  uncertainty regarding the music s progression and ultimate conclusion, it is an indication of the composer s adept expression of the dubitatio.  See Johann Scheibe, Der 

critische Musicus (Leipzig, 1745), facs. ed. (Hildesheim: Olms, 1970), 686, trans. in Bartel, Musica Poetica, 244. 
23 The omission of the semicolon can be considered an asyndeton, or an omission of the appropriate conjunctions in a text  Bartel, Musica Poetica, , though Johann Georg Ahle s Musikalische Sommer-

Gespräche is the only music treatise to include this rhetorical figure. See Johann Georg Ahle, Musikalisches 

Frühlings-, Sommer-, Herbst-, und Winter-Gespräche (Mühlhausen: Pauli und Brückner, 1695–1701), 17, trans. 
in Bartel, Musica Poetica, 209. 
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 )n the A  section, the believer s hope is restored through the intervention of the Holy 

Spirit. The return to the opening material in mm. 69–92 is marked by an outer-voice /  
combination above the tenor melody (F5–G5–F5–Eb5–D5, mm. 70–76) and an enlarged plagal progression encompassing the A  section. This motivic gesture—the first rectus /  
combination heard in the motet—occurs at the same pitch level as in the opening chorale 

phrase. Unlike the restrained, static reiteration of F5 during the alto melody (mm. 17–32 of 

the A section), here the sopranos immediately burst forth with a joyous exclamation celebrating the Spirit s advocacy.24 The large-scale plagal motion supports an enlarged  
motive (F5–Eb5–D5) that spans the entire section, thus expanding and amplifying the sopranos  rich expressions of worship during the previous plagal motions in mm. 4–8 and 

70–76. During the bass statement in Eb (mm. 78–84), the sopranos sing a descending scalar 

figure in imitation that prolongs 4 through its lower-third. The outer-voice  descent Eb5–
Db5–C5, mm. 78–83) is chromatically inflected to incorporate Db5, while the elided inverted  gesture reverts to D\5 (C5–D\5–Eb5, mm. 83–84)—yet another allusion to the chorale, which juxtaposes chromatic alterations in the  and inverted  motives governing its 
opening phrase. This gesture represents the first of many such immediate reversals that 

incorporate chromatically inflected ascents; Bach uses these inflections throughout the rest 

of the motet. Each time, it represents an earthly/heavenly exchange (see the discussion of 

antithesis in the context of the C section below). 

 After such celebration and affirmation in the A  section, the B  section takes on a 
much different tone than the apprehension and doubt portrayed in the first B section, 

despite using many of the same building blocks. Bach eliminates the initial ascending 

sequence and the unstable upper-neighbor figure on 4 that characterized the B section; 

instead, he recomposes the sequential passages (mm. 93–101, 101–10, and 110–17) so that each pattern retraces a stable melodic  gesture from 3 (D5–C5–Bb4). The final, complete 

descending fifths cycle in mm. 110–  even uses an /  combination, a reminder of the celebratory gesture that began the A  section. Tonally, this section moves from ) through vi 
to end with a perfect authentic cadence in D minor (iii)—the only key areas that allow a 

                                                 
24 These motives arise from the peaks of several scalar sixteenth-note runs, which further intensify the 
energetic and celebratory character of this passage. 
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melodic prolongation of 3 throughout the section. With these changes, B  sheds the tense anxiety that accompanied the believer s uncertainty in the first B section: though the 
Christian still cannot find the words to pray, she knows that she has not been abandoned in 

her time of need, as evidenced by the constant presence of the melodic 3.25 Thus, although 

the uncertainty remains, this section adopts a less urgent, more reflective tone, as the repeated  gestures reaffirm the promise of divine assistance in times of weakness. Taken together, the enlarged  gesture encompassing the A  section (F5–Eb5–D5, mm. 70–92) and those at the beginning of the B  section D –C5–Bb4) form a reversal of the energetic opening  gestures from the A section (5–3 and 3–1), which contributes to this calming 

effect. Bach closes the section with a balanced, arch-shaped line that returns to the higher 

register to connect 3 and 5: an inverted  gesture D –E\5–F5) leads from vi to iii in mm. 

117– , and an /  combination F –G5–F5–E\5–D5, mm. 120–24) governs the D-minor 

cadential progression. This long-awaited return to 5 and the worshipful  gesture that 
expands it serve to prepare for the crucial arrival on 3 over mediant harmony that ushers in the Spirit s intercession. 
 The C section vividly depicts the Spirit s pleading for the believer through unaussprechlichem Seufzen  inexpressible groans . Bach utilizes an imitative texture 
(palilogia) to convey this emotion-laden intercession.26 The imitative theme employs a 

great deal of syncopation, or synaeresis;27 in the context of the minor mode, these 

descending, syncopated gestures evoke intense, pent-up emotion that is eventually forced 

out through the extended melismas on Seufzen  that follow the theme. 
 The theme itself is saturated with  motives as shown in Example . ; the enlarged  gesture that governs the theme F –Eb5–D5, mm. 124–26) is immediately reversed through a chromaticized inverted /  combination (D5–C5–D5–E\5–F5, mm. 126–27). This 

                                                 
25 Bach also strengthens the role of the melodic 3 when it becomes the root of the mediant harmony that 
closes the section.  
26 Bartel defines palilogia as a repetition of a theme, either at different pitches in various voices or on the same pitch in the same voice  Bartel, Musica Poetica, 342). Though some theorists discuss this figure in the 
context of a fugal texture, it can also refer to a more general repetition at various pitch levels, as is the case 
here. 
27 Synaeresis has two separate meanings: a suspension or syncopation  or a placement of two syllables per note, or two notes per syllable  ibid., . Bartel clarifies Burmeister s description of the first definition as follows: the synaeresis can be understood as a rhythmic suspension or syncopation, not necessarily including a dissonance or harmonic suspension  ibid., . 
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direct juxtaposition of motivic rectus and inversus forms represents an antithesis, or a 
musical expression of opposing affections, harmonies, or thematic material  emphasis 
mine).28 This motivic reversal emphasizes the intermediary role of the Holy Spirit by 

simulating an earthly/heavenly exchange, where the descending contour represents a 

descent from heaven to earth, and the ascending motion signifies an earth-to-heaven 

ascent; this type of reversal recurs frequently throughout the rest of the motet. 

 The return to the Kopfton through this reversal in mm. 126–27 initiates the expressive melisma on Seufzen,  which comes to its first climax at the G  neighbor in m. 
129. Bach communicates the intense emotion driving the (oly Spirit s groaning  through this enlarged  figure F –G5–F5, mm. 129–32), which represents a heartrending plea to God for the believer, and surges into a series of sighing  gestures that prolongs G  in mm. 
130–32. But the entreaty does not end here; these passionate melismas resound 

throughout multiple voices during the rest of the movement. 

 Numerous chromatic changes also help to convey the emotional fervor of the Holy Spirit s pleading: the dominant, supertonic, and submediant harmonies each undergo a 

chromatic inflection from minor to major quality throughout the C section. This heavy use 

of chromaticism constitutes a pathopoeia, or a musical passage which seeks to arouse a passionate affection through chromaticism or some other means. 29 The final shift, from v 

to V in mm. 142– , occurs during the climax of the movement. An /  combination C –
D5–C5–Bb4–A4) embellishes this move, with a modally-inflected  gesture superimposed at 
the sixth above (Ab5–G5–F5)—over the Kopfton F5. Thus, at the end of the movement, the Seufzen  melisma swells to a pinnacle, augmenting the prayers of the believer to a greater 
extent than she alone can conceive. 

                                                 
28 Bartel, Musica Poetica, . Mattheson writes that opposites can be expressed in various ways in music, be 
it through certain notes which invert their progression, through intervals which oppose each other, through sudden changes of the key or the rhythm, etc.  See Mattheson, Capellmeister, 188, trans in Bartel, Musica 

Poetica, 199. The antithesis is often used to describe the inversion of a fugue subject, though its use is not 
limited to fugal texture. 
29 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 359. Burmeister defines the pathopoeia as an apt figure to create affections. )t 
occurs when semitones are inserted into a composition which neither belong to its modus or genus but are introduced into a composition s modus from another. It occurs when semitones are frequently added to the 
modus of a composition in an extraordinary fashion.  See Burmeister, Musica poetica (Rostock: S. Myliander, 
1606), facs. ed. (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1955), 61, trans. in Bartel, Musica Poetica, 361. The pathopoeia is usually 
heard over a very brief timespan; therefore, this example slightly expands the scope of the term. 
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While the imitative C section creates a textural transition between the antiphonal A 

and B sections and the double fugue in movement 2, its incomplete tonal structure also 

links them tonally and structurally. Movement 1 parallels the opening chorale phrase by 

prolonging 5, with an inner-voice descent to 2. Its large-scale tonal motion I–iii–V (an 

enlargement of the Geist  melisma s opening  gestures  carries residual energy into 
movement 2, which returns to Bb and completes the tonal structure, thus paralleling the second chorale phrase. The lack of tonal closure and the middleground  motives F –Eb5–
D5–C5  guiding the C section help to convey that the believer s requests have not yet been 
heard; this will take place in movement 2. 

 

. .  Movement : (e who searches our hearts knows...  

Mental space of the music. The central movement of the motet is an extravagant 

double fugue. Here Bach further develops the three main motives and also places a large 

emphasis on 3 as the midpoint between 1 and 5 (as in movement 1), though the mediant 

harmony plays a lesser role than do more customary tonicizations of V, vi, IV, and ii. Both 

fugue subjects are saturated with motives; I have reproduced each subject as Examples 2.5 

and 2.6, respectively, in order to show their motivic derivation. As illustrated in Example 

2.5, Subject 1 begins on tonic harmony and concludes with a half cadence. The head  mm. 
146–50) prolongs 1 (Bb3) with back-to-back statements of the  and inverted  motives. 
After establishing the key of Bb with an ascending leap 5–1, the subject steps down a third 

(Bb3–A3–G3) on the downbeats of mm. 147–49, then immediately reverses its direction to 

return to 1 (G3–A3–Bb3, mm. 149–50).30 The first instance of A3 and G3 are each 

embellished with a lower-neighbor inverted  gesture. The tail  mm. –53) steps down 

a fourth from Bb  to F , outlining a transposed  motive; the A  is also decorated by a 
foreground inverted . 

Subject 2 also utilizes all three melodic motives. Its head remains similar in each 

entry, but Bach alters its tail when he combines the two subjects. The first entry (with tail  a  is provided in Example . a; Example . b shows a statement that also begins on C5, 

                                                 
30 In the dominant entries, the initial ascending leap (1–5) yields an inner-voice inverted  Bb–C–D) beneath the opening  gesture see the foreground sketch in Figure .  below . 
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Example 2.5: Movement 2, first fugue subject, with motives marked 

 

 

 

 

 

Example . a: Movement , second fugue subject head and tail a,  with motives marked 

 
 

 

 

 

Example . b: Movement , second fugue subject head and tail b,  with motives marked 
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but uses tail b.  The subject s head forms a  gesture each time C –Bb4–A4 in mm. 180–82 

and C5–Bb4–Ab4 in 199– . Tail a  steps up a fourth from F  to Bb4 (mm. 182–84), then 

initiates an active melisma that slowly descends to F#4 (mm. 184–87). The first portion of 

the tail draws from the rising gesture in the center of Subject 1 (mm. 148–50): the inverted  motive in mm. –  is decorated by the same inverted  gesture used in the first subject s ascent G–F–G), but the F3 that formed a chordal skip in Subject 1 is now expanded, which alters the larger gesture from a rising third to a rising fourth. The tail s melisma is guided by an enlarged  Bb4–A4–G4, mm. 184–86) that is decorated with 

several lower-neighbor inverted  figures. The cadence mm. 186–87) varies in each 

presentation of the subject; this one concludes on F#  via another  motive A –G4–F#4).31 

 Tail b  mm. –4) simplifies the main melodic motion in Subject 2 to outline a 

stepwise descending fifth from C5 to F4. The textual repetition is eliminated and the melisma is also slightly compressed, though it still comprises a  gesture Ab4–G4–F4). The 

Ab4 becomes a suspension in m. 202, and its resolution to G4 is decorated by a lower-neighbor inverted  figure. The motion from G  to F  is also embellished by an  motive 
(G4–A4–G . The tail concludes by prolonging F  through an inverted  gesture F –E4–F4, 

mm. 203–4, also ornamented with an upper neighbor in m. 203). 

 Bach develops these subjects in a unique way: he uses consecutive subject 

expositions, but the treatment of Subject 2 is divided into two parts, as is the combination 

of the two subjects. Figure 2.3 depicts the fugal process in movement 2. As shown in the 

diagram, the expositions of Subjects 1 and 2 are separated by an episode based on Subject . Subject s exposition is interrupted by a series of combined entries, and the fugue 
culminates in a final set of simultaneous entries. This idiosyncratic treatment is based 

largely upon the order of voice entries, as I will discuss below; the order of entries also 

carries tremendous narratival significance, which I will describe in the blended space. 

Exposition 1 (mm. 146–60) presents Subject 1 in ascending vocal order, using 

paired stretto entries; in each pair, the tonic and dominant statements occur one measure 

apart. Since the subject accompanies itself, there is no countersubject. As illustrated in the  

                                                 
31 Measures 186–87 permit several motivic interpretations. I have privileged A4 over G4 due to the 
contrapuntal context in which this entry occurs; the A4 forms part of a short 10–6 linear intervallic pattern, 
and the G4 on beat 4 is a passing tone (see Figure 2.4 below). 
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Figure 2.3: Chart of fugal process in movement 2 
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foreground sketch in Figure 2.4, Exposition 1 closes with a perfect authentic cadence in F 

major (mm. 160– , which elides with the beginning of the Counterexposition.  
(Asterisks on the sketch indicate the beginnings of Subject 1 or Subject 2 entries.)32 In 

addition to the motivic gestures saturating each subject entry, Bach uses two /  combinations in the bass leading into the cadence: /  in mm. –  and ) /)  in 
159–60. 

Another succession of Subject 1 entries flows out of the cadence, signaling the start of a Counterexposition  in m. . The term counterexposition  is not wholly appropriate 
here, however, due to several atypical aspects of the entry set; in fact, mm. 160–70 traverse a gray area  somewhere between a counterexposition and an episode. Although Subject  
is presented through m. 172, the entries occur in the same order as in the exposition—
unlike a typical counterexposition—and Bach alters their pitch level to begin on Bb and Eb, 

rather than on F and Bb.33 Moreover, the statements of the subject are incomplete: the subject s tail does not cadence, but instead spins off into a sequence; this first occurs in m. 

166, when the bass entry trails off into a chain of 7–6 suspensions with the alto line. 

Likewise, the transposed subject entries do not trigger a true modulation, but rather an 

emphasis on Eb as the root of the subdominant and the seventh of V7 in the context of the 

tonic key. For example, the tenor and soprano statements in mm. 161–68 and 166–72 each 

touch on the subdominant key area by using Ab in their initial  gesture Bb–Ab–G, mm. 

162–64 and 167–69), but they quickly revert to A\ when they return to Bb through an inverted  G–A–Bb, mm. 164–65 and 169–70).34 The 7–6 suspensions in mm. 166–69 

prolong C5 over dominant harmony (via a local fifth-descent) in the midst of a larger 

melodic fifth-progression F5–Bb4 (mm. 161–70). 

                                                 
32 Fugal texture presents several challenges in terms of Schenkerian analysis, which causes some scholars to 
question the suitability of reductive analysis for such complex, contrapuntal music. The sketch in Figure 2.4 
necessarily privileges the outer voices to some extent, but also includes inner-voice subject entries wherever 
possible. Bach does not treat each subject entry equally in terms of harmonic and tonal stability, which makes 
the asterisks on the sketch necessary. As I mention above, I have also included the opening pitches for each 
entry in the chart of the fugal process to help make the function of each entry more clear. 
33 The bass entry should begin with a leap from Bb to Eb, but it elides with the F-major cadence, which alters 
the opening leap to C–F. This change also cuts out the  gesture at the beginning of the entry. 
34 This juxtaposition of Ab and A\ (as the middle element of third-lines) is similar to the use of Eb and E\ in the opening phrase of the chorale. The tenor s inverted  gesture in mm. 164–65 is not shown on the sketch, since 
there are several other important lines occurring concurrently, and this gesture occurs in an inner voice. 
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Figure 2.4 continued 

 
 

The Episode (mm. 170–  elides with the end of the Counterexposition : the final bars of the subject s tail in the soprano and alto mm. –72) provide a point of departure 

for the first of two sequential patterns.35 An ascending fifths progression in mm. 170–74 leads from ) to iii via an inverted  gesture in the outer voices (Bb–C–D); this ascent is decorated in the melody by two  figures: Bb4–A4–G4 in mm. 170–72 and C5–Bb4–A4 in 

172–74. The mediant is prolonged in mm. 174–77 through a descending fifths sequence, 

                                                 
35 This episodic development is shown by the lighter red color in Figure 2.3. 
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but during the course of the sequence, its quality is inflected to become V/vi, which 

resolves to vi at the start of Exposition 2 in m. 178. 

Bach presents the second subject in a unique manner: he divides its exposition into 

two parts (mm. 178–98 and 212–22), and, rather than alternating tonic and dominant 

entries, its statements generally follow a pattern of descending fifths. The sequential nature 

of the subject and its stretto presentation thus negate the stable tonal center expected in an 

exposition. In fact, the tonal emphasis in Exposition 2 Part 1 alternates between G minor 

and Bb major; the middleground melodic motion moves from 3 over vi in m. 178 to 1 over I through an enlarged  motive D –C5–Bb4, mm. 174– , then an inverted  Bb4–C5–D5) 

reverses the melodic motion in mm. 189–94 from 1 over vi back to 3, now supported by I. 

Two waves of entries guide this motion, each concluding with a statement on Bb (the initial 

pitch for each entry in Exposition 2 is shown in Figure 2.3).36 In the first wave, only two entries occur before the bass interrupts  on Bb in m. 182. As illustrated in the foreground 

sketch in Figure 2.4, the alto entry on G4 (m. 178) and the soprano statement on C5 (m. 

180) continue the descending fifths progression begun in the Episode, and the head of the 

bass entry concludes the pattern with a decisive tonic arrival in m. 184.37 This arrival is 

short-lived, however, as it leads back to G minor through 5–6 motion in mm. 184–87. The 

second wave of entries (mm. 187–97) begins by confirming G minor through an imperfect 

authentic cadence in mm. 188–89, but gradually returns to Bb major through a descending 

fifths sequence in mm. 189–94.38 This time, the entries maintain the pattern of descending 

fifths throughout the wave, and the subject passes through each voice in descending vocal 

order before the Bb entry recurs (in the alto, mm. 195–97).39 

Exposition 3 Part 1 (mm. 198–212) combines Subjects 1 and 2 in Eb major. The alto s 
Subject 2 statement in mm. 195–97 leads smoothly into the new key by introducing Ab (m. 

196), which inflects the tonic chord to V7/IV, resolving to IV in m. 199. Each entry of Subject 

1 is surrounded by entries of Subject 2 in adjacent voices: the first statement in the tenor 

                                                 
36 It will be necessary to refer to both Figures 2.3 and 2.4 in my discussions of Expositions 2 and 3. 
37 The subject s head is altered in the bass entry to shape this arrival: Bb3–Eb3–[Ab3]–[G3] becomes Bb3–Eb3–
F3–Bb2 in mm. 182–84. 
38 The inverted  motive governing this sequence is decorated with an altered inverted  Bb4–A4–B\4, mm. 
189–90), which intensifies the progression. 
39 The final set of Subject 2 statements occurs in ascending vocal order (mm. 212–22), but not until after the 
initial combination of the two subjects. 
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(mm. 198–204) is accompanied by Subject 2 entries in the alto (mm. 199–204) and bass 

(mm. 201–6), and the second statement in the alto (mm. 204–10) is supported by entries in 

the soprano (mm. 205–10) and tenor (mm. 206–8).40 A perfect authentic cadence in C 

minor (mm. 211–  concludes this portion of the exposition; an enlarged ) /)  
combination in the bass (Eb3–D3–E\3–F3–G3) leads from IV to V7/ii in mm. 207–11.41 

Bach completes his treatment of Subject 2 in mm. 212–22 by presenting the entries 

in ascending vocal order (as in Exposition 1). The first three statements follow the 

established pattern of descending fifths to return to tonic harmony in m. 216. This arrival 

on 3 over tonic completes a deep middleground  motive D –Eb5–D5, mm. 194–216) that 

encloses the two portions of Exposition 2 around the intervening succession of combined 

entries through a large-scale plagal progression I–IV–). The soprano s entry in m.  does 
not begin on Eb, however, but on G5. Her initial leap (G5–C5) initiates a dominant prolongation guided by an inverted  motive C –D5–E\5–F5, mm. 219–22) that alludes to the opening phrase of the chorale. This ascent is embellished by two inverted /  
combinations: A4–G4–A4–B\4–C5 in mm. 219–20 and D5–C5–D5–E\5–F5 in mm. 221–22. 

Thus, Bach leads into the fugal culmination by finally reiterating the Kopfton—after an 

extensive prolongation of 3—through a passage comprising all three melodic motives. 

Significantly, in Exposition 3 Part 2 (mm. 223–44), the two subjects are combined 

and introduced in alternation, almost as in Exposition 3 Part 1, but here they are in 

ascending vocal order, and the texture is saturated with  and  motives.42 The bass s initial 
Subject 1 entry in mm. 223–  supports a melodic  descent F –Eb5–D5, mm. 222–27), 

with an immediate return to the Kopfton through an inverted  D –E\5–F5, mm. 227–30) 

that leads into the dominant prolongation in mm. 230–38. Bach alters and compresses the bass s Subject  statement to form a descending fifths sequence in mm. –35, so that the alto s concurrent Subject  entry on tonic mm. –37) occurs in the midst of this 

                                                 
40 There is also an altered entry of Subject s head in the soprano in mm. –4; the initial pitch should be 

Eb5, but she sings G4 instead. 
41 Bach uses an increasing amount of chromaticism toward the end of this portion of the exposition: he 

juxtaposes Ab and A\ in the alto in mm. 206–7 and Eb/E\ in the bass in mm. 207–9. 
42 The soprano s final entry in mm. –39 only incorporates the tail of Subject 2, which initiates the descent 
of the fundamental line: Bach alters the last note from G5 to D5 on the downbeat of m. 239. 
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dominant prolongation.43 The final pair of entries in the alto and soprano are governed by an enlarged  and  gesture F –G5–F5–Eb5–D5 (mm. 230–37)—the only instance of this 

combination in movement 2 at the same pitch level as in the opening chorale phrase. Even 

the Urlinie itself is divided into two  gestures 5–3 in mm. 230–39 and 3–1 in 239–44): the 

Eb5 in m. 238 adds a seventh to the dominant harmony, which resolves to tonic in the next 

measure, thus creating a double bass arpeggiation in the Ursatz (I–V–I–V–I). The latter 

arpeggation is further divided into 1–3–5–1. While the bass completes this final ascent to 5 

in mm. 239–44, the melody expands 3 via an ) /  combination D –Eb5–F5–Eb5–D5), 

thus emphasizing the importance of 3 one last time in preparation for the chorale. 

Blended space. The second movement fulfills the tonal and narratival designs left 

unfinished by the opening movement. Its tonal structure is drawn from the second chorale 

phrase: the completed fifth-descent 5–1 provides the essential tonal and melodic closure missing from the first movement s F-major conclusion. Likewise, the text of movement 2 

also completes the portrayal of the (oly Spirit s intercession: while the first movement conveyed the emotional and spiritual impact this divine mediation creates in the believer s life, the central movement expresses how God hears the desires of the believer s heart 
through the pleading of the Spirit. 

Bach communicates this humbling yet inspiring message through an extravagant 

and authoritative double fugue. The structure of the movement is based on the concept of 

metalepsis (or transumptio , which Bartel defines as a fuga with a two-part subject, the parts alternating in the composition. 44 Though the metalepsis literally refers to the 

alternation of two subjects (or two parts of the same subject) in the same entry set, Bach 

expands its scope here to encapsulate the fugal process itself: his exposition scheme 

alternates between treatments of Subject 1 (with or without Subject 2) and Subject 2 

(alone). Furthermore, the method in which Bach combines the two subjects in Parts 1 and 2 

of Exposition 3 informs the meaning of each passage, which conforms to the spirit of the 

metalepsis as described by Bartel: 

The musical metalepsis . . . concurs with both the rhetorical and the literal 
meaning of the term: the meaning of the musical (and textual) expression is 

                                                 
43 The alto s entry also juxtaposes Ab and A\ in mm. 232–33. 
44 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 321. 
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clarified through  meta/trans  the addition  lepsis/sumptio, adoption, 
assumption) of a further reference.45 The fugue culminates in a true  metalepsis, since the final entry set alternates statements 

of the two subjects. 

 The idiosyncratic structure of the fugue and the compositional problem  worked 
out through the fugal process (the registral order of voice entries) cause the narratival 

implications of each subject to evolve as the movement progresses. Table 2.3 summarizes the narrative progression in this movement. Bach s repetitive treatment of Subject 1 in Exposition  and the Counterexposition  establish an expectation for a registral ascent in 
the later expositions—an earth-to-heaven  trajectory that will be essential for the completion of the believer s request. )n Exposition  Part 1, Subject 2 communicates pleading for the saints  in conjunction with a registral descent, which suggests a heaven-

to-earth  trajectory, rather than an earth-to-heaven  ascent. Before fulfilling this 

expectation, however, Bach inserts a passage combining the two subjects (Exposition 3 Part , which serves musically to encircle the believer with the (oly Spirit s pleading by 
surrounding each Subject 1 entry with statements of Subject 2 in adjacent voices. The 

second part of Exposition 2 rectifies the registral trajectory of Subject 2 entries, which 

leads properly into the fugal culmination: a registral ascent combining both subjects. Through this ascent, God hears and understands the believer s request through the (oly Spirit s pleading. 
 The opening of the movement immediately shifts the congregation s focus to God, both through the text Der aber die (erzen forschet, der weiß, was des Geistes Sinn sei,  or But he who searches our hearts knows what the spirit means  and through Bach s 
treatment of Subject 1, which utilizes paired stretto entries in ascending vocal order. This configuration reiterates the subject s initial leap 5–1 (F3–Bb3 in the basses, mm. 146–47) or 

1–5 (Bb3–F4 in the tenors, mm. 147–48) in the higher register (F4–Bb4 in the altos in mm. 

151–52 and Bb4–F5 in the sopranos in mm. 152–53), which steadily increases the energy in a similar manner to the opening  gestures from the A sections in movement .46 It also 

                                                 
45 Ibid. Bartel notes that, like other fugal figures, the only mention of metalepsis or transumptio is found in Burmeister s treatises. 
46 This continual emphasis on 1 and 5 is made possible by the use of a repercussio, or a modified interval in a tonal fugal answer.  See ibid., . Bartel further notes that, not only are intervals modified or even inverted, 
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clearly emphasizes the subject s head But he who searches our hearts knows,  which is 
first stated in mm. 146–50), since each new statement springs from a unison interval with 

the next lower voice—thus taking over  from the previous entry—and since the second 

pair of entries begins just after the tenors complete the head. 

 

 
Table 2.3: Narrative progression in Der Geist hilft,  movement  

 

Fugal Section Narrative Sequence 

Exposition 1 (S1) 

Registral ascent carries focus from the believer to God earth-to-heaven  trajectory; increases energy  Focus on S  head: he who searches our hearts knows  

Counterexposition  S  

Restatement of registral ascent intensifies expression and 

establishes expectation for registral ascent in each Exposition earth-to-heaven  trajectory needed to complete believer s request  

Episode (S1) Focus on S  tail: what the spirit means  

Exposition 2 (S2) Part 1 

S : since he [the spirit] pleads for the saints  

Begins with ascending pair of entries, but suffers reversal: 

registral descent in mm. 187–  suggests heaven-to-earth  trajectory 

3–1–3 middleground melodic motion depicts Holy Spirit stirring  in believer s heart 
Exposition 3 (S1 + S2) Part 1 

Each S1 entry is encircled by S2 entries in adjacent voices believer is enveloped  by (oly Spirit s pleading  

Exposition 2 (S2) Part 2 
Restatement of Exposition 2 Part 1, with proper registral trajectory earth-to-heaven  and enhanced request informed by the Spirit  

Exposition 3 (S1 + S2) Part 2 

Fugal culmination: ascending registral trajectory; 

new vocal entries alternate between S1 and S2 

God receives believer s prayers through Spirit s intercession 

 
 Bach structures the subject s head using elided  and inverted  gestures Bb3–A3–
G3–A3–Bb3 in the bass, mm. 147– , and draws further attention to the words (erzen  
                                                                                                                                                             
but the contrapuntal role of a fugal answer stands in contrast to that of the opening subject, one being the 
leader (dux), the other the follower (comes); one leading away from the finalis or tonic, the other leading back to it  ibid., . The roles of dux and comes are especially emphasized in this movement through the use of 
paired stretto entries. 
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hearts  and forschet   searches  by decorating each of them with an inverted  
motive (A3–G3–A3 in m. 148 and G3–F3–G3 in m. 149). In my reading of movement 1, the immediate reversal of  through motivic inversion simulates an earthly/heavenly 
exchange; in this movement the exchange may represent God s search of the believer s 
heart, since the descending and ascending contours suggest heaven-to-earth  followed by earth-to-heaven.  The tail expresses what the spirit means,  though its use of the  motive 
(Bb3–A3–G3–F3 in mm. 150–53) leaves its musical thought incomplete, since it always 

concludes on 5 or 2 (both supported by dominant harmony). Bach does not accentuate this 

portion of the biblical verse until the very end of Exposition 1 (mm. 159–61), and even 

then, he simply reiterates the words to form the cadence in F major. In fact, it is not until 

the beginning of the Episode m.  that Bach truly begins to depict how God hears what the spirit means.  

The fact that Bach repeats the same configuration of Subject 1 entries in the Counterexposition  is very unusual indeed. This repetition serves to intensify the 

expression, while at the same time exploring the fifth below the tonic (IV).47 In light of the marked significance of the ascending, opening  gestures from movement , this atypically 
repetitive design also establishes an expectation for the second subject—and the final 

combination of the two subjects—to incorporate a registral ascent as well. 

The arrival on 1 over tonic harmony in m.  marks the beginning of the subject s tail in the soprano voice and also the point at which the Spirit begins to take over,  since the text was des Geistes Sinn sei  what the spirit means  dominates the musical setting 
until the end of the Episode. In contrast to the Exposition 1 entries, this tail does not form a  motive, but instead spins off into a sequence governed by the  and inverted  motives on 
the foreground and middleground levels (mm. 170–74). This ascending fifths sequence 

reaches its medial goal of 3 over iii in m. 174 via an exposed middleground pattern of 

outer-voice octaves (Bb–C–D) that draws attention to this climb. The pacing also moves 

more freely from this point forward; it slows from its steady rate of one note per measure 

() to   in mm. 170–74, then becomes more flexible throughout the rest of the movement. 

                                                 
47 This opposition between I–V and IV–I can be considered a tonal antithesis: the fifth above tonic vs. the fifth 
below tonic. 
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Upon achieving this local apex, the Episode concludes with a descending fifths sequence 

that leads into a perfect authentic cadence in G minor (mm. 174–78). 

Bach smoothes the transition between the Episode and Exposition 2 by beginning 

the first wave of Subject 2 entries in the altos on G4 (m. 178), which spring directly from the Episode s cadence. The second statement, on C  in the sopranos m. , continues a middleground  gesture D –C5–Bb  from the Episode s decisive D  apex in m.  to the 
tonic arrival that initiates a melisma on (eiligen  saints  in m. .48 By altering the 

bass entry on Bb3 (m. 182), Bach creates a middleground pattern of descending fifths that supports this  gesture: D –G2–C4–F3–Bb2 (mm. 174–84). Thus, though this wave of 

entries neither conforms to the pattern of descending fifths nor to the configuration of 

adjacent voice entries that characterize the other waves in Exposition 2, its unique design serves to finish the musical thought  begun in the Episode. This concept of completion 

draws upon the ideas of musical rhetoric,  or the musical analogies that correlate to the 
punctuation structure in spoken grammar, as described by Johann Mattheson.49 In light of 

the motivic and harmonic patterns linking the end of the Episode to the beginning of 

Exposition , one might liken the cadence in vi m.  to a musical comma  that connects the first wave of Subject  entries to the thought expressed in the Episode: But he who searches our hearts knows what the spirit means, since he pleads for the saints.  The second, real  wave of entries in mm. –  then begins the thought anew: [Since] he pleads for the saints.  

The second set of entries (mm. 187–97), by contrast, does maintain the pattern of 

descending fifths, and the statements occur in descending order with an extra  partial 
entry in the altos in mm. 195–97). Like the first wave, this wave leads from G minor (vi) 

back to Bb major (I) via a pattern of descending fifths, but this time the melody returns to 

D5 from Bb  through an inverted /  combination (Bb4–A4–B\4–C5–D5, mm. 189–94). While Subject  communicates the words denn er vertritt die (eiligen  since he pleads 
                                                 
48 The foreground  and inverted  motives C –Bb4–A4 and F4–G4–A4–Bb4, mm. 180–84, shown in Example . a  that comprise the subject s head help to emphasize this arrival on 1 over tonic harmony in m. 184. 
49 Mattheson, Der vollkommene Capellmeister (Hamburg: C. Herold, 1739), trans. Ernest C. Harriss as Johann 

Mattheson’s Der vollkommene Capellmeister  (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1981), 380–404. I discuss Mattheson s perception of the sections and caesuras of musical rhetoric in Chapter One Baroque 
conceptions of affect and rhetoric,  . 
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for the saints , the registral descent in this wave contradicts the earth-to-heaven  
trajectory that should accompany this pleading, revealing that the work is not yet finished. 

Rather, this entry set depicts the beginning of the process: the motion 3–1–3 that governs Part  of Exposition  through the  and inverted  motives (mm. 174–94) indicates that 

the Holy Spirit is stirring in the believer. Directly following this stirring,  Bach musically envelopes  the believer with the (oly Spirit s pleading Exposition  Part , mm. –212). As shown in Figure 2.3, Subject  entries within the passage are each surrounded  by Subject  statements in adjacent voices. )n other words, while God searches the believer s heart Subject , Bach musically encircles her with the (oly Spirit s pleading on her behalf Subject . Luther writes that we are too weak and impotent to pray for something big. Hence, when God hears our 

prayers and is about to grant them, he does away with the insignificant request we thought of in our weakness and instead gives us what the Spirit asks for us. 50 This curious 

combination of subjects in the midst of the fugue thus symbolizes the Spirit strengthening and building upon the Christian s prayers in preparation for God s response. 
The final wave of Subject 2 entries, presented in Exposition 2 Part 2 (mm. 212–22), 

prepares for the fugal culmination by rectifying the treatment of the second subject. Here, 

the entries finally occur in ascending vocal order (thus completing the registral ascent), 

and, after an unusually long prolongation of 3, the melody returns to the Kopfton 5 at the 

end of Exposition 2 through a passage comprising all three melodic motives (mm. 219–22). The believer s request is thus symbolically lifted to God through the (oly Spirit s pleading 
via these two types of ascents. 

The fugue culminates in a metalepsis by alternating between entries of Subjects 1 

and 2 in mm. 223–39. Each new vocal entry also occurs in ascending registral order, which provides both thematic and conceptual closure. This perfect  configuration of entries signifies completion: the believer s request has been lifted to God, and God has heard and understood it through the (oly Spirit s intercession. The final pair of entries is governed by an enlarged /  combination F –G5–F5–Eb5–D5, mm. 230–37), which expresses the sacredness  of this moment by alluding to the opening phrase of the coming chorale du 
                                                 
50 Luther, Romans, 245. See my discussion of the mental space of the text above, p. 37. 
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heilige Brunst,  or you sacred warmth . The Urlinie itself divides into two  gestures 5–3 

in mm. 230–39 and 3–1 in 239–44), supported by a double bass arpeggiation. The latter is expanded through a transposed /  combination D –Eb5–D5–C5–Bb4) during the final cadential progression, expressing the words nach dem, das Gott gefället  in the way that pleases God . The division of the Urlinie at 3, its prolongation through a significant motivic 

gesture, and the bass arpeggiation 1–3–5–1 during these measures serve to emphasize the 

mediant in every way possible, which calls attention to the mutual affirmation that the Holy Spirit s intercession brings: the way in which the Spirit mediates on behalf of the believer 
glorifies and honors God, and it provides strength and comfort for the Christian. 

 

. .  Movement : Alleluia!  

 Mental space of the music. The motet culminates in a four-part chorale setting that 

brings into focus many elements previously used in movements  and . The , , and  
motives saturate the musical setting, and the rectus and inversus forms of  and  are often 
elided. As in the earlier movements, the Kopfton 5 (F5) defines the melodic boundary, and 

little activity occurs above that threshold aside from the upper-neighbor  motive. The 
chorale incorporates many stepwise descents from 5, however, including several potential 

interruptions on 2 that are undermined by the immediate reversal of the  motive (as 

discussed above). In addition to this blurring of structural boundaries, Bach also obscures the formal division between the two main sections A and A , mm. –55 and 256–65, 

with a codetta in mm. 266–68), as explained below.51 Figure 2.5 provides a foreground sketch of movement , showing , , and  motives. 
The chorale text is comprised of two four-line sentences plus a final, repeated statement of (alleluja.  Though the melody clearly follows this textual division as 

reflected by the circled phrase numbers beneath the sketch in Figure . , Bach s choice of 
harmonization blurs the division between the fourth and fifth phrases.52 The A section 

closes on 3 (D5) in m. 255, which might have been harmonized by an imperfect authentic  
                                                 
51 This movement does not follow the bar form typical for a chorale—it is much more symmetrical and 
balanced. 
52 Each phrase begins with a quarter-note anacrusis; the phrase analysis in Figure 2.4 indicates the first 
downbeat of each phrase. 
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Figure 2.5: Foreground sketch of movement , showing , , and  motives 

 
 

cadence. Instead, Bach supports mm. 254–55 with a Phrygian half cadence in G minor, thus 

concluding the phrase with D-major harmony ))) . (is use of iii to begin the A  section links 
the two phrases: although the melody in phrase 5 (mm. 256–57) is a truncated restatement 

of the opening phrase, the prolongation of the mediant in mm. 255–  weakens the  
motive (F5–G5–F  in m.  and strengthens the descending stepwise  gesture from 5 to 

2 (F5–C5) on the later middleground level in mm. 253–56. Therefore, the mediant harmony 

in mm. 255–56 connects the more structural tonic and dominant harmonies in mm. 253 

and 256 (I–III–V , and supports the middleground  voice-leading pattern that crosses the 

formal boundary. The weak ending of the A section is rectified at the restatement of the 
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descent in mm. 263–  of the A  section, when 2 resolves to 1 over a perfect authentic 

cadence and provides tonal and structural closure to the movement. 

The opening of the chorale is characterized by an accented upper neighbor figure 

F5–G5–F  , mm. –45). The unusual emphasis on G5 on the downbeat of m. 245 marks 

this as a forthright, extroverted type of expression.53 Each time  recurs in the upper voice, 
it retains this quality—except in phrase 5 (m. 256), the truncated repetition of the opening  

phrase.54 (ere the order of the motives is reversed from phrase : the inverted  motive 
(D5–Eb5–F5, mm. 255–  leads into the  motive. )n both phrases, however, Bach uses the immediate reversal of the  motive as )  C –D5–E\5–F5, mm. 246–47 and 256–57) to 

prolong dominant harmony and negate the potential for an interruption scheme. 

In phrases 2 and 6 (mm. 248–49 and 258–59) the stepwise fourth descent from the 

previous phrase is answered by a fifth-progression 5–1 (F5–Bb4), supported by a perfect authentic cadence. Both times, the inverted  motive passes from the bass D –Eb3–F3) to 

the soprano (C5–D5–Eb5) as the harmony moves from I6 to V7. The seventh of the V7 (Eb5) arrives later than the bass s root; though this also happens in the opening phrase, the  
gestures exaggerate this non-coincidence in phrases 2 and 6. The latter incorporates a 

stronger cadential progression than the former, since the bass sings a rising inverted  
gesture (F3–G3–A3–Bb3) leading to a root-position tonic chord in m. 259 that sets up a pre-

dominant harmony before the cadence. 

The main melodic thrust in phrases 3 and 7 moves from 1 (Bb4) to 3 over tonic 

harmony, then progresses to 2 (C5) over V. This shift is governed by the inverted  motive 
on two levels: the motion from 3 to 2 is decorated by a rising third 1–3 (Bb4–C5–D5, mm. 

249–50 and 259–60), and both C5 and D5 are further embellished by their own, foreground inverted  gesture. )n the A section, the bass prolongs I through a lower neighbor (mm. 

249–50); the second time, however, the bass doubles the soprano s rising gesture, resulting 
in stark outer-voice octaves in mm. 259–60. The more structural C5 (mm. 251–52 and 261–
                                                 
53 The bare, exposed  outer-voice perfect intervals also contribute to the direct character of this phrase. 
54 This misalignment  of the  motive also contributes to its diminished strength in relation to the  motive 
in mm. 253–56. 
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62) is expanded by a fifth-progression supported by a cadential progression in F major.55 

Phrases 4 and 8 begin with an upward fourth leap (F4–Bb4), followed by a rising 

stepwise line spanning a fifth (Bb4–F5). These ascending gestures serve to quickly traverse 

the octave from F4 to the Kopfton F5. The stepwise fifth-line divides into two inverted  
motives, 1–3 and 3–5, recalling the opening  gestures from movement . Beneath this 
rising line, the bass sings a series of descending  motives in mm. –54, further 

expanding the registral space. )n phrase  the bass line rises in tandem with the soprano s 
melody.) The contour of each outer voice in phrase 4 is immediately reversed in mm. 254–, closing into octave Ds to end the phrase: the melody forms an enlarged  F –Eb5–D5) 

and the bass comprises an inverted  Bb2–C3–D3). In phrase 8 this contrary motion occurs 

between the melody and an inner voice; as the Urlinie descends in mm. 263–65, the inner voice spans a rising fourth, or an inverted  motive, F –G4–A4–Bb4. Thus, the two voices 

close into a unison Bb4 at the perfect authentic cadence in m. 265. 

Measures 266–68 present a codetta that provides confirmation of tonal closure and 

also recalls the opening melodic material. Bach prolongs 1 over tonic through a plagal 

progression in mm. 266–67 (reminiscent of the A sections of movement 1), followed by another perfect authentic cadence m. . The melodic line is governed by the  and inverted  motives, now spanning 1–3 instead of 3–5. Beneath this, however, an inner voice forms the  and  motives an octave below their original register—remaining vestiges of 

the original motives. 

 Blended space. Now that the congregation has been reminded of the (oly Spirit s 
power to communicate the believers  desires to God, even when their hearts are heavy and 

the words do not seem to come, the closing chorale setting provides a vessel for offering up 

those requests through communal singing. This movement thus focuses the congregation s 
attention on God through forthright expressions of praise, worship, and supplication. 

 In addition to the direct expression of the text afforded by its homophonic texture, 

this forthright character is communicated through several aspects of the chorale s melodic 
and harmonic structure. The melody itself is very goal-directed and insistent: it outlines 

                                                 
55 If Eb5 were prioritized over C5 in mm. 250 and 260, these phrases could yield another potential 

interruption structure through a deep middleground stepwise descent F5–[Eb5]–D5–C5 in mm. 247–52 and 

257–62. Though the next phrase returns to 5 over tonic, however, there is no accompanying thematic return. 
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numerous descents from the Kopfton 5, and little melodic activity occurs above this Kopfton boundary. The  motive F –G5–F5) comprises the one exception to this rule; its marked 

metrical emphasis on the upper neighbor establishes it as another extroverted type of gesture. The sheer saturation of , , and  motives throughout the movement continually 

reinforces the presence of the Holy Spirit and celebrates his comforting assistance. 

Furthermore, the rectus and inversus forms of the  and  motives are frequently elided. The immediate reversal and chromaticization of  is especially distinctive: Bach supports 

each outer-voice inverted  motive C –D5–E\5–F5) with an unusual prolongation of V, 

which subverts the possibility of an interruption structure. As in the earlier movements, 

this antithesis simulates an earthly/heavenly exchange, but here it is always followed by a 

completed descent 5–1, which symbolizes the completion of the believer s request as 
established in movement 2). Thus, the presence of the elided rectus and inversus forms also 

expresses the mutual affirmation derived from the Holy Spirit s aid: the Christian is 
comforted by knowing that God hears and answers her prayers, and the way in which the 

Holy Spirit communicates those prayers glorifies and honors God.  

 The chorale s atypical binary formal structure A A , with a short codetta) helps to articulate the believer s prayer as two main requests: for comfort in times of sorrow A  and for strength to overcome hardships A . The abnormally weak ending to the A section in m.  is motivated by the text, die Tr“bsal uns nicht abtreiben  do not let sorrow drive us away , and marks a particularly poignant moment. A deep-seated desire for 

consolation and reassurance permeates this statement, and Bach musically fulfills this plea 

in the way that he crafts mm. 253–56. The enlarged outer-voice  and inverted  motives that set nicht abtreiben  in mm. –55 (F5–Eb5–D5 and Bb2–C3–D3) wedge inward to 

end the phrase on octave Ds, figuratively enveloping the Christian in love and comfort 

through the Holy Spirit. This emphasis on the major mediant harmony (V/vi) to conclude the section obscures the division between A and A  and allows a middleground  gesture to 
cross the formal boundary (F5–Eb5–D5–C5, mm. 253– . The completion of this  motive, 
in conjunction with the negation of G minor vi , symbolizes the believer s steadfastness in 
serving God despite any grief or sorrow (as prompted by the text leading up to these measures, Nun hilf uns, fröhlich und getrost in deinem Dienst beständig bleiben,  or Now 
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help us joyful and comforted in your service, always to remain .56 Finally, Bach enlarges the melodic opening  gesture 1–3–5 (m. 253) to become I–III–V in the bass of mm. 253–56, providing a strong, energizing foundation for the  motive. Thus, in addition to presenting these requests, Bach s musical setting also seeks to comfort and strengthen the 
congregation. The A  section looks further into the future, asking God to [macht] uns bereit  [make] us ready [for future hardships]  and stärk des Fleisches Blödigkeit  strengthen the feebleness of our flesh  through the power of the (oly Spirit. This plea for 
perseverance is set in mm. 257–59 with a completed fifth-progression 5–1, which gathers 

harmonic strength through the addition of a predominant harmony before the perfect 

authentic cadence in m. 259 (as compared to phrase 2 in the A section, which is 

harmonized less forcefully: I6–V7–I). Bach makes another striking change to begin the next phrase: he doubles the soprano s enlarged inverted  gesture Bb4–C5–D5, mm. 259–61) in 

the bass, yielding an austere chain of middleground octaves in the outer voices. The text 

here states daß wir hie ritterlich ringen durch Tod und Leben zu dir dringen  so that we 

may bravely struggle through life and death to reach you , and these stark ascending 
octaves draw attention to the courage and determination required in order to keep seeking God during such tribulation. Durch Tod und Leben  is set in mm. –63 with the same opening  gestures as in phrase  of the A section, but Bach alters the bass line to ascend in tandem with the melody, thus helping it to climb through life and death  to reach God. The 
triumph of conquering those trials is depicted through the final, powerful fifth-descent: the 

descent of the fundamental line in mm. 263–65. An inner-voice inverted  gesture F –G4–
A4–Bb4) rises up to meet this exultant descent, echoing the bass s determined gesture in 
the previous phrase, but ultimately attaining victorious closure and relief in the unison Bbs 

at the structural cadence. Two emotional exclamations of alleluia  flow from the anticipation of this victory to 
comprise a codetta in mm. 266–68. Bach articulates this stirring expression of thanksgiving 

and worship with a plagal cadence in mm. 266–67 (reminiscent of the A sections from 

                                                 
56 The choice of the major mediant here is striking, since the melodic F5 in m. 256 mandates an inflection back 
to iii to begin the next phrase. Perhaps this shift from major to minor on (err  Lord  also represents a 
sense of solemnity in deference to God. 
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movement 1), supported by an inner-voice  gesture F –G4–F4). The outer voice is 

governed by the inverted and rectus  motives Bb4–C5–D5 and D5–C5–Bb4) throughout 

the entirety of the codetta, now triumphantly prolonging 1. The final cadential progression 

in mm. 267–68 serves as a benediction: the soprano returns to 1 through  D –C5–Bb4), and the alto recalls the opening /  combination in a lower register (F4–G4–F4–Eb4–D4)—a final integration that confirms the believer s new-found strength and resolve, and exhorts 

the congregation to faithfully persevere through their present sorrow. 

 

2.4 Summary and Conclusions 

 The blended spaces in Figures 2.1a and b illustrate how the metaphorical mapping between the music and the text depicts the (oly Spirit s intercession on behalf of the 
believer and the divine strength he provides in times of weakness or struggle. Movement 1 communicates the (oly Spirit s intervention when the Christian is discouraged or cannot 

find the words. The special emphasis on the mediant as the third-divider between tonic and dominant signifies this intercession see Figure . a . The frequent ascending, opening  
gestures characterizing the A sections represent communication from the believer through 

the Holy Spirit to God (refer to Figure 2.1b), and the D-minor imitative section at the end of the movement depicts the groans  of the (oly Spirit and creates a transition to the true 
fugal texture in the following movement (2.1a). 

 The central movement conveys how God hears and understands the believer s requests through the Spirit s intercession, which comforts the Christian and glorifies and 
satisfies God. In the first fugue subject, an enlarged  motive is immediately reversed 
through inversion, which communicates this exchange and mutual affirmation (see Figure 

2.1a). The deep middleground progression Bb–d–F–Bb in movements 1 and 2 and the 

completion of the fundamental line at the end of the second movement symbolize the Spirit s provision of strength and energy, and also the emotional closure offered by the completion of the believer s requests see Figure . b . 
 The closing chorale in movement 3 provides a vessel for the congregation to offer up their own prayers to God. )n this movement both  and  are frequently elided with their inverted forms see Figure . a . The melodic pairing of  descents 5–2 and completed 
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fifth-descents 5–1 conveys the completion of the believer s requests through the work of 

the Holy Spirit. At the conclusion of the chorale, Bach incorporates an inner-voice /  
combination an octave below its original pitch level; this integration of the opening motivic complex into the final phrase of the work depicts the Christian s new-found strength and resolve through the (oly Spirit s aid refer to Figure . b . 
 As this motet was likely meant to be performed in conjunction with the funeral for a 

well-loved Rector, the culminating chorale would have been especially important. 

Movements  and  provide reassurance of the (oly Spirit s comfort and advocacy in such a 
time of sorrow and doubt, but the chorale offers a chance for the congregation to respond 

with individual prayers and to leave the service with hearts uplifted, having renewed their 

strength and commitment to serving God in the midst of a difficult time. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

JESU, ME)NE FREUDE  BWV 227 (C. 1723)—PART 1 

 
 

3.1 Introduction 

 Like a number of J. S. Bach s works, Jesu, meine Freude  was likely compiled from a 

combination of previously-written and newly-composed movements.1 Despite its 

heterogeneous origins, however, the work weaves shared tonal, structural, and motivic 

strands through each movement that relate expressively to its text, yielding a coherent 

narrative describing the believer s earthly journey toward a spiritual state that is only 
achievable in death. In this and the following chapter, I will demonstrate the influence of 

these musical markers on the underlying narrative progression by providing a detailed 

Schenkerian treatment of each movement and relating it to the larger narrative structure of 

the work as a whole. This chapter details the first half of the narrative (movements 1–6), 

and Chapter Four completes the progression (movements 7–11). 

 I will begin with a brief synopsis of the entire motet s narrative structure, citing the 
text source, key phrases, and thematic content for each of the eleven movements (see Table  

                                                 
1 Daniel Melamed presents several reasons to explain why he believes the motet was likely compiled. Most 
notably, Bach uses a substantial variant of the chorale melody in movement 9, transforming it from a 
primarily Dorian melody to one that is primarily minor. According to Melamed, the form of the chorale used 
in the majority of the movements is the version that Bach used only in Leipzig, while the form found in 
movement 9 is found in works predating the Leipzig period. Also, movement 9 is harmonized in A minor, 
while the other chorale movements are set in E minor. He conjectures that movement 9, therefore, may have 
been written during Bach s time in Weimar or even earlier. Melamed also discusses the scoring of the movements, noting that the many changes in scoring in the motet are understandable for the sake of musical 
variety, but beginning and ending with four-part chorales seems to contradict the essential five-voice nature of the piece.  )n other words, he suggests that due to the curious four-part arrangement of the outer 
movements, the interior movements of the motet may have been written at a different time than the outer 
chorale harmonizations. See Daniel Melamed, J. S. Bach and the German Motet (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2005), 86– . Despite Melamed s convincing argument, however, there is no way to know 
whether Bach envisioned putting together the movements at a later date. 
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Table 3.1: Text sources and thematic content in Jesu, meine Freude  by movement 

 

Mvt Text Source Key Phrases Thematic Content 
Larger 

progression 

1 Chorale verse 1 

Jesus, my joy My heart s delight 

Longing for you 

Union with Jesus as 
desired state Aspiration toward 

the spiritual state 
motivates earthly 

journey 

2 Romans 8:1 
No condemnation in Christ for those who walk 

according to the spirit 

Redemption and 
forgiveness in Jesus 

as spiritual state 

3 Chorale verse 2 

Protection from raging enemies 

Thunder crashes; lightning blazes; sin and hell terrify 

Jesus will protect me 

Protection from sin 
and Satan 

[because] 

Jesus frees believer 
from sin and death Earthly struggle 

with sin; Jesus 
protects believer 

from sin and 
death 

4 Romans 8:2 
Spirit makes me living in Christ Jesus 

Made me free from sin and death 

5 Chorale verse 3 

I defy: ancient dragon; jaws of death; fear they cause 

Rage, world, and leap upon me God s power takes care of me Earth and hell s abyss must fall silent 

Defiance of fear, hell, 
and death 

[because] 

God s spirit dwells in the believer s heart 
6 Romans 8:9 

Not of the flesh, but of the spirit God s spirit dwells in you 

7 Chorale verse 4 

Away with all treasures; all vain honors 

Remain unknown to me! 

Suffering, distress, the cross, shame and death will 
never separate me from Jesus 

Rejecting worldly 
desires for union 

with Jesus 

Change of focus 
from earthly 

present to 
heavenly future 

8 Romans 8:10 

If Christ is in you, then the body is dead 
because of sin 

The spirit is life because of righteousness 

Possibility of eternal 
life in Jesus 

9 Chorale verse 5 

Goodnight, o human nature 

Come no more to the light 

To sinful existence, I bid goodnight 

Preparation for 
heaven; denouncing 

human desires 

10 Romans 8:11 
Now, the spirit dwells in you 

The very same spirit gives life to your mortal bodies 

Eternal life in Jesus; 
attainment of 
spiritual state 

11 Chorale verse 6 
Here I may have scorn and derision, but even in the 

midst of suffering you remain, Jesus my joy 

Jesus as joy in 
suffering; return to 
union with Jesus as 

desired state 

Earthly journey 
incomplete; 

spiritual state is 
unattainable in 

this life 
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3.1). These themes group the movements into four larger sections, as shown by the right-

most column in the table. Each narrative segment is characterized by a juxtaposition or 

opposition of two states of being, which are defined by the respective chorale and biblical 

verses from Romans 8 in that segment. In the first section (movements 1–2), a sense of 

longing for Jesus on earth contrasts with the prospect of redemption and forgiveness as a 

higher spiritual state. The aspiration toward that spiritual state motivates an earthly 

journey toward spiritual transcendence. Trials and temptations plague the journey; thus, 

the second segment (movements 3–6) presents the earthly struggle with sin and God s 
provision of protection from sin and Satan. The third section (movements 7–10) imparts a 

change of focus from the earthly present to the heavenly future and the attainment of the 

higher spiritual state, by rejecting earthly desires and preparing for a new life in heaven. 

The final section (movement 11) returns to many of the same textual themes as the first 

movement, again presenting Jesus as joy in the midst of earthly suffering, and—
significantly—returning to the union with Jesus as the desired state. Thus, the earthly 

journey is incomplete: only in death may the higher spiritual state be attained. 

 This bittersweet longing for Jesus is consistent with Baroque Lutheran theology. 

Isabella van Elferen writes that, in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries,  

devotional theologians and religious poets described the love between the 
faithful soul and Jesus as a bitter-sweet emotion, in which the believer yearns 
for the heavenly bridegroom just as acutely as the petrarchists for Laura. . . . 
According to Lutheran anthropology a mystical union between God and man 
was essentially unattainable; because of his sinful human nature the 
Lutheran could never be fully united with Christ, the incarnate God.2 
 

Despite this inherent fallibility, however, the believer continues aspiring to unite with 

Jesus. 

 

                                                 
2 Isabella van Elferen, Mystical Love in the German Baroque: Theology, Poetry, Music (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow 
Press, 2009), 320–21. 
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3.2 Aspiration Toward the Spiritual State: Movements 1–2 

 The aspiration toward union with Jesus can be described more generally as striving 

toward transcendence, because, in order for the Lutheran to unite with Jesus, this believer 

must surpass the limits of the flesh and ascend to a higher spiritual state. The first section 

introduces the main textual dichotomy and many of the central musical elements of the 

motet. As I will demonstrate, the intense desire for spiritual transformation and the steps 

taken to achieve it are expressed in the text and music of the first narrative segment (see 

the generic space and mental spaces of the text and music in the CIN in Figure 3.1). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.1: CIN of Section 1 (Movements 1–2) 

 
 

 

generic space: 

 
striving toward 

transcendence 

blended space: 

 
aspiration towards the spiritual 
state motivates earthly journey: 

 Em earthly  strives toward GM spiritual  
 

striving into upper tetrachord 
represents reaching toward 
heaven but bound by earth 

 

mental space of the text: 

 
union with Jesus as desired 

state vs. redemption and 
forgiveness in Jesus as 

spiritual state 
 emotional  chorale text vs. exhortational  biblical text 

mental space of the music: 

 
E Dorian/E minor vs. G major  

  and  motives vs. 
chromaticized and expanded ; diminished-fifth motive 

 
5 boundary vs. upper 

tetrachord 
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3.2.1 Movement 1: Union with Jesus as Desired State 

 Mental space of the text. The first section portrays an earthly union with Jesus as 

the desired state in the chorale text (movement 1), contrasted with redemption and 

forgiveness in Jesus as the spiritual state in Romans 8:1 (movement 2). This combination 

imparts a sort of snapshot of the spiritual journey—begun in the chorale text and 

completed in the biblical text—and it becomes the mental space of the text in the CIN 

shown in Figure 3.1. 

 Mental space of the music. The opening movement, which presents the first verse 

of the chorale, sets the tone for the rest of the work by establishing the fundamental 

melodic motion, by introducing three main motives that are developed in later movements, 

and by presenting the central tonal opposition explored throughout the motet (E minor/E 

Dorian versus G major). Figure 3.2 provides a foreground sketch for movement 1, and 

Example 3.1 reproduces the score for this movement. 

Bach harmonizes this verse homophonically in E minor. The melody, which is 

primarily Dorian, clearly emphasizes 5 from the outset, commencing with a fifth-

progression from 5 to 1 that is supported by a cadential progression in E minor (mm. 1–2). 

In fact, the first and last phrases are structurally identical: 5 (B4), supported by i, descends 

through 4 (A4) to 3 (G4) over a local submediant triad that serves to connect the motion between the more structural tonic and supertonic harmonies. The soprano s 2 is supported 

by iiØ6
5
 and V, resolving normatively to 1 over i (m. 2) or I (m. 19) during the authentic 

cadence. Additionally, as shown in Figure 3.2, 5 is prolonged through tonicizations of the 

mediant (mm. 13–14, through a third-progression in G major) and the minor dominant 

(mm. 16–17, including an upper neighbor C#5) before moving back to E minor harmony in 

preparation for the final descent. 

The goal harmony in m. 17 is a B major triad, however, because it serves two 

functions, acting both as the goal of a local B-minor progression, and also as V of E minor to 

prepare the final Urlinie descent. Incidentally, this descent is metrically shifted in 

comparison to the fifth-progression in mm. 1–2, drawing attention to two parallels 

between the last two phrases: first, the descent from 4 to 1 in B minor is directly followed 

by the descent in E minor, even using the same rhythm, and second, both phrases end with  
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Figure 3.2: Foreground sketch of movement 1, showing  , , and  motives 

 
 

Picardy thirds in their respective keys. Though Bach presents G major as a short 

tonicization in this movement, the ensuing Picardy thirds in B minor and E minor suggest 

remnants of the major mode throughout the remainder of the chorale. 

 In addition to the straightforward descending fifth-progression that opens and 

closes the chorale, three important motives from it are developed in later movements, each 

stretching into the upper register by temporarily superseding the Kopfton boundary, but 

inevitably returning to its starting point. The first, B4–C#5–D5–B4, occurs in mm. 3 and 15 labeled  in Figure 3.2). This melodic gesture, a typical third-species embellishment of a 

stationary B4, idiomatically emphasizes 5 and 7 in the Dorian mode, passing from 5 

through #6 to 7 and then returning directly to 5. The first iteration is supported by a local 

move to mediant harmony that is immediately subsumed back into E minor in the 

following measure. In m. 15, the entire gesture is governed by G major harmony: the bass 

line is decorated first by its lower third, E3, and then by the lower neighbor F#3 as 

consonant support for the chordal skip to D5. 

 Motive , presented in mm. –17, consists of an ascending skip from 5 to 1, 

followed by a descending stepwise gesture through the upper tetrachord of the scale to 

return to 5 (B4–E5–D5–C#5–B4). Bach supports this melodic line with a tonicization of v. 

The E5 is an inner-voice superposition, prefigured in mm. 3–4, that originates from the  
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Example 3.1: Score, Jesu, meine Freude,  movement  
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tenor s D  in m.  and passes through D  to C#5 over predominant harmony in v (see 

Figure 3.2). Thus, the B minor chord on b. 2 of m. 16 is an apparent tonic in B minor, 

serving as consonant support for the passing tone D5 in the midst of a prolongation of 

intermediate harmonies in B minor. At a higher level, then, the Kopfton B4 is prolonged 

through an upper-neighbor C#5, supported by iiØ6
5
 and V of B minor, which resolves back to 

B4 during the authentic cadence in B. Motive  mm. –6) consists of an ascending third leap (E5–G5), followed by a 

stepwise descent back to E5. This motive organically connects the  and  motives, as it is both the retrograde of  and an intervallic contraction of  (where the ascending leap is 

reduced from a fourth to a third). Since the appearance of  marks the melodic climax of 
this movement and the highest inner-voice superposition, however, and since this motive takes on more importance in later movements, ) will refer to it as , rather than as a version of  or .3 The oppositions between key areas and melodic boundaries introduced in this 

movement form the basis for the mental space of the music, as shown in Figure 3.1.4 

 Blended space. The blended space in Figure 3.1 illustrates how the metaphorical 

mapping between the text and the music depicts the believer s earthly journey toward the 
desired spiritual state. The chorale motives each portray a hopeful affect; Johann 

Mattheson describes this affect as a joyful longing which fills the spirit with a certain courage. 5 Both  and  courageously aspire into the upper tetrachord as if reaching 
toward heaven, only to fall back to the Kopfton boundary; s Dorian 7 cannot provide 

enough pull up toward 1, and s inner voice must eventually return to its rightful position. 
Motive  intensifies this striving by temporarily surging past E  up to G , but it, too, 
descends quickly back to its starting point—and Bach reiterates B4 directly afterward. 

Indeed, each appearance of E5, F#5, and G5 arises from a temporary inner-voice 

superposition. 

                                                 
3 Although  appears before  in the first movement, ) have labeled the motives in this order to emphasize the relationship between  and  which both embellish B , and because  and  take on larger roles earlier in the motet than motive . 
4 The juxtaposition between motives is formed between movements 1 and 2 and will be discussed below, in 
conjunction with movement 2. 
5 Johann Mattheson, Der vollkommene Capellmeister (Hamburg: C. Herold, 1739), trans. Ernest C. Harriss as 
Johann Mattheson’s Der vollkommene Capellmeister  (Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1981), 109. 
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 Bach s choice of an E-minor harmonization is itself telling; as Eric Chafe notes, Bach often associates E minor with suffering, sorrow, doubt, pain, fear, and the Passion  in his 
cantatas.6 Here, it reflects the earthly suffering of the believer who longs for the joy that  

Jesus brings. The brief turn toward G major is motivated by a change of focus in the text 

from the internal to the external, from the earthly feelings of the believer to a description of 

the spiritual Christ as the bridegroom: Gottes Lamm, mein Bräutigam. 7 This is only the 

beginning of the journey, however; thus, the move to G is ephemeral. 

 Additionally, the repetition of the first chorale phrase at the end of the movement 

presents a complexio figure, defined by Johann Gottfried Walther as the beginning of a 
musical passage [that is] repeated at its end, in imitation of the poets, who frequently begin and end a verse with one and the same word. 8 This reprise prefigures the conclusion of 

the motet, as the last movement is essentially identical to the opening movement, and thus 

foreshadows the conclusion of the narrative. While these phrases are identical in structure, Bach composes their tenor lines quite differently, reaching all the way up to the soprano s 
A4 in m. 18 in place of the C4 in m. 1 (see Example 3.1). This striving into the tenor s 
highest register, moving up by step to meet the soprano, not only emphasizes the text besides you there is on earth nothing else that is dearer to me , but also echoes the 
striving into the upper register of the  and  motives. )ts quick return to the middle 
register hints that returning to the earthly ways will be inevitable. 

 

3.2.2 Movement 2: Redemption and Forgiveness in Jesus as Spiritual State 

 Mental space of the music. The second movement musically diverges from the 

chorale while still developing ideas from it. Here, Bach presents textural contrasts by 

juxtaposing homophonic and polyphonic sections, and he also employs new motivic 

treatment by introducing an additional foreground motive and by composing out two of the 

                                                 
6 Eric Chafe, Tonal Allegory in the Vocal Music of J. S. Bach (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 
152n1. One relevant example, which Chafe does not discuss, is Bach s Easter cantata Christ lag in Todesbanden  BWV  Christ lay in the bonds of death , which the composer sets in E minor. As in Jesu, meine Freude,  Bach composes the cantata symmetrically around the central movement—also a double 
fugue. 
7 Chafe does not describe any associations for G major in the cantatas. 
8 Johann Gottfried Walther, Musicalisches Lexicon (Leipzig, 1732), facs. ed. (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1967), trans. 
in Dietrich Bartel, Musica Poetica: Musical-Rhetorical Figures in German Baroque Music (Lincoln: University of 
Nebraska Press, 1997), 228. 
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primary motives from the opening movement. These contrasts contribute to the mental 

space of the music, as shown in Figure 3.1 above. Table 3.2 provides a summary of the 

second movement, including changes in text and texture, motivic treatment, and significant 

harmonic and tonal events in each section. 

 

 
Table 3.2: Summary of changes in text and texture, motivic treatment, and significant events in 

movement 29 

 

Measures Text Texture Motivic Treatment 
Significant Harmonic and 

Tonal Events 

20–35 

There is now no 
condemnation in 
them who are in 

Christ Jesus 

Homophonic 
 using C\) composed-out (20–25) 

Second iteration begun (26–27)  

Material in mm. 20–27 
echoed (verbatim) in 28–35 

e–e (Phrygian HC) 

36–55 

who walk not 
according to the 

flesh (36–52) 

but according to the 
spirit. (53–55) 

Polyphonic 
(36–52) 

Homophonic 
(53–55) 

Second iteration of  completed 
(36–40)—includes D# and D\ 

Third iteration (40–45) 

Diminished-fifth motive in 
imitation (36–52) 

Descending-fifth sequence 
(41–45) 

Melodic fifth-progression 

F#5–B4 (46–55) 

e–b (PAC in b) 

56–71 Same as mm. 20–35 Homophonic 
Similar to 20–35, but eclipsed by a 
melodic sixth-progression due to 

textural inversion 

Material in mm. 56–63 
echoed (verbatim) in 64–71 

Melodic sixth-progression 

F#5–A#4 (56–63 and 64–71) 

b–b (Phrygian HC) 

72–84 Same as mm. 20–35 Polyphonic New motive in imitation (72–75) 

Melodic fifth-progression 

F#5–B4 over descending-
fifth sequence (63–78) 

Measure 79 begins another 
fifth-progression 

b–e (HC in e) 

84–103 
Same as mm. 36–52 

and 53–55 

Polyphonic 
(84–100) 

Homophonic 
(101–103) 

Fourth iteration of  –90)  –96)—C\ fills in descent 

Melodic fifth-progression 
B4–E4 (79–90) 

Descent of fundamental line 
begins in m. 98 

e–e (PAC) 

 

 

                                                 
9 The measure numbers listed correspond to those in the Neue Bach Ausgabe, which numbers the measures 
continuously throughout the motet; the second movement begins in m. 20. 
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 The second movement, again set in E minor, begins homophonically, but quickly 

turns to an imitative texture, led by the tenor s repeated quarter-note B3s and prominent 

diminished-fifth leap (mm. 36–37). At the beginning of the movement, Bach composes out the  motive from movement  three times in succession mm. –25, 25–40, and 40–45), 

each time using the diatonic C\ in place of the Dorian C#. The ramifications of this change 

are two-fold: structurally, it precludes the ability to tonicize B minor, and affectively, it 

forms the more mournful Phrygian tetrachord due to the C\ s stronger downward pull. 
Figure 3.3 presents a foreground sketch of this movement. 

 The movement opens with the Kopfton, 5, supported by a progression that prolongs 

tonic harmony until m. 25. An enlargement of the  motive begins straightaway: the alto s 
E4 is immediately superposed above 5, coinciding with a change of inversion in the tonic 

harmony. This E5 then passes down to C5, the higher-level upper neighbor to the Kopfton, 

as the first-inversion tonic chord moves up to iv. In mm. 23–24, the melodic line dips into 

an inner voice, unfolding the interval from C5 to A4. This melodic unfolding is supported by 

an unfolding of viio7 in the bass voice—through passing motion from F#3 to D#3 that 

involves a voice exchange with the alto line.10 The ensuing resolution to tonic harmony 

occurs through another unfolding, from G4 in an inner voice to the B4 Kopfton, bringing the  motive to a close. 
 The second manifestation of the  motive is slightly chromaticized and composed-

out on an even larger scale. As shown in Figure 3.3, it begins on the B4 in m. 25, eliding with 

the end of the first motive. The E4 is again superposed from the alto voice (m. 26), this time 

resolving to D#5 as part of a Phrygian half cadence. After measures 28–35 echo the first 

phrase, the tenor voice initiates a new foreground motive in m.  labeled  in Figure . , 

while the melodic line continues to prolong D# over dominant harmony. The melody 

resumes its descent through D\5 to C5 in mm. 37–38, in conjunction with a local 

tonicization of iv. (Although C5 does not actually sound until later in the measure, it can be 

implied at the beginning of m. 38, due to the resolution of V6
5
/iv to iv on the downbeat, and 

                                                 
10 The dominant harmony on beat 3 of m. 24 (V6 moving to V7) is merely apparent: the B4 in the first soprano 
is a passing tone that fills in the unfolding from C4 to A4, as shown in the sketch (the second soprano doubles 
this B4), the B3 in the tenor anticipates the tonic harmony in the next measure, and the B2 in the bass is a 

lower third embellishment to D#3 (in parallel tenths with the alto). 
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Figure 3.3: Foreground sketch of movement 2, showing  and enlarged  and  motives 
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Figure 3.3 continued 

 
 

due to the presence of C4 in the tenor voice at the beginning of the measure.) In a similar 

manner to the first phrase, C5 unfolds to A4 in an inner voice, supported by an unfolding of 

viio7 harmony in the bass in mm. 38–39. The resolution of the upper-neighbor C5 to the 

Kopfton B4 coincides with the resolution to tonic harmony in m. 40. Thus, the descent 

through the upper tetrachord in mm. 25–40 yields a shallow middleground melodic 

progression B4–E5–D#5–D\5–C5–B4, with C5 as a deeper middleground neighbor.11 

                                                 
11 In mm. 37–38 and 39– , the tenor s diminished-fifth motive temporarily dips into the bass voice. At this 
and other similar points in the movement, temporary doublings such as these cause apparent—but not 
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 The tenor s motive at m. 36, prominently announced by repeated B3s followed by a 

descending diminished-fifth leap (D4–G#3), triggers a change to polyphonic texture: this 

diminished-fifth motive is imitated in quasi-fugal fashion—alternating tonic and dominant 

entrances—by the alto and soprano I in two-measure intervals, followed by the soprano II 

and bass, each at three-measure intervals. When the first soprano sings this motive (mm. 

40–45), the top stream of her compound melodic line forms the third iteration of the  
motive. The apex of the motive, E5 (m. 41), initiates a descending-fifth sequence that 

prolongs tonic harmony through the end of the upper-tetrachord descent. 

 Although Bach reverts to a homophonic texture in m. 53, just prior to the return of the opening material, the  motive does not return with this restatement, because the 

material is now in B minor and the top two voices are texturally inverted. Thus, the leap 

from F#4 to B4 that would begin the  motive in the context of B minor m.  is eclipsed 
by the superposition of F#5, which initiates a descending sixth-progression to A#4 at the conclusion of the Phrygian half cadence in m. . )n fact, the  motive does not recur until 
after E minor has been clearly reestablished. This last iteration (at m. 84) begins on a 

strong dominant arrival in E minor that is accentuated by an immediate reduction in 

texture to a duet between tenor and alto. The latter voice brings back the diminished-fifth 

motive last heard in mm. 48–52. When the soprano I enters with this motive in m. 86, instead of beginning immediately with repeated B s, she follows the alto s lead and enters 
a fourth higher, on E5, before immediately leaping down to B4. This initiates a stepwise 

descent through D5 (m. 87) to C5 (m. 88), supported by falling-fifth motion that 

embellishes a dominant prolongation. As before, the melody dips into an inner voice (A4 in 

m. 88) before completing the descent to B4 in m. 90, at the resolution to tonic harmony. 

  This resolution initiates the final tonic prolongation prior to the descent of the fundamental line, and it is here that the  motive makes its sole appearance in this 
movement (mm. 90– , eliding with the last note of . The melodic ascent overshoots the 

goal in each measure, reaching over C#5 to E5 (m. 90) and even further past D5 to G5 (m. 

91) before inevitably falling back to the more structural melodic notes. This time the return 

to B4 is filled in by C\5 over a plagal tonic prolongation, resulting in a deeper-level C5 

                                                                                                                                                             
true—parallel octaves. In such a thickly-voiced contrapuntal work, these momentary doublings are bound to 
occur. 
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neighbor to B . Under this enlarged  motive, the diminished-fifth motive is stated first by 

the tenor (mm. 90–93) and then the bass (94–96). The descent of the fundamental line 

(98–103) is heavily covered, as the first soprano begins one final reiteration of the 

diminished-fifth motive in m. 96, but gets stuck on E5 before its completion. 

 Blended space. If the first movement presents the personal, emotional perspective 

of the earthly state, the second shows a more general prescription for attaining the 

spiritual state; this is achieved via the juxtaposition of the first-person chorale and the 

third-person biblical text and enhanced by the contrasts in Bach s settings of these texts 
(refer to the blended space in Figure 3.1). While the beginning of the second movement 

remains primarily homophonic, Bach immediately uses an epizeuxis, an emphatic repetition of the word nichts  no , a figure he never employed in the first movement.12 Moreover, the first two statements of nichts  are each accompanied by an aposiopesis, or a 

simultaneous rest in all five voices, imparting a quality of exhortation from the start.13 The descent of the  motive from E  through D  to the deeper-level C5 neighbor punctuates each proclamation of nichts.  By utilizing repetition at the phrase level anaphora)14 in 

addition to his emphasis on the most crucial word in that phrase, Bach makes every effort to draw attention to the impetus behind the text, There is now no condemnation in them who are in Christ. 15 He is, in effect, declaring to the listeners that this movement will be a 

didactic sermon on how to get to heaven. 

 The diminished-fifth motive introduces a musical opposition that supports a textual juxtaposition between of the flesh  and of the spirit.  This motive communicates the phrase die nicht nach dem Fleische wandeln  who wander not according to the flesh . 
Bach sets each word syllabically in quarter notes until initiating a syncopated melisma on 

                                                 
12 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 263. In his Musicalisches Lexicon (Leipzig, 1732), facs. ed. (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 
1967), Johann Gottfried Walther defines an epizeuxis as a rhetorical figure through which one or more words 
are immediately and emphatically repeated, for example: Rejoice, rejoice, rejoice in the Lord all the earth.  
This definition is translated in Bartel, Musica Poetica, 265. 
13 Ibid., 202. This figure is similarly defined by several writers, including Joachim Burmeister and Walther 
(see Bartel, Musica Poetica, 204–6). Furthermore, Bartel states that this figure is frequently used in 
compositions with texts relating to death and eternity (ibid., 203). 
14 Walther provides two definitions for the anaphora. The first is when a phrase or single word is frequently repeated in a composition for the sake of greater emphasis.  This definition is translated in Bartel, Musica 

Poetica, 189. As discussed below, Bach repeats this phrase twice more, later in the movement. 
15 All translations are by Francis Browne, unless otherwise noted. See )ndex to Texts & Translations—Part 6: 
Other Vocal Works BWV 225– ,  http://www.bach-cantatas.com/IndexTexts3.htm. I have provided the 
text and translation for the entire motet as Appendix 2. 
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the penultimate syllable, wan-deln  wander , via the diminished-fifth leap. This two-fold separation of wandeln —by introducing a prominent melodic dissonance followed by 

the first melisma of the piece—emphasizes the spiritual separation of the redeemed from 

those who do not know Christ.16 Bach s choice of imitation also yields a two-fold detachment: the motive s syllabic head  moves twice as fast as the half-note motion in the accompanying voices, essentially dividing  that voice from the rest of the choir as the measure progresses. With each new imitative entrance, the motivic tails  begin to overlap, increasing the disconnect between voices until they finally reunite on deln  at the end of 
the passage (m. 52). This reunion increases the anticipation for the homophonic conclusion 

of the text— sondern nach dem Geist  but according to the spirit —by arriving on a 

tension-filled V4
2
, followed by an abrupt break in all voices (an abruptio).17 The message 

prescribing the means of spiritual redemption—abandoning the flesh for the spirit—is so 

forthright and powerful that it only needs to be stated once. Bach begins this statement by 

dissipating the accumulated tension with a resolution to i6 and continues with a 

straightforward cadential progression in B minor. This entire section represents an 

assimilatio, in that it expresses the deeper meaning of the text, rather than simply 

representing one or two important words: the according to the flesh  passage communicates separation on several levels, while the according to the spirit  passage 
expresses unity.18 

 Changes in the pacing of structural tones also contribute rhetorically to this 

exhortation. Throughout most of the movement, the outer voices move at a basic pace of 

one note per measure (). During sequential passages, however, this pace expands to one 

note every two measures ( ), since the second chord in each pattern is ancillary to the 

                                                 
16 Bartel translates wandeln  as walk,  but wander  implies a further aspect of separation: that those who 
do not know Christ wander aimlessly, while those who walk according to the spirit choose the higher path. 
17 Walther defines an abruptio as a musical figure which commonly occurs at the end of a passage when the composition is suddenly broken or snapped off.  This passage is translated in Bartel, Musica Poetica, 169. 
18 Athanasius Kircher and Tomáš Janovka include this in their list of figures. See Athanasius Kircher, Musurgia 

Universalis sive ars magna consoni et dissoni (Rome, 1650), facs. ed. (Hildesheim: Georg Olms, 1970): Liber 8, 
145 and Tomáš Janovka, Clavis ad Thesaurum magnae artis musicae (Prague, 1701), facs. ed. (Amsterdam: 
Fritz Knuf, 1973), 56. Bartel writes that an assimilatio is a musical expression of that which the words 
expressed and not simply a musical painting  of the text. The music [represents] (referre) the text instead of 
reflecting the words. The figure becomes not only the image of the text but, through its musical qualities, 
becomes the very source of the affection which it is called to depict  Bartel, Musica Poetica, 207–8). 
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first. For example, in the descending-fifth sequence in mm. 41–45 (where the upper line of 

the foreground diminished-fifth motive forms the composed-out  motive , the structural 
tones in the soprano are held for two measures each. The fact that the pace first expands 

when these motives combine simply adds one more facet to the theme of separation in this 

section. 

 A similar process governs the falling-fifth sequence in mm. 72–78, although this 

time the melodic motion is echoed by the second soprano, and a striking change in the midst of the sequence draws the listeners  attention away from the sentiment of the entire statement there is now no condemnation in them who are in Christ  to affirm one crucial 
aspect. Structurally, this passage governs the modulation from B minor back to E minor; at 

the deep middleground level, V in B minor is reinterpreted as V/V in E minor, which 

resolves to V7 of E minor in m. 78 in preparation for an authentic cadence confirming the 

return (mm. 78–79). A descending melodic fifth-progression from F#5 to B4 guides this 

sequence; the falling fifths in the bass initially yield an 8–7 intervallic pattern, moving to 

10–7 as the melody continues to descend. This motion begins at the basic pace, expanding 

to   when the second soprano echoes the line. In the third iteration of the pattern, 

however, Bach delays the resolution of the suspended seventh (D5, m. 74) by one measure, 

expanding the pace even further to   . This prolongatio rhetorically amplifies the reassuring and inspiring words nichts Verdammliches  no condemnation  by creating 
the sense of a phrase expansion in mm. 74–76, although the overall eight-measure phrase 

length actually matches that of the two previous phrases.19 Bach uses an analogous expansion to intensify the return to the text who walk not according to the flesh  and its 
diminished-fifth motive) in mm. 84–88.20 

                                                 
19 Bartel defines a prolongatio as a passing dissonance or suspension of longer duration than the preceding consonance  Bartel, Musica Poetica, 371). Christoph Bernhard identifies this figure in his Tractatus 

compositionis augmentatus. See Christoph Bernhard, Ausführlicher Bericht vom Gebrauche der Con- und 

Dissonantien, Tractatus compositionis augmentatus in Die Kompositionslehre Heinrich Schützens in der Fassung 

seines Schülers Chr. Bernhard, ed. Joseph Müller-Blattau, 2nd ed., Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1963, trans. Walter Hilse as The Treatises of Christoph Bernhard,  Music Forum 3 (1973): 76. Braunschweig would place this under 
his third category of figures of expansion (expansion of dissonance). 
20 As I discussed above, this passage is only quasi-sequential, in that it embellishes a dominant prolongation 
with two falling fifths. 
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 )n sum, movements  and  form a microcosm of the motet s narrative structure: the 
former presents the personal, emotional perspective of the earthly state, and the latter 

portrays a more general prescription for attaining the spiritual state, in the form of a 

sermon. Bach s use of several important rhetorical figures, his introduction of a new 
foreground motive—which he develops in imitation—his purposeful contrast in textures, 

and his expansion of the basic pace in three significant places each enhance the exhortation 

by rhetorically amplifying key points in the text. The presence of the enlarged and chromaticized  and  motives in Bach s setting, however, reflects the text s very clear 
instruction for spiritual redemption in a more realistic light—as something to be striven 

for, but not something achieved in this life, since they each strive to transcend the 5 

boundary, reaching up over it to the subtonic, and even to 1, but they both inevitably return 

to that boundary. Additionally, the choice of E minor, rather than G major, contributes both 

to the quality of exhortation and to the pragmatism of the movement. Bach reserves the 

spiritual connotations of G major as a key area for movement 6, the pivotal moment in the 

journey, in which Jesus saves the believer from sin and death. As the blended space in 

Figure 3.1 shows, this aspiration for an earthly union with Jesus motivates the believer s 
earthly journey, one that will be followed throughout the rest of the work. 

 

3.3 Earthly Struggle with Sin: Movements 3–6 

 Once the journey begins, trials and temptations ensue, which triggers a struggle 

between the believer s desire for self-centered control, or living by one s own will, and interconnectedness, or living by God s will. This opposition characterizes the generic space 
for this section (see Figure 3.4 . Thus, this section portrays the believer s earthly struggle 

with sin, which is manifested through a battle against Satan. Movements 3 and 4 represent the Christian s preparation for the confrontation; movement  depicts the battle itself, and 
movement 6 describes the reason that the believer is victorious: because God s spirit dwells in the believer s heart, setting the Christian apart from unbelievers. 
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Figure 3.4: CIN of Section 2 (Movements 3–6) 

 

3.3.1 Movement 3: Protection from Sin and Satan 

 Mental space of the text. Bach sets the second chorale verse in movement 3, which describes the believer s ability to withstand trials and temptations under Jesus  protection. Whereas the unbeliever must fend off Satan s advances alone, and inevitably gives in to 
temptation, the Christian can draw strength from God to endure tribulation and resist the allure of sin. The opposition between individual effort and Jesus  advocacy, and the resultant action of falling into temptation versus withstanding sin and Satan through Jesus  
protection, each form part of the mental space of the text for this section, as shown in 

Figure 3.4. 

generic space: 

 
autonomy 

(individualization) 
vs. 

interconnectedness 

(transcendence) 

mental space of the music: 

 
E Dorian/E minor vs. G major 

 
heterorhythmic vs. homorhythmic 

 
metric/harmonic/formal 

instability vs. 
metric/harmonic/formal stability 

 

confined register (5 boundary) vs. 
expanded register (extending 

above 5) 

blended space: 

 
earthly struggle against sin (Em) 
to attain freedom, redemption, 

and forgiveness (GM) 
 

sin and death (instability) 
silenced by Jesus (stability) 

 
earthly boundary (motivic B4–
E5) temporarily transcended 

mental space of the text: 

 
individual effort vs. advocacy 

of Jesus 
 

falling into temptation vs. 
protection from sin and Satan 

 
condemnation to hell vs. avoidance 

of death and hell  
 
separation from God vs. belonging 

to God 
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Mental space of the music. Musically, movement 3 closely parallels the opening 

chorale movement, with a few subtle—but significant—modifications. Bach reuses the 

chorale melody nearly verbatim, with a very small addition in m. 120: rather than simply 

remaining on B4 (as in movement 1), the first soprano dips down a third to G4 at the 

beginning of the final phrase and steps back up through A4 to B4, producing an inverted form of the  motive see the foreground sketch in Figure 3.5).21 Also, the four upper voices 

(S1, S2, A, and T) largely retain the homorhythmic texture from movement 1. The bass, 

however, slips in and out of this texture by elongating the first syllable in phrases 1, 2, 4, 5, and  mm. , , , , and ; he then catches up  to the upper voices by 
compressing the next three syllables (  in the bass against  in the upper 

voices). Thus, the mental space of the music encompasses the tonal and melodic/motivic 

oppositions from the opening chorale (E Dorian/E minor versus G major and the 5 

boundary versus the upper tetrachord), but also includes the heterorhythmic aspects of 

movement 3 versus the homorhythmic texture in the opening chorale (see Figure 3.4). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. : Foreground sketch of movement , showing , , and  motives 

 
 

                                                 
21 The second soprano does carry the B4 through the beginning of the final phrase; she has a voice exchange 
with the first soprano (B4–A4–G  on Jesus  in m. . Therefore, the A  in m.  could also be interpreted 
as a neighbor tone to a stationary B4. 
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Blended space. Bach s setting of the second chorale verse harkens back to the 
opening movement, although subtle motivic, rhythmic, and textural changes point toward 

upcoming events. The melody remains the same, which serves to reaffirm the believer s 
desire for union with Jesus, and also amplifies the single-minded desire for Jesus  protection from sin and Satan expressed in the text: Unter deinem Schirmen bin ich vor  
den Stürmen aller Feinde frei  Beneath your protection ) am free from the raging of all enemies . The bass line, however, departs from the homorhythmic texture of the opening chorale, becoming more slippery  in relation to the upper voices. This periodic increase in 
rhythmic independence signifies the tug of temptation—the ever-looming possibility of falling back into doing one s own thing  rather than following God s will. The melody stands firm, however, conveying the believer s ability to endure these temptations with 
Jesus  help. Bach s subtle combination of consistent melody and slippery  bass line thus depicts the text Laß den Satan wittern, laß den Feind erbittern, Mir steht Jesus bei  Let the devil sniff around, let my enemy become incensed, Jesus stands by me . Significantly, 

the only phrase in which the bass line conforms to the declamation in the upper voices 

occurs at the end of the first section (mm. 108–9 and 114– , on the words aller Feinde frei  [from] all enemies ) am free  and Mir steht Jesus bei  Jesus stands by me .22 Despite the undercurrents caused by Satan s advances, the Christian remains focused on 
Jesus and the freedom he brings from sin and Satan. 

The crux of the movement occurs in the second section, when the text more strongly 

portrays the devil s threatening attacks: Ob es itzt gleich kracht und blitzt, ob gleich S“nd und (ölle schrekken, Jesus will mich dekken  Even though thunder crashes and lightning blazes, even though sin and hell terrify, Jesus will protect me . Bach expresses the meaning 

of this passage on several levels, creating an assimilatio (a passage that conveys the essence 

of the text, not simply its individual words).23 He depicts the crashing thunder and blazing 

lightning in mm. 116–17 with a strikingly heterorhythmic passage (shown in Example 3.2), 

so that at any point in the phrase, there are at least three different patterns of declamation 

                                                 
22 Bach also makes subtle alterations to the alto and bass lines in m. 108 in comparison to the opening 
chorale, producing a stronger cadential progression and thus a more passionate declaration of freedom and 

protection (i6–iiØ6
5
–V8

4
––7

3
–i in mm. 108–9 versus VI–V8

4
––7

3
–i in mm. 5–6). 

23 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 207–8. Bach also used an assimilatio in movement 2. 
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occurring simultaneously. As a result, the words crash  against each other and greatly 
heighten the tension. The inner voices repeat the words kracht und blitzt  in m. , 
symbolizing the rumbling echo of thunder. On a more subtle level, however, this tumult takes place underneath the smooth, stable melodic line in the spiritual  key of G major, 
musically implying that Jesus continues to protect the believer amidst the storm. In the 

following phrase (mm. 118– , the bass line swells on (ölle  m. , beats –2), as if 

trying to overwhelm the believer, but for all its attempt at distraction, it cannot change the 

basic cadential progression from the analogous moment in the opening movement (iiØ6
5
–

V(7)–I in B minor); hell holds no power over the Christian. 

 

 

 
 

Example 3.2: Heterorhythmic texture in movement 3 (mm. 116–17) 

 

 The final phrase reiterates the believer s certainty of Jesus  protection from sin and 
Satan, both through the text and through the melodic fifth-descent. Underneath, however, the devil continues to sniff around  through the altered rhythm in the bass, hinting that 

the temptation is not over. The presence of the inverted  motive at the beginning of this 
phrase links the end of this movement with the beginning of the next: the first four melodic 

notes of the fourth movement are B , G , A , and B , and as ) will discuss below, the  
motive comes to the forefront in movement 4. Subtle aspects of text construction in 
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movements  and  also connect the two movements. Phrases such as laß den Satan 

wittern  let the devil sniff around , ob gleich Sünd und Hölle schrekken  even though 

sin and hell terrify , and Jesus will mich dekken  Jesus will protect me  point more toward future events than to present experiences. Movement  begins with Denn  for  or because , implying a further correlation between statements in movements  and . 
Together, these two movements reaffirm the Christian s belief in Jesus  protection from sin 
and Satan in preparation for a battle against sin and death (movements 5 and 6, discussed 

below)—in essence, the believer uses these reassuring words to brace for the upcoming 

encounter. Thus, movement 3 forms the basis for the blended space in this section (refer 

back to Figure 3.4): it anticipates the earthly struggle to conquer sin and death and to attain 

freedom, redemption, and forgiveness. 

 

3.3.2 Movement 4: Jesus Frees the Believer from Sin and Death 

 Mental space of the text. Bach chooses to set Romans 8:2 in this movement: Denn 

das Gesetz des Geistes, der da lebendig machet in Christo Jesu, hat mich frei gemacht von 

dem Gesetz der Sünde und des Todes  For the law of the spirit, which makes me living in Christ Jesus, has made me free from the law of sin and death . This verse juxtaposes two laws,  or opposing states of living, which are clarified in the next two verses not used in the motet : For what the law could not do, in that it was weak through the flesh, God 

sending His own Son in the likeness of sinful flesh, and for sin, condemned sin in the flesh: 

That the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us, who walk not after the flesh, but 

after the Spirit. 24 Thus, those who walk according to the flesh are bound by the law of sin 

and death, while those who walk according to the spirit are free from that law, but live 

instead according to the law of the spirit. 

In his lecture on Romans 8, Luther interprets this passage to mean that, alone, a person is incapable of living up to the standards of the law  meaning the Ten Commandments and other religious laws , because the flesh  human nature  is weak. 
Each person is expected to fully honor the entirety of the law at all times, but the weakness 

of the human spirit makes it impossible for any person to fulfill this expectation. He writes, 

                                                 
24 King James Version. 
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The phrase the law was weak  must be referred to the heart and the inner 
disposition rather than to outward action. For people observed the law 
outwardly by their action, but inwardly in their heart they hated it, according to the saying of the psalm: That speak peace with their neighbor but have mischief in their hearts  Ps. : , in other words: in themselves inwardly 
they cannot be as good as they outwardly appear to be.25 

Christian doctrine states that God sent his son to take on the ultimate punishment for sin—
for disobeying the law—thus freeing the believer from sin and death. Luther continues, A 
man who is thus freed no longer fears death, nor does he love life. And because he loves only God, he fulfills the law. 26 Therefore, the law of the flesh brings only bondage, whereas 

the law of the spirit brings freedom from that bondage. The difference is a heart now led by 

the spirit, rather than by the flesh. 

 The contrast between flesh and spirit can be thought of more generally as an opposition between self-centered control —which embraces autonomy and 

individualization—and the freedom that comes from spiritual interconnectedness and 

transcendence (refer back to the generic space in Figure 3.4). This opposition thus becomes 

part of the mental space of the text for this section in terms of an individual s solitary attempts to obey God s commands and avoid temptation versus Jesus  intervention to 
release the believer from the bondage of sin (see Figure 3.4). 

 Mental space of the music. Bach takes many more tonal, structural, and motivic 

liberties in this brief, three-voice movement (scored for two sopranos and alto) than in the 

previous three. Tonally, the fourth movement presents an open structure that only briefly 

resides in the home key. Since it closes in the dominant, the fundamental melodic motion 

ends on 2. Bach also opens up the register in this movement, allowing longer and more 

dynamic inner-voice superpositions that reach all the way up to G5—recalling similar 

striving gestures in previous movements. The  motive is featured here, and s range is 
extended to a sixth (B4–G5).  Figure 3.6 offers a foreground sketch of this movement. 

The tonal structure of this movement differs greatly from that of previous 

movements: the large-scale motion is from E minor to B minor (i–v), in contrast to the tonal 

closure of movements 1–3. While the tonic key remains E minor, Bach merely touches on  

                                                 
25 Martin Luther, Lectures on Romans, trans. and ed. Wilhelm Pauck (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1961), 
221. 
26 Ibid. See 215–  for Luther s complete discussion of this passage. 
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Figure . : Foreground sketch of movement , showing  and expanded  and  motives 

 
 

this chord in m. 123 before moving almost immediately toward G major (III). In fact, much 

of the movement focuses on G major; only in m. 137 does Bach move back through E minor 

toward a tonicized half cadence in m. 141. Although Bach could have ended the movement 

here, he extends the dominant, allowing a modal shift to minor as he repeats the last phrase 

of the text. The empty octave Bs that close the movement at m. 146 can function either as 

the final cadence on B minor or as V of E minor (linking the end of this movement with the 

beginning of movement 5, which is also in E minor). 
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As in the previous three movements, Bach begins the fundamental melodic motion 

by immediately stating the Kopfton 5 (B4), supported by E minor. Here, however, he 

chooses not to cadence in the tonic key at the end of the opening phrase, but promptly uses 

the subtonic 7 to turn toward an arrival on G major in m. . The  motive governs this 
move on two levels. First, on the foreground, its inversion (B4–G4–A4–B4, mm. 123–24) 

initiates a rising stepwise line that continues past the 5 boundary up to the subtonic, D5. 

This gesture is then transposed down a step in mm. 126–28 to connect the inner-voice A4 

to the outer-voice C5. At the middleground level, the rectus form of  guides the 
prolongation of 5 during this move from E minor to G major: B4 (m. 123) ascends to D5 (m. 

125), which then falls back by step through C5 (m. 128) to B4 (m. 129), with the alto (the 

lowest sounding voice) following in parallel tenths.27 

Throughout the G-major section, the Kopfton is prolonged through another, more 

extensive, inner-voice superposition, again structured by the  motive B –D5–C5–B4, mm. 

129–37). This time, however, the melody reaches up to G5 (m. 130) before falling back to 

the more structural D5 at the half cadence in m. 131.28 Following this first point of repose, 

the texture changes in m. 132 from homophony to imitation between the upper voices 

(with the alto freely doubling each of these voices at the third or sixth below). This 

imitation initiates a prolongation of D5 through an embellished ascending-step sequence 

reaching back up to G5 (mm. 132–34). Figure 3.7a simplifies this sequence to show its 

underlying contrapuntal motion at the shallow middleground level. 

As shown in Figure 3.7a, the first soprano leads the sequence with a fourth 

progression from D5 up to G5, and the alto (the lowest voice) follows along in parallel 

tenths. The second soprano fills in each harmony with a stepwise ascent from G4 to B4, but 

offset from the outer voices to avoid parallel fifths, forming the characteristic 5–6 motion 

with the lowest voice. After the sequence, the first soprano falls quickly back down to D5, 

again supported by lower tenths in the alto that help lead to the goal of this progression: 

the root-position G major triad. Thus, on a deeper middleground level, the prolongation of 

D5 in mm. 132–35 is decorated by the melodic gesture D5–G5–D5 and supported by G  

                                                 
27 The alto is literally a third below the Kopfton in m. 129, due to registral constraints. 
28 The descending stepwise motion G5–B  can also be seen as an extension of , although in this case, the connection is made weaker because E , s original apex, is the least structurally important note in this 
descent. I discuss this possibility further below, in connection with the end of the movement. 
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Figure 3.7: Sequential framework for movement 4, mm. 132–35: shallow middleground (a), shallow 

middleground with normalized rhythmic values (b), and first level of diminution (c) 
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Figure 3.7 continued: Foreground with actual rhythmic values (d) and foreground sketch (e) 

 
 

major harmony (III6 moving to III). Figure 3.7b illustrates the normalized rhythms for this 

pattern: each leg of the sequence lasts one full measure, and the descent from G5 to D5 also 

spans one measure, resulting in a normative four-beat hypermetric pattern. 

d 

e 
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Bach heavily embellishes this sequence on the foreground, however, causing some 

rhythmic and hypermetric ambiguity. Figure 3.7c provides an intermediate step between 

shallow middleground and pure foreground to expose these rhythmic and hypermetric 

liberties.29 Here, the E5 (first soprano) and C4 (alto) are each decorated by its lower third; 

this resembles the conclusion of the passage (where the first soprano s G  descends by step to D , since the alto s supporting tenths form the same embellishment. The second 
soprano follows suit by dipping down a third from both A4 and B4, and then filling in the 

motion from G4 back up to B4 to lead into the goal harmony. As a final step, each of the 

remaining outer voice pitches (in the first and third bars) is also decorated by a lower-third 

chordal skip, but much more directly. As a result, the first and third sequential legs are 

shortened in length (shown in Figures 3.7d and e). This compresses the normal four-beat 

hypermetric pattern into three measures, by reducing the first and third hyperbeats to a 

quarter note and half note, respectively (compare the Arabic numerals shown underneath 

Figures 3.7b and c to those beneath 3.7d and e). 

Because Bach uses an imitative texture in this passage, the G4 in m. 132 and F#5 in 

m. 133 do not literally coincide with the bass line, but must be implied. Further, although  

the melodic line begins in the first soprano, the second soprano takes over the higher 

register at the F#5 in m. 133, while the first soprano concludes the passage in the middle 

register. Following this passage, D5 steps back down through C5 to B4 (in the first 

soprano), supported by lower neighbor motion in the alto (G4–F#4–G , to conclude the  
motive. 

Measure 137 begins the descent of the fundamental line, which literally occurs in 

the second soprano, since here the first soprano yet again reaches over the Kopfton 

boundary. Bach returns to E minor here (mm. 137–41); as the first soprano steps up from 

B4 through C#5, D#5, and E5 to F#5 (mm. 137–38), the second soprano ascends to the 

upper-neighbor 6 (C\5), then descends back to 4 (A4), supported by viio7 of E minor. This 

resolves, as expected, to 3 over i (m. 139), but instead of cadencing conclusively in E minor, 

Bach chooses to arrive on 2 at a structural half cadence in m. 141 that could conceivably 

have ended the movement, since it marks the conclusion of the text. Instead, the music 

                                                 
29 The connection of this ambiguity to the text is also important and will be discussed in the blended space. 
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continues with a closing cadential progression, but in B minor, not E minor. The melodic structure here is reminiscent of the enlarged  motive in mm. –37, but Bach uses it 

differently. Here, the leap from B4 up to G5 (mm. 142–43) links the latter as an upper 

neighbor to 2, prolonged through registral coupling. G5 resolves down to F#5 (2) in m. 145; 

the ensuing descent (F#5–E5–D5–C#5–B4) closes the movement in B minor, but at a higher 

level serves to unfold B-minor harmony under the stationary 2, leaving the movement 

tonally open. Although Bach essentially uses the same middleground melodic pitches as in 

mm. 129–37, the shift of emphasis from D5 to G5 and F#5 makes this section seem much more like an expansion or intensification of  B –G5–F#5–E5–D5–C#5–B4), rather than an expansion of .30 

These tonal, structural, registral, and motivic liberties contrast with the more 

confined music in previous movements, and thus contribute to the mental space of the 

music in the following ways (refer back to Figure 3.4). Tonally, the increased prominence 

given to G major and the decreased sense of closure in E minor in movement 4 contrast 

greatly with movements 1–3. The relative independence of the voices fluctuates within 

each movement, although in general, Bach relies more heavily on parallel thirds and sixths 

in this three-voice movement. Bach also uses register much more expansively in the fourth 

movement and allows more elaborate inner-voice superpositions than in previous 

movements, so that much more time is spent above the Kopfton boundary. This use of register is also linked to the motivic development in this movement:  takes on much more prominence here, and s range is expanded to a sixth. 

Blended space. )f the third movement expresses the believer s confidence that Jesus will provide protection from Satan s advances, the fourth movement describes why: 

because Jesus has freed the believer from the law of sin and death (see the blended space in 

Figure 3.4 . )n addition, Bach s increasingly expansive motivic development and the 
incomplete tonal structure in movement 4 show that the Christian still looks toward the 

future; the battle against Satan has not yet occurred. 

                                                 
30 Bach s melodic emphasis of B4, G5, and F#5 harkens back to a moment in the first movement: at the end of 

the second phrase (m. 4), he uses the same striving melodic gesture in the tenor (B3–G4–F#4), directly before the first appearance of  refer to the score in Example . . 
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Although Bach begins the movement with a textual description of a spiritual topic For the law of the spirit, which makes me living in Christ Jesus , he begins in the earthly  key of E minor, and it is not until lebendig  living,  m.  that the move to the spiritual  key of G major is solidified. Also, , the highest and most registrally free motive 
in the first movement, is initially confined to the foreground in inversion, and is only able to 

transcend the 5 boundary at the middleground level. Thus, the believer initially feels alone and unequipped to fight temptation, but becomes increasingly confident in God s 
protection as the movement progresses. The sluggish pacing of the structural tones at the 

beginning of the movement reflects this initial insecurity; the initial pitches last two 

measures (), then three measures (), until the pace finally picks up to a 

steady one note per measure (the basic pace) in m. 128. )n the course of the movement, Bach expands the register and his use of the  
motive. This is particularly evident in the imitative section, where Bach employs many devices to reflect the text: has made me free.  He uses the meter here more freely by 

distributing the imitative entries to encompass all possible combinations, placing the 

points of imitation on beats 1 and 2 (m. 132), then on beats 2 and 3 (m. 133), and finally on 

beats 1 and 3 (m. 135)—transcending the bounds of triple meter periodicity.31 This also affects the placement of agogic accents: frei  free , the high point of each gesture, occurs 
first on beat 3, then beat 1, and lastly on beat 2. In a triple-meter movement, this equal 

dispersal of accents is rare indeed. Even Bach s generous decoration of the counterpoint in 
this sequential passage (mm. 132–35), compressing the normative four-beat hypermetric 

pattern and masking the true contrapuntal framework through foreground embellishments in each voice, illustrates melodic and hypermetric freedom. Rhetorically, Bach s choice of a 
stepwise ascent gradually intensifies the feeling of freedom and the believer s confidence in Jesus  protection gradatio).32 The motivic structure governing this section, a large-scale expansion of , expresses freedom through the internal prolongation of its upper-third 

(D5) and amplifies the sense of transcendence by reaching all the way up to G5 in the midst 

of this prolongation. 

                                                 
31 The rejection of self-centered control frees the soul; thus, in this instance, this metrical freedom can be 
viewed as a positive consequence of embracing the Spirit—of embracing interconnectedness. 
32 Bartel defines a gradatio as a gradual increase or rise in sound and pitch, creating a growth in intensity  
(Musica Poetica, 444). 
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At the end of the movement, Bach turns back to E minor through its dominant, leaving the movement tonally open while repeating the text, from the law of sin and death.  The pacing of structural tones also expands to one note every two measures () 

beginning in m. 139, as if preparing the believer for battle. This incomplete tonal structure 

connects movements 4 and 5, leading without hesitation into the upcoming battle against 

Satan. The expansion of the  motive at this crucial point intensifies the anticipation: while  returns to B  on the foreground, at a higher level the melody remains confidently on 
F#5—thus leaving the believer poised to face upcoming trials. 

 

3.3.3 Movement 5: Defying Fear, Hell, and Death 

 Mental space of the text. The text Bach uses for this movement (verse 3 of the chorale  centers on the Christian s defiance of fear, hell, and death—an intensification of the previous chorale verse s theme. At first it focuses on the believer s actions, such as Trotz  )n defiance of 33 and )ch singe  ) sing , but the emphasis shifts in the last sentence toward God s provision of protection from Satan and hell. Statements such as Trotz dem alten Drachen  )n defiance of the ancient dragon  and Tobe, Welt, und springe  Rage, world, and leap upon me  in the first half of the verse challenge Satan the ancient dragon  to do his worst, confidently proclaiming that sin and death no longer 

have power over the believer. In the second half, the text states, Gottes Macht hält mich in acht; Erd und Abgrund muß verstummen  God s power takes care of me; Earth and hell s abyss must fall silent , showing that these things no longer hold sway over the believer 
because of God s protection through salvation, which provides the believer with a sense of 

spiritual interconnectedness. Since the Christian has been saved by the advocacy of Jesus, Satan and hell have no power; they must fall silent.  More generally, this chorale verse 
describes a stable state of living amidst unstable surroundings, or in other words, the 

achievement of interconnectedness and transcendence despite the powerful appeal of 

autonomy and individualization (refer back to the generic space and mental space of the 

text in Figure 3.4). 

                                                 
33 Browne defines Trotz  as ) defy.  
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 Mental space of the music. Bach develops this movement much more fully than his 

prior chorale verse settings. Although he bases movement 5 on the framework established 

in movement 1, he recomposes and expands the phrases from the opening movement, 

interpolates new material connecting these phrases—often derived from the  and  
motives—and even repeats and reorders certain phrases. The  and  motives appear 
much more frequently on the foreground as well, which gives the motives more salience. 

These recompositions, combined with foreground features of increased metric and 

harmonic dissonance, give this movement a heightened sense of instability and 

individualization. The consistent presence of the three primary motives, however, connects 

this movement to the previous four, and contrasts with the unstable layout of the 

movement. Figure 3.8 presents a foreground sketch of the movement. 

 Since Bach derives this movement from an established framework, its tonal 

structure parallels that of movement 1 (a 5-line in E minor prolonged by tonicizations of 

the mediant and minor dominant: i–III–v–i). The foreground realization of this structure, 

however, is both larger in scope and looser in organization than the opening movement, 

which was clearly divided into the bar form typically used in a chorale: A (phrases 1–3), A 

(repeat of phrases 1–3), and B (phrases 4–6). Though the material is more loosely 

organized, movement 5 can still be understood in terms of bar form. Table 3.3 provides a detailed breakdown of this movement s formal structure in relation to the movement 1 

framework, assessing each group of measures as either a recomposition of a phrase from 

movement 1 or as an interpolation of new material; the last column shows where the 

textual divisions occur throughout the movement. 

As shown by the double-line divisions in Table 3.3, movement 5 comprises three 

distinct sections, corresponding to the three sentences in the chorale text, whereas in 

movement 1, the second statement was set as a direct musical repeat of the first. The first 

section (mm. 147–62) correlates closely with the opening of movement 1 (compare Figure 

3.8 with Figure 3.2): Bach uses the original melodic lines from phrases 1, 2, and 3 (mm. 

148–50, 151–54, and 155–57 in movement 5), but slightly embellished and reharmonized. 

These changes transform the phrases from their origins in movement 1, making them seem 

much less stable and calm and also much more individualized than their appearances in the  
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Figure 3. : Foreground sketch of movement , showing , , and  motives and enlargements 
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Figure 3.8 continued 

 
 

previous chorale movements. Most notably, however, Bach surrounds each phrase with 

interjections of new material, disrupting the flow of the original melody. He begins this 3/4 

movement not with the descending fifth-progression, but with a dissonant V6
5
/iv, and places 

the subtonic (D5) in the first soprano. The ensuing resolution to iv in m. 148 initiates a 

hemiola; the Kopfton enters on beat 3 of this measure—in the midst of this hemiola—thus 

reducing its stability. The initial melodic line (D5–C5–B4) can be interpreted as a truncated version of the  motive or as a transposition of  by including the final B  from movement 
4). Since Bach begins this movement in such an unstable, dissonant manner (as though beginning in the middle of the action , and since the previous movement was left tonally 
open, it is reasonable to include the final melodic note from movement 4.34 

Before starting phrase 2, Bach interpolates a passage in eighth notes in which all five 

voices sing in a unison texture, moving from 1 to 5: E4–F#4–G4–E4–B4–B3 (tenor and bass sing an octave lower . This passage, derived from the  motive, is then used to move from 5 

back to 1 between phrases 2 and 3 (B4–C#5–D#5–B4–E5–E4, mm. 154–55). Bach continues 

the hemiola in these phrases, but initiates each gesture on beat 2, rather than beat 3. 
                                                 
34 Since the opening of movement 5 can be heard to connect melodically and harmonically to the close of the 
previous movement, it does not require an extreme interpretive leap to hear a tonal and structural 
connection between these movements as well. Thus, movements 4 and 5 might form a pattern of interruption, 

since movement 4 closes on 2 over the dominant, and movement 5 reiterates the 5-line in E minor, in the 

manner of a quasi-reprise. Hence, the listener senses a return to the opening 5 over tonic, despite the fact that 
no literal thematic reprise occurs. For a discussion of reprise requirements in an interruption scheme, see William Marvin, The Reprise Constraint: Reconsidering Schenkerian )nterruption  paper presented at the 
annual meeting for the Society of Music Theory, Minneapolis, Minnesota, October 27, 2011). 
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Table 3.3: Formal structure of movement 5 in relation to movement 1 

 

Measures Relation to Movement 1 or Significant Structural/Motivic Features Text 

147–148 )ntroduction truncated  motive  

Trozt dem alten 
Drachen, 

148–150 Recomposition of phrase 1 

150–151 )nterpolation of unison  motive 

151–154 Recomposition of phrase 2 
Trozt des Todes 

Rachen, 
154–155 )nterpolation of unison  motive 

155–157 Recomposition of phrase 3 
Trozt der Furcht 

darzu! 
157–162 Interpolation of tonic pedal/sixth progression 

162–164 )nterpolation of foreground  and enlarged  motives 

Tobe, Welt, und 
springe; 

164–166 Recomposition of phrase 3 

166–167 Interpolation of unison  motive 

167–170 Recomposition of phrase 2 )ch steh  hier und 
singe 

170–171 )nterpolation of unison  motive 

171–175 Recomposition of phrase 3 

In gar sichrer Ruh! 175–179 Interpolation of tonic pedal/sixth progression 

179–183 Recomposition of phrase 1 

183–190 Recomposition of phrase 4 
Gottes Macht hält 

mich in acht; 

190–200 Recomposition of phrase 5 
Erd und Abgrund 

muß verstummen, 

200–203 )nterpolation of truncated  motive 
Ob sie noch so 

brummen. 
203–209 Recomposition of phrase 6 

 
 

Measure 157 marks the end of the first textual statement; at this point, Bach could 

have chosen to move on to the next section. Instead, however, he dwells on the last 

segment of text, using a melodic line that descends a sixth (E5–G4) over a tonic pedal, and 
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then returning to the Kopfton before closing on another perfect authentic cadence in E 

minor. This phrase (mm. 157–62) melodically resembles the opening gesture, since the 

new statement of text begins on D\5 in the first soprano and descends by step, but the 

melody descends past the Kopfton into an inner voice, and the cadential gesture initiates an enlargement of the  motive—a feature associated with the last section of the original 

chorale. 

 While the second section (mm. 162–83) prolongs 5 through inner-voice 

superpositions and motivic content similar to that in the first section, it skews the order of 

melodic phrases from the original framework—far from the literal musical repeat of the 

first A section in the opening movement. The section begins in the midst of the enlarged  
motive (again on D\5 in the first soprano); Bach completes this idea (mm. 162–64) while incorporating two smaller statements of  in the bass, and ends the phrase with the  
motive—a recomposition of phrase 3, rather than phrase 1. Thus, for the first time in the 

motet, all three motives occur in the same phrase. Recompositions of phrases 2 and 3 

follow (mm. 167–70 and 171– , and Bach interjects the foreground  motive each time 
(on tonic in mm. 166–67 and dominant in 170–71), much like in the first section. Notably, however, Bach composes out the  motive in mm. –75, adding descending lines in the 

four lower voices. The descending statements in the second soprano ([B4]–E5–D\5–C5–B4, 

mm. 170–72 and 173–  outline the  motive. The end of the section (mm. 175–83) 

reiterates the tonic pedal and sixth-progression from the end of the first section. Instead of 

cadencing on E5, however, Bach returns to the fifth-progression (B4–E4) from phrase 1, 

but this time lingers on the E4 because of a deceptive motion in the bass that finally gives 

way to E major in m. 183. 

Bach adheres most closely to the original melodic framework from movement 1 in 

the final section of movement 5 (mm. 183–209) by taking out most of the interpolations 

and simply composing out the melodic framework over a longer span in each phrase. 

Phrase 4 (mm. 183–90) follows directly after the end of the previous section; here, the foreground  motive is featured in each measure until the cadence in G major. )n phrase  
(mm. 190–200), which tonicizes B minor, the middleground neighbor C#  in the  motive is 
prolonged and supported by dominant harmony in B minor, resulting in a much more 
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tension-filled climactic phrase than in the opening movement. The final phrase of the 

opening chorale reiterated the fifth-progression from phrase 1. In movement 5, Bach brings back the compressed  motive mm. –3) as well as phrase 6 (mm. 203–9) to achieve the 

same effect. Here, however, the fifth-progression happens twice: first as a false  descent 
supporting a long melisma on brum-men  (mm. 203–7) then as the true Urlinie descent 

(mm. 207– , which states the last segment of the text in full. The expanded usages of , , and , along with the metric and harmonic instability and the formal restructuring as 
compared to movement 1 contribute to the mental space of the music (refer back to Figure 

3.4). 

Blended space. This movement symbolically depicts the much-anticipated battle 

against Satan, and Bach uses each melodic motive to show specific facets of this 

confrontation. Motive  is mainly used for foreground embellishments, such as unison 
interpolations and imitative figuration, although it is also slightly decorated in conjunction 

with the original melodic framework. This proliferation of foreground motives symbolizes 

the abundance of individual attacks and parries waged by the believer. Conversely, in most 

of s appearances, it is heavily enlarged and embellished; only in mm. 170–74 does the 

entire motive appear in the foreground (the only phrase in the movement containing all three motives . These enlargements on Tobe  in mm. –  and Erd und Abgrund muß verstummen  in –200) draw attention to the continual, intense exertion that the 

confrontation demands; each time the melody returns to the Kopfton, the battle wages on. Motive  appears only in its original register E –G5–F#5–E5) in recompositions of phrase  from the opening movement, though Bach also uses a lower version of  to connect the movement s opening gesture to the close of the previous movement and in the analogous location at the beginning of the third section . Appearances of  in the higher register signify small victories for the believer in the midst of the battle: springe  leap upon me,  
mm. 164–  and in gar sichrer Ruh  in the calm of certainty,  mm. –75). 

 Bach also uses musical instabilities such as reordered phrases, melodic 

interjections, metric and harmonic dissonance, and changes in pacing to represent the 

passionate struggle to conquer sin and death. Additionally, many rhetorical figures 

heighten this vehement fight, including several in just the first few measures (and many of 

them reiterated throughout the movement). Example 3.3 provides the score for the first  
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Example 3.3: Rhetorical figures in movement 5 (mm. 147–62) 
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Example 3.3 continued  

 
 

section (mm. 147–62) and highlights each of the rhetorical figures in these measures. The introductory  motive represents a suspensio, or a delayed introduction of the composition s principal thematic material. 35 Within the  motive, however, Bach inserts an 

aposiopesis, or an expressive, expectant pause in all voices (m. 147), in conjunction with an 

                                                 
35 Bartel, Musica Poetica, . Johann Adolf Scheibe describes this as a figure that occurs when a passage 
begins from a remote point and progresses . . . in such a manner that the listener cannot immediately discern 
the intention of the composer but must await the end where the resolution becomes self-evident.  See Johann 
Adolf Scheibe, Der critische Musicus, Leipzig, 1745, facs. ed. (Hildesheim: Olms, 1970), 694 (trans. in ibid., 
391). 
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epizeuxis emphatic repetition  on Trotz. 36 These figures, in combination with the metric  

dissonance of the hemiola, make the opening statement— Trotz dem alten Drachen  )n defiance of the ancient dragon —seem very emphatic yet unstable. The proclamations of the believer s defiance are so fervent that Bach sets each of them multiple times. After the 
first two, he uses the unison  gesture, which can be seen as an exclamatio, or an exclamation [that] is uttered out of a vehement affection. 37 The second statement of 

defiance, set as B4–C#5–D#5–B4 (m. 154), pauses on the final B4, but actually continues up 

to E5 in m. 155, triumphantly transcending the motivic boundary on the crucial words Trotz des Todes Rachen  )n defiance of the jaws of death . The reiteration of this text 
(mm. 157–62), however, allows time to regroup before the next onslaught: the melody 

descends in a sighing gesture, the volume drops to piano, and the bass holds a tonic pedal, 

halting the progression of structural tones for three measures. Only the emphasized forte Trotz  on beat  of each measure remains in defiance of der Furcht darzu  the fear they 
cause . The final reiteration rises again in pitch and dynamics, as if mustering more 
strength for the next section. 

 )n the second section, the immediate repetition of Tobe  Rage,  mm. –64) 

represents another epizeuxis, a challenge for Satan to test the believer: Tobe, Welt, und springe  Rage, world, and leap upon me . All three motives participate in this goading, and again the believer prevails; directly afterward, the  motive reaches 1 again on )ch steh  hier und singe  ) stand here and sing;  mm. –69 and 170–71). Bach reiterates the 

tonic pedal and descending melodic line at the end of this section, but takes out the forte exclamations; here, the melodic line peacefully descends at the words )n gar sichrer Ruh  )n the calm of certainty , while the pacing of the structural tones greatly expands from 

one note per measure () to . The final statement of this text, however, 

involves a deceptive motion (mm. 180–81) that delays closure through the unfolding of an 

                                                 
36 Walther defines the aposiopesis as a complete silence in all voices and parts of the composition simultaneously  trans. in ibid., –6). Bartel distinguishes this figure from the abruptio, stating that while 
the latter is characterized by a sudden, unexpected break, the former is not necessarily unexpected. 
Furthermore, he states that the aposiopesis is frequently encountered in compositions whose texts deal with death or eternity  . Walther s definition of epizeuxis can be found in ibid., 265. Bach also used an 
epizeuxis in movement 2. 
37 Johann Christoph Gottsched, Ausführliche Redekunst nach Anleitung der Greichen und Römer wie auch der 

neuern Ausländer (Leipzig: Breitkopf, 1736), facs. ed. (Hildesheim: Olms, 1973), 286 (trans. in ibid., 267). 
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implied neighbor 6
4
 (see Figure 3.8), further expanding the pace to . The 

delay of harmonic closure (as compared to melodic closure) weakens the cadential effect, 

indicating that the battle can only be won through prolonged effort, since the cadence is drawn out  here. 
 The final section turns toward G major the spiritual  key  when the believer s declaration shifts to God s role: Gottes Macht hält mich in acht  God s power takes care of me . The mention of Erd und Abgrund  Earth and hell s abyss  directly following the reference to God s saving power, however, brings the listener back to the realm of the 

earthly to E minor via B minor . After the final statement of muß verstummen  must fall silent , Bach writes an entire measure of silence, or an abruptio,38 before coming back at full force for Ob sie noch so brummen  (owever much they roar . The long melisma on brummen  in which all five voices act independently mm. –7) depicts the sound of 

roaring, but the melodic descending fifth-progression neutralizes the power of the roar  
by forcing the line down to the tonic E4. Additionally, each note of the descent is extended 

through a pleonasmus (the combination of a passing dissonance and a suspension),39 

expanding the pace of the structural tones and emphasizing the great effort exerted in the 

struggle for closure. Before the melody arrives on E4 (m. 207, b. 3), the bass elides the 

resolution of the V6
5
/V to V4

2
 (m. 206–m. 207, b. 1) and thus evades the expected perfect 

authentic cadence, delaying harmonic closure even further, and prolonging the battle. Bach 

repeats the fifth-progression at the end of the movement, rather than ending directly after the melisma, effectively silencing  the roar of earth and hell s abyss and providing the 
well-earned harmonic closure. This section also contains the fewest formal changes in 

comparison to the opening chorale movement, making it more formally stable—and more 

interconnected with the first movement—than sections 1 and 2. Hence, after a long, intense 

battle with sin and Satan, the struggle has ended for now; the stability of God s power, 
through the advocacy of Jesus, silences the instability and waywardness of sin, as shown in 

the blended space in Figure 3.4. 

                                                 
38 See 95n17 above. 
39 In his Hypomnematum musicae poeticae, Burmeister writes that the pleonasmus is forged out of a 
symblema [passing dissonance] and syncopa [suspension], occurring most frequently in the beginning of a cadence  trans. in Bartel, Musica Poetica, 366). 
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3.3.4 Movement : God’s Spirit Dwells in the Believer’s (eart 

 Mental space of the text. Bach sets Romans 8:9 in movement 6. The verse divides into two parts; the first sentence reads: )hr aber seid nicht fleischlich, sondern geistlich, so anders Gottes Geist in euch wohnet  But you are not of the flesh, but of the spirit, and so 
God s spirit dwells in you . The second states, Wer aber Christi Geist nicht hat, der ist nicht sein  But whoever does not have Christ s spirit is not his . This verse continues to 
cultivate the opposition between flesh and spirit communicated in Romans 8:1–2 

(movements 2 and 4), and thus develops the opposition between autonomy and 

interconnectedness that governs this segment of the narrative (refer back to the generic 

space in Figure 3.4). 

In Romans 8:9a the text states that God s spirit lives in the believer because this 

Christian lives by the spirit and not by the flesh, which implies a distinction between the 

believer and the unbeliever.40 While the Christian can live according to the law of the spirit, 

the pagan is bound by the law of the flesh, and so God s spirit cannot penetrate the unbeliever s heart. Romans : b clarifies this distinction by asserting that anyone who lacks God s spirit does not belong to God. Thus, those who live by self-centered control—by 

the flesh—are inherently separated from God, while those who live by the spirit belong to 

him (see the mental space of the text in Figure 3.4). 

Mental space of the music. Taking his cue from the bipartite division of the 

scriptural verse, Bach divides this movement into two parts (mm. 210–45 and 246–57). He 

sets the first half as a double fugue in G major, using each of the two phrases in 8:9a as his 

two fugal subjects. I have reproduced the two subjects as Examples 3.4 and 3.5, 

respectively. Both subjects incorporate the  motive. Subject , first presented in the tenor 

in mm. 210–12, steps up from G3 to a higher-level incomplete neighbor C4 before beginning the  motive on B  in m. . The melody then immediately leaps from B  up to 
E4 (implying subdominant harmony) and passes back down through D4 to the higher level neighbor C  on sondern geist-, —the seventh of an implied V7 harmony. The C4 ultimately 

                                                 
40 Browne translates anders  as in a different way,  so that the phrase reads and so God s spirit dwells in you in a different way,  but this takes the verse out of context. The quintessential meaning of the verse is that 
the believer is different because of the indwelling of God s spirit, not that the spirit acts differently. Thus, I have not literally translated anders  as a part of this phrase, but ) certainly include it in my interpretation of 
the passage. 
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resolves to B  on the downbeat of m. , ending the  motive and closing the fugue 
subject on tonic harmony, but Bach decorates this resolution with a foreground melisma on geist  by dipping down to B , then reaching back up to D  as an incomplete neighbor to 
C4, and finally passing back down to B3. Figure 3.9a provides a Schenkerian sketch of the 

first fugue subject, showing the location of the  motive and a basic reduction of the geist  
melisma. Figure 3.9b shows a slightly deeper level by taking out the initial passing motion 

and the melisma. 

 

 

 

 

Example 3.4: Movement 6, first fugue subject (mm. 210–12) 

 

 

   

 
Figure 3.9: Schenkerian reduction of Subject 1: foreground (a) and shallow middleground (b) 

 
 

Bach presents Subject 2 in stretto, beginning with the tenor in m. 224 (on the second 

half of beat 3) and alto (on the pick-up to m. 225), but does not state the subject in its 

entirety until it reaches the first soprano (on the pick-up to m. 226, shown in Example 3.5). 

As shown in the Schenkerian reduction in Figure 3.10, subject 2 begins with the characteristic leap from B  to E  that initiates the  motive, then immediately passes down 
through D5 to the higher-level neighbor C  so anders Got- . Bach expands this neighbor 
by passing down to an inner voice A4 and back up to the C5, before resolving to B4 on beat  to end the  motive. The melody then closes in E minor by passing up through C#5 and 

D#5 to E5 and cadencing from D# to E. 

a b 
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Example 3.5: Movement 6, second fugue subject (mm. 226–28) 

 
 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Schenkerian reduction of Subject 2 

 

 

Figure 3.11 lays out the fugal process in movement 6. Bach gives each subject its 

own exposition (mm. 210–19 for Subject 1 and 225–30 for Subject 2) before combining the 

subjects in two final expositions (mm. 230–32 and 237–43, followed by a cadential 

extension in 243–45). Short episodes break up the single-subject expositions (mm. 219–
25) and the double-subject expositions (mm. 232–37), though one or both subjects are 

almost always present even during the episodes. Overall, the fugue continues to build 

tension until its culmination at the fourth exposition (mm. 237–43). The first subject is 

presented four times in the opening exposition, beginning with the tenor (mm. 210–11) 

and ending with the bass (mm. 217–18); the second soprano does not enter with the 

subject until the middle of Episode 1 (mm. 221–23). Once the second subject enters in m. 

224, Bach heavily uses stretto, greatly increasing the tension and creating a very full, 

complex polyphonic texture that he maintains until the end of the double fugue. He 

presents the subjects concurrently beginning in m. 230, further intensifying the drama. The 

climax of the fugue occurs in mm. 237–38, when both subjects are sung simultaneously in 

the first soprano and tenor, each doubled at the third below (in the alto and bass). 

Bach emphasizes both 3 (B4) and 5 (D5) in the double fugue, as shown in the 

foreground sketch in Figure 3.12.41 As the sketch reveals, prominent melodic instances of 5  

                                                 
41 This split emphasis makes movement 6 viable as either a 3-line or a 5-line in G major. Both fugue subjects 

clearly hinge on 3, however, which establishes 3 as the best choice for the Kopfton. 
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Figure 3.11: Formal structure of double fugue (movement 6) 

 
 

in the double fugue are each governed by the  motive mm. –23, 232–34, and 237–41), 

reaching up from 3 (B4) through #4 (C#5) to 5 (D5) and returning to the Kopfton, while the  
motive serves to prolong the Kopfton through a diatonic 4 neighbor (C\5) and occurs only 

in conjunction with the two fugue subjects (for example, mm. 210–12, 216–17, and 225–
26).42 Manifestations of  are supported by tonicizations of V;  occurs both in the context 
of G major and in tonicizations of E minor (vi). The proliferation of  motives on the foreground, and the upper neighbor motion at 

the shallow middleground level, are also reflected in the deep middleground structure of 

the movement through a structural neighbor that occurs in m. 242, at the last entry of the second fugue subject. This C  neighbor is prolonged through a melisma on woh-net  in the 
first and second sopranos that unfolds the diminished-fifth interval C5–F#4 via a 

descending stepwise gesture over a bass pedal 5 (D3). The 4 neighbor first resolves in the 

bass before returning to its rightful octave—when the V7 becomes V4
2
 and steps down to B2 

in m. 244—because Bach writes a voice exchange between the bass and first soprano 

prolonging the cadential 6
4
 in mm. 244– , when he chooses to repeat in euch wohnet  one 

                                                 
42 Due to the complex texture of this five-voice fugue, not all instances of  can be marked on the sketch. Therefore, ) have labeled the  motive in the first three instances of Subject 1 (mm. 210–17) and when the 
first soprano enters with Subject 2 (mm. 225–26). 
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Figure . : Foreground sketch of movement , showing , , and  motives 
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Figure 3.12 continued 

 
 

last time at the final cadence of the double fugue.43 

The second half of movement 6 contrasts considerably in tempo, texture, character, 

key areas, and motives. Here, Bach relaxes the tempo to Adagio and returns to a much more 

simple texture that is largely homophonic, imparting a much more somber character than 

in the bouncy, exuberant double fugue. While the first portion of the movement centered 

on G major, Bach quickly returns to the minor mode through a 5–6 motion above a 

stationary G3 bass (mm. 245–48), then moves to B minor for the remainder of the 

movement. The E-minor Phrygian half cadence in mm. 247–48 is parenthetical; it harmonizes the inverted  motive B –G4–A4–B4) in the first soprano that prolongs a fixed 

B4. Each of the motives makes an appearance in this portion of the movement, but the  motive far outweighs  and ; Bach uses transpositions of  on the foreground mm. , 
248, and 249–50) and middleground levels (mm. 245–48), and its inversion also occurs 

twice on the foreground (mm. 247–48 and 254– . The  motive is confined to the bass; it 
prolongs the initial tonic harmony in B minor (mm. 251– .  appears only once in this 
portion of the movement, in mm. 248–50 at the middleground level. Its apex is decorated 

                                                 
43 Timothy Cutler explains the curious appearance of a )6  between predominant and dominant harmonies at 
a cadence as an inverted cadential 6

4
, which achieves its expected voicing through a literal or conceptual voice 

exchange between 3 and 5. This phenomenon is common in Bach s music. See Timothy Cutler, On Voice Exchanges,  Journal of Music Theory 53, no. 2 (2009): 196–202. 
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by a foreground manifestation of  E –G5–F#5–E5, m. 248), and its descent is 

chromaticized to include both D# and D\. 

Since this portion of the movement diverges so significantly from the double fugue, 

and since the latter reached closure in a different key, it makes sense to treat this section 

separately in terms of tonal structure. Thus, as the sketch in Figure 3.12 shows, the Adagio 

begins on B4, supported by G-major harmony, but this B4 ultimately becomes 1 in B minor. 

The Kopfton D5 (3) is attained through an expressive reaching-over gesture in the second 

soprano (mm. 250–51) that emphasizes E5, then unfolds to C#5 in an inner voice, before 

coming to rest on D5 over tonic harmony. Though the first soprano echoes this gesture a 

third higher in mm. 251–52 to attain F#5, its weak harmonic support (III in B minor) and 

the conspicuous gapped descent later in the movement (mm. 255–56) render 5 as simply a 

heavy covering tone. The descent of the fundamental line occurs twice, first coming to a 

deceptive cadence ([F#5–]D5–C#5–B4, in mm. 255–56), then restarting on tonic harmony 

and finally reaching harmonic closure in m. 257. Significantly, the second descent also 

reaches over D5 to E5 in m. 256, before concluding with a decisive 3–2–1 gesture. The intra-

movement contrasts in texture, key areas, and motivic treatment contribute to the mental 

space of the music for this section (see Figure 3.4 above). 

Blended space. As movement 6 comprises the central movement of the motet—the 

crux of the narrative progression and the powerful culmination of this section—it is fitting 

that Bach chooses to set the first portion as an extravagant double fugue.44 This complex 

polyphonic texture, unparalleled throughout the rest of the motet, sets movement 6 apart 

from all other movements, and thus conveys the central argument of Romans 8:9—that the presence of God s spirit inside the believer sets the Christian apart from unbelievers. Furthermore, Bach reserves the spiritual  key of G major exclusively for the double fugue. 
Although other movements touch on this key, nothing can rival this expression of triumph 

over sin and Satan after the hard-fought battle in movement  and God s declaration that 
                                                 
44 The central movement of Der Geist hilft  is an even more complex and extravagant double fugue see 
Chapter 2). One the one hand, the fugal texture serves a similar purpose in both pieces: it draws attention to God s work and provisions in the believer s life, as expressed in the text. The double fugue in Jesu, meine Freude  is relatively short, however, and communicates the tension between the earthly and spiritual realms 
mainly through its texture, tonal scheme and the motivic properties of its fugue subjects. In Der Geist hilft,  
even the structure of the movement relates to the text, including the registral order of entries in each 
Exposition and the fugal process itself. 
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the believer belongs to him. Throughout the movement Bach uses long melismas on geist-lich  of the spirit  and woh-net  dwells  to continuously depict God s spirit stirring 
inside the heart of the believer, as these melismas recall the winds  of the (oly Spirit. )nstances of the earthly  key of E minor are limited to tonicizations—reminders of those 

still living by the flesh, from whom God has set the believer apart. The dramatic crescendo-

like trajectory of the fugue emphasizes the culminating role that this movement plays in the 

narrative; the fugal texture, the attainment of G major, and the growth in the textural 

treatment of the fugal subjects all point to movement 6 as a temporary goal of the narrative 

(see the blended space in Figure 3.4). 

In contrast with movement 5, the first section of movement 6 exudes stability in its 

clear articulation of the common time meter, its use of consonant sonorities, and in its 

straightforward and balanced formal scheme. Although a fugue is hardly homorhythmic, 

the voices work together to form this complex polyphonic texture: the same fugal subjects 

are stated in each voice, with the same melodic and rhythmic patterns, but at different 

times. The choice of a fugue in itself also contributes to the sense of stability, since this 

texture was used to add an air of authority and gravitas in eighteenth-century music in 

contrast to the newer galant style. 

Even the motives lose their sense of striving in this portion of the movement, since 

they no longer stretch into the upper tetrachord of E minor, but instead emphasize the 

lower scale degrees of the tonic triad in G major, providing a sense of groundedness. The  
motive makes a quick, effortless descent in each fugue subject—far from the slow, anguished, chromaticized descents that characterized previous movements. While  
previously featured tonicizations of B minor, it too stays in the major mode here, supported 

instead by tonicizations of D major. 

But this sense of triumph and jubilation does not last. Starting with the initial 

entrance of the second fugue subject (m. 224), Bach continually uses stretto, imparting a 

steadily increasing sense of urgency and building tension until the end of the double fugue. 

The descent of the Ursatz in m. 245 dissipates some of this tension, but directly after this 

descent, the Adagio section quickly jolts the listener back to earth by immediately 

employing melodic and harmonic dissonance and returning to the minor mode. 
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The substantial contrasts in the second portion of movement 6 musically convey the message that anyone who lacks the indwelling of God s spirit does not belong to God. Most notably, Bach s use of the  motive which was absent from the double fugue  transforms it from its signal of the believer s victory in movement  to a firm assertion of the unbeliever s separation from God. Only one statement of  occurs at its original pitch level, in m. , a fleeting gesture at the apex of the  motive that strives to stay above E5, but is 

quickly pulled back down through a chromaticized descent to B4. Other foreground appearances of  m.  and –50) occur in conjunction with the unfolding of a 

dissonant diminished-fifth interval, when the melody reaches over the top note and quickly returns to it, languishing over the text Geist nicht hat  does not have [Christ s] spirit . An enlargement of  governs the first statement of Romans : b mm. –248), but this 

statement is kept below E5, literally becoming the retrograde of  and the contraction of . Furthermore, inversions of  punctuate statements of der ist nicht sein  [that person] is not his,  mm. –48 and 254– , recalling the believer s feelings of isolation at the 
beginning of movement 4. Fittingly, the last four melodic notes of the movement form another  motive B –D5–C#5–B4, not marked in Figure 3. , as Bach repeats der ist nicht sein  one final time. Bach also transforms the  motive from its bouncy, exuberant character in the fugal 
subjects to a languished, chromatic descent in mm. 248–50. The expressive reaching-over 

gesture B4–E5–D5 (mm. 250–51 and 256–  also relates to , but this gesture is now 1–4–
3 in B minor, with the E5 apex as an unstable incomplete neighbor tone. In fact, the 

middleground melodic progression in this section is B4–E5–D5–C#5–B4, a distorted version of ! Thus, the Adagio section marks a reversal from the fugal portion of the movement, which brings the listeners back to earth  and links the dramatic fugal 
culmination to the beginning of the next narrative segment.
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CHAPTER FOUR 

JESU, ME)NE FREUDE  BWV 227 (C. 1723)—PART 2 

 
 

4.1 From Earthly Present to Heavenly Future: Movements 7–10 

In contrast with the first two sections (discussed in Chapter Three), the second half of Jesu, meine Freude  exhibits more of a sense of progression. The music remained 
fixated on E minor throughout movements 1–5; only the culminating double fugue in movement  featured a different tonic key: the spiritual  key of G major. Movements 7–10, 

however, introduce several new keys: while movements 7 and 10 remain in E minor, 

movement 8 features C major, and movement 9 centers on A minor. 

In this section, the Christian undergoes a transformation made possible through a 

change in focus from the earthly present to preparations for the future in heaven. While it 

would be easy to remain at the same spiritual level by clinging to worldly desires, the 

believer chooses to reject these desires in favor of spiritual transcendence. Thus, the 

opposition between stagnation and transformation (as transcendence) characterizes the 

generic space for this section (see Figure 4.1 below). 

 

4.1.1 Movement 7: Rejecting Worldly Desires for Union with Jesus 

Mental space of the text. For movement 7, Bach sets the fourth chorale verse, which depicts the believer s rejection of earthly treasures and worldly desires in favor of 
union with Jesus. Instead of clinging to material desires, and thus remaining spiritually 

stagnant, the Christian denounces these desires and moves toward spiritual 

transformation. The opposition between stagnation and transformation characterizes the 

generic space for this section (see Figure 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1: CIN of Section 3 (Movements 7–10) 

 
 

The text begins with the decisive exclamation, Weg mit allen Schätzen!  Away with all treasures! , followed by the declaration, Du bist mein Ergötzen, Jesu, meine Lust!  You are my delight, Jesus, my desire! , showing that, while the believer values earthly 
possessions, the desire for union with Jesus far outweighs the importance of material 

things. Earthly desires still tempt the believer, although the Christian guards against this temptation, as evidenced by the next statement: Weg ihr eitlen Ehren, ich mag euch nicht hören, Bleibt mir unbewußt!  Away with all vain honors, ) don t want to hear of you, Remain unknown to me! . Regardless of the consequences, the believer is determined to 

generic space: 

 
stagnation vs. 

transformation (as 

transcendence) 

mental space of the text: 

 
coveting earthly treasures vs. 

rejecting earthly treasures 
 

clinging to the world vs. 
preparing for heaven  

 
earthly mortality vs. eternal 

life in Jesus 

mental space of the music: 

 
E Dorian/E minor vs. G major 

 
A minor vs. C major 

 
syllabic vs. melismatic 

  and  motives vs. enlarged, truncated, and inverted  and  
motives 

 
recurring chorale vs. transformation 

of movements 2 and 4 as 10 and 8 

blended space: 

 
focus changes from earthly present 
(minor) to heavenly future (major) 
 

unaccompanied soprano melisma 
(movement 10) signifies 

attainment of spiritual state 
 

transformation and ascent of 

motives to 1 as representative of 
spiritual transcendence 
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be united with Jesus. The final sentence expresses this resolve: Elend, Not, Kreuz, Schmach und Tod, soll mich, ob ich viel muß leiden, nicht von Jesu scheiden  Suffering, distress, the 
cross, shame and death, however much I have to suffer, will never separate me from Jesus . Thus, while still feeling the desires of the world, the believer chooses not to cling to 

those desires, but to reject them for a union with Jesus. The opposition between the desire 

for earthly treasures and the rejection of those treasures contributes to the mental space of 

the text for this section (refer to Figure 4.1). 

Mental space of the music. Musically, movement 7 most resembles movement 3, 

since these two movements each parallel the opening chorale much more closely than 

movement 5. As in the third movement, Bach reuses the chorale melody verbatim, and he 

utilizes the same basic chord progressions, but he transforms the rhythmic and melodic 

character of the three lower voices in movement 7, creating much more activity in this 

movement and thus increasing its complexity. Figure 4.2 offers a foreground sketch of this movement, showing the , , and  motives.1 

 

 

 
 

Figure . : Foreground sketch of movement , showing , , and  motives 

 

                                                 
1 Tonally and structurally, movement 7 can be seen to bridge the gap between sections 2 and 3. Bach sets the 
double fugue in G major and the end of movement 6 in B minor, then moves back to E minor with the return 
of the chorale. Thus, the tonal structure of movements 6 and 7 might be seen as an auxiliary cadence, showing 
yet again that spiritual transformation is ephemeral during this lifetime, and at some point, the believer must come back to earth,  so to speak. 
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While the melody retains its smooth, even character through drawn-out quarter and 

half notes, Bach sets the supporting voices mainly with sharp eighth and sixteenth notes, quickly and urgently repeating words such as Weg  Away  and nicht  literally not,  but translated as never  in this context . (e continues the quicker eighth-note motion 

through each melodic phrase ending by leading into the next phrase, delaying the entrance 

of one or more voices and triggering imitative entrances in the second and third phrases of 

each section. 

The cadence at the end of each section (mm. 262–63 and 275–76) incorporates a 

significant change from previous movements in that Bach reverses the qualities of the 

dominant and tonic chords and continues the eighth-note motion past the final melodic 

note. As shown in Figure 4.2, the )  chord arises when the –5 pattern formed by the iiØ6
5

 

and v in the penultimate measure is repeated and transposed down a step in the last 

measure; the D\ from the v is held over into the first beat of the next measure as a 7–6 

suspension. The chord progression in mm. 262–63 and 275–76 is literally i–iiØ6
5
–v–V7/iv–

iv–i, but the tonicization of iv simply expands the tonic area through neighbor and passing 

motion (indicated by the figures beneath mm. 263 and 276). Additionally, Bach alters his 

harmonization of phrase 6 so that the melody is accompanied by a slightly decorated 

descending octave line B4–B3 in the alto (shown in Example 4.1). The first four beats of the 

phrase are drawn from phrase 1, while the rest of the phrase comes from phrase 3. 

Bach uses melodic half-step motion much more frequently in this movement than in 

previous chorale settings, serving both passing and neighbor functions. Semitone upper-

neighbor motion is featured in the lead-ins, such as the second half of m. 261 in the bass, 

and also as a change of character at the beginning of the second section in the alto and 

tenor (m. 270). Bach also utilizes subtle chromatic passing motion leading into the 

cadences in mm. 271 and 273. These changes in texture, rhythmic and melodic changes in 

the supporting voices, subtle chromatic additions, and a general increase in the level of 

activity throughout the movement contribute to the mental space of the music for this 

section (see Figure 4.1). 

Blended space. This movement represents a transformation of movement 3. In the 

third movement, the believer concentrated on the present by making mental preparations  
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Example 4.1: Descending octave in alto line (mm. 274–76) 

 
 

for a battle against sin and Satan. Now, however, that battle is over; consequently, in 

movement 7, the Christian begins to change focus from the earthly present to the heavenly 

future by denouncing worldly desires in favor of a single-minded devotion to Jesus (see the 

blended space in Figure 4.1). 

One way that Bach musically portrays this transformation is through a general 

increase in rhythmic and melodic activity in the supporting voices. This increased activity 

provides a stronger sense of forward motion, or looking toward the future. He even carries 

this motion through the cadence by using three-note lead-ins between phrases. These lead-

ins repeat part of the previous text in a sighing gesture, as if the emotion in this movement is so great that the choir cannot help but reiterate each sentiment. This sighing  motion can be heard most clearly in the bass in m.  on Jesu ; after briefly resting on the 
Phrygian half cadence (C4–B , the bass repeats Jesu  in eighth notes, with a semitone upper neighbor on Je-,  followed by passing motion down to the i6 chord in m. 262 (C4–
B3–A3). Bach uses this neighbor-note sighing  gesture in all three supporting voices at the 
beginning of the second section (m. 270), followed by chromatic passing motion in the bass m. , which briefly alters the character of the movement to depict the words Elend, Not, Kreuz, Schmach und Tod  suffering, distress, the cross, shame and death . 
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Several rhetorical figures also support this transformation. At the beginning of the 

movement, Bach chooses to alter the lower voices from movement 3 so that they repeat weg  away  in m. . (e combines this repetition (or epizeuxis) with a salti composti in the bass line, or a four-note figuration consisting of three consonant leaps : E –G3–E3–
C4.2 The tenor supports this motion in the bass by repeatedly leaping from B3 up to E4, 

effortlessly spanning the upper tetrachord as he triumphantly proclaims, Away with all treasures!  

The end of the movement features another significant rhetorical figure, this time in 

the alto voice. As shown in Example 4.1 above, the alto decorates the final phrase with a 

descending melodic octave; in mm. 275–76, this line begins to incorporate additional upper 

and lower neighbors that embellish the basic stepwise gesture. Each of these neighbors 

represents an anticipatio, or an additional upper or lower neighboring note after a 

principal note, prematurely introducing a note belonging to the subsequent harmony or chord. 3 This line also occurs in mm. 262–63 in the tenor, but without the neighbor-tone 

decorations. The transformation of this line from the end of the first section to the end of 

the second—on the words nicht von Jesu scheiden  or will never separate me from Jesus —symbolizes a similar transformation in the believer; each anticipatio pulls the 

succeeding alto note closer to the previous note, which represents the Lutheran s closer relationship with Jesus. Thus, throughout the progression of the movement, the believer s 
heart is transformed by displacing earthly desires with spiritual aspirations. 

 

4.1.2 Movement 8: Possibility of Eternal Life with Jesus 

 Mental space of the text. Bach sets Romans :  in movement , which reads, So 
aber Christus in euch ist, so ist der Leib zwar tot um der Sünde willen; der Geist aber ist das Leben um der Gerechtigkeit willen  )f Christ is in you, then the body is dead because of sin, but the spirit is life because of righteousness . This verse can be interpreted in two ways. Since the previous verse juxtaposed flesh  with spirit,  stating that God s spirit 
                                                 
2 Dietrich Bartel, Musica Poetica: Musical-Rhetorical Figures in German Baroque Music (Lincoln: University of 
Nebraska Press, 1997), 379. The salti composti is principally defined by Wolfgang Caspar Printz; see Wolfgang 
Caspar Printz, Phrynis Mytilenaeus oder Satyrischer Componist (Dresden/Leipzig, 1696), part 2, 50. Bach also 
used an epizeuxis in movements 2 and 5. 
3 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 192. 
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dwells in the believer, Leib  body  can also be read as the flesh,  which is subject to the 
law of sin and death (as established in Romans 8:2). Thus, the flesh is dead because of sin, but the human spirit is enlivened because it is filled with the (oly Spirit. )f Leib  literally 
refers to the human body, however, then the verse can also be understood in the future 

tense: though the body must die because of sin, the spiritual part of the believer will enjoy 

eternal life. Both of these interpretations contribute to the mental space of the text for this 

section (refer back to Figure 4.1); the former juxtaposes the act of coveting sinful earthly 

desires with rejecting those desires in favor of spiritual aspirations, and the latter 

juxtaposes earthly mortality with the possibility of eternal life in Jesus. 

 Mental space of the music. Musically, movement 8 relates closely to movement 4. 

Bach sets each of these movements for three voices, both movements spend a majority of 

the movement in a major key but move to the minor mode at the close of the movement, and the  and inverted  motives are featured most thoroughly in these two movements at the expense of the  motive . )n movement , however, Bach transforms the musical setting 
from movement 4 by changing the vocal forces, tessitura, and meter, by abruptly moving 

from a syllabic to a melismatic setting, and by providing melodic and harmonic closure in a 

new key (C major). Figure 4.3 offers a foreground sketch of movement 8. 

 While movement 4 called for two sopranos and alto, Bach scores this movement for 

alto, tenor, and bass, necessitating a lower tessitura and, thus, a lower key. Movement 8 is 

the only one in the motet to feature C major, and it is also the only movement written in 

compound meter. The three-part division of the beat gives the movement a lilting, dance-

like character, while the lower register also makes it seem calmer and more subdued than movement . Bach s emphasis on C major in movement 8 also links movement 8 with 

movement 9 (in A minor) as a secondary pairing of relative keys.4 

 Although movements 4 and 8 follow the same basic formal scheme, the latter 

implements a much more pronounced contrast between the initial section (which employs 

parallel thirds and sixths in a largely syllabic declamation) and the imitative section that 

follows, due to the added sixteenth-note melismas. The syllabic portion (mm. 277–86) 

further divides into three equal, overlapping subsections encompassing three full measures 

                                                 
4 The significance of this tonal pairing to the narrative progression will be discussed below. 
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Figure 4.3: Foreground sketch of movement , showing , , and inverted  motives 
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Figure 4.3 continued 

 
 

plus the downbeat of the next (mm. 277–80, 280–83, and 283–86). The opening measures 

feature an ascending fifth-progression from 1 to the Kopfton, which first appears in the 

tenor (C4–G4, mm. 277–  beneath the  motive in the alto; the top two voices switch 
melodic lines in m. 279, exposing the fifth-progression. In the second subsection, Bach uses an ascending fifths sequence featuring the  motive to prolong the Kopfton. The final 

portion includes an inner-voice descent of a fourth that leads into a cadence in G minor to conclude the syllabic section. An enlarged transformation of  governs this subsection G –
C4–Bb4–A4–G4), beginning with the reiteration of 5 in m. 283 and ending with the third 

progression in G minor at the cadence (mm. 285–86). The apex, C4, forms the dissonant 

seventh of the dominant harmony in mm. 284–85, and thus serves as an incomplete 

neighbor to Bb4. 

 The melismatic portion of the movement (mm. 286–99) also splits into three 

smaller segments, though not as strictly proportioned. The first subsection (mm. 286–91) 

is governed by a deep middleground motion from the Kopfton to its structural upper 

neighbor (A4, m. 288) and back to 5 on beat 3 of m. 291. At a more local level, this section 

opens with lively one-measure gesture in the tenor voice, controlled by the  motive, that 
features a sixteenth-note melisma on Geist.  As the tenor begins a long melisma on Le-

ben  in m. , the alto imitates his initial gesture a fourth higher, beginning her extended 

melisma on the structural neighbor A4 in m. 288. Both voices continue their melismas 
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through the downbeat of m. 290, supported by a complete descending fifths sequence that 

prolongs supertonic harmony. After cadencing in D minor (m. 290), Bach transforms this 

minor harmony into a V7/V to lead more strongly into the resolution to 5 over dominant 

harmony (m. 291). 

The second segment (mm. 291–97) encompasses the descent of the fundamental 

line and ends with the structural cadence in C major (mm. 296–97). Bach brings back the 

initial imitative gesture from m. 286 twice more (mm. 291–92 in the alto and 292–93 in the 

bass) before the descent begins. 4, supported by supertonic harmony, is expanded through 

one last iteration of  F –Bb4–A4–G4–F4, mm. 294–95); the bass moves to G3 at the end of m. , transforming the alto s F  into the seventh of a dominant harmony. Bach further 
prolongs 4 through two foreground repetitions of the inverted  motive mm.  and  

before resolving to 3 over tonic in the second half of m. 296 and moving immediately to the 

structural cadence. At the end of the movement (mm. 297–99), Bach turns toward A minor 

in preparation for movement 9, ending with a Phrygian half cadence in A minor. A truncated version of the  motive C –F4–E4) governs this move. 

Blended space. Movement 8 conveys the message that transcendence is attained 

through transformation: only through death can eternal life be achieved. Bach utilizes both 

intra- and inter-movement transformations to communicate this point; both movements 4 

and 8 move to an imitative texture partway through the movement, but the imitated melismas on Geist  spirit  and Leben  life  in movement  produce a much more 
striking contrast in this movement. Thus, movement  draws upon the fourth movement s message that freedom from bondage is achieved through God s intervention, but it goes 
even further to model the attainment of that freedom by musically capturing the 

transformation from death to life. 

The first section of movement 8 (mm. 277–  emphasizes God s intervention in the believer s life and the earthly ramifications of this intercession. Bach chooses to repeat so [aber] Christus in euch ist  if Christ is in you  three times, as if to say if and only if  God s spirit dwells in one s heart, then these things will happen in that person s life. (is musical 
setting of this text (mm. 277–80) likewise communicates the exertion entailed in the 

struggle to reach that spiritual level. As in movement 4, the first four melodic notes form an 
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inversion of the  motive bounded by the Kopfton (G4–E4–F4–G , m. ;  does not 
appear in its rectus form for several measures. The first two statements of the text (mm. 

277–78 and 278–79) also feature the  motive G –C5–B4–A4–G4), with an ascending fifth-

progression in an inner voice. These upward-reaching voice-leading patterns communicate the great effort required to produce spiritual growth. )n particular, the  motive breaks into 
the upper tetrachord of C major, but when the C5 becomes the dissonant seventh in a V7/V, 

the melody is forced down to B4 on the downbeat of m. 278, and its descending momentum 

carries it back to its starting point. During the third textual iteration in mm. 279–80, 

however, the alto and tenor exchange melodic lines, so that the rising fifth-progression 

originally in the tenor is now unobscured and uninhibited, which allows the melody to 

continue upward past the Kopfton boundary in m. 280 (at the continuation of the text). This 

exchange represents a paronomasia, or the repetition of a musical passage, with certain additions or alterations, for the sake of greater emphasis. 5 Thus, only through earnest and continued effort will the believer experience the indwelling of God s spirit. 

Bach also makes many subtle references to the number three in this section, 

including the compound division of the beat, the three-fold repetition in the opening 

measures, his division of the section into three three-measure subsections, and his choice 

of C major—the other third-related key to E minor. Although the text focuses on the earthly 

aspect of salvation, this inundation of threes might be seen as an allusion to the holy trinity: a reminder that, without God s intervention through Christ s death and through the 

indwelling of the Holy Spirit, the believer cannot achieve salvation. After receiving God s spirit, the Christian must die to the sinful nature, which is 
portrayed in mm. 280– . Four consecutive iterations of the  motive envelop these 
measures (mm. 280, 281, 282, and 283– , smothering the sinful flesh. While  
triumphantly reaches into the upper tetrachord in m. 280 (G4–Bb4–A4–G4), however, its apex on Leib  body  forms the seventh of a fully-diminished seventh chord, which 

                                                 
5 Bartel, Musica Poetica, 350. Johann Scheibe defines the paronomasia as follows: The paronomasia 
[amplification] occurs when an already expressed sentence, word, or saying is repeated with a new, singular, 
and emphatic addition.... Very frequently a few notes in a passage are repeated with a special and new short 
addition which might only consist of one note.... In any case, however, the repetition must strengthen the emphasis of the expression and must lend it a singular beauty.  See Johann Scheibe, Der critische Musicus 
(Leipzig, 1745), facs. ed. (Hildesheim: Olms, 1970), 691. This definition is translated in Bartel, Musica Poetica, 
351. 
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reveals the pain and difficulty involved in giving up sinful behavior.6 Further, this seventh 

does not resolve, but returns to G4, which in turn resolves to F4 in m. 281 to initiate an 

ascending fifth sequence. The alto and tenor voices alternate melodic lines in each 

sequential leg, which creates a striking chromatic ascent in the upper voice: G–(A)–Bb in m. 

280 becomes G#–(A)–B in m. 281 and A–(B)–C in m. 282. Thus, the apex of the surface 

motive ascends by half step in each measure (an auxesis , symbolizing the believer s victory 
over the sinful nature.7 Consequently, though the mention of S“nde  sin  on the third 
beat of m. 283 seems to drag the melody back down (G4–F4–E4–Eb4–D4 in mm. 283–85), the  motive maintains the upper hand at a deeper level G –C4–Bb4–A4–G4), via the 

cadence in G that ends the section (mm. 285–86)—further symbolizing conquest over sin.8 

In the second half of the movement (mm. 286–99), the focus shifts from the earthly 

to the spiritual—from the death of the flesh to the life-giving power of the Holy Spirit. Bach 

amplifies this transformation by simultaneously quickening the note values, moving from a 

syllabic to a melismatic declamation, and introducing an imitative texture. The tenor first states der Geist aber ist das Le[ben]  but the spirit is life because of righteousness  in m. 
286, and the alto follows one measure later. This melodic gesture is governed each time by the  motive D –G4–F4–E4–D4 in m. 286), but contrary to previous iterations of the motive, here  connects between the inner and upper voices. The melody returns to its 
apex (G4) directly after the motive, but immediately descends again, this time stopping on E . This second descent can be seen as a reiteration of  that is truncated before returning to D . The alto s gesture a fourth higher than the tenor  strengthens this interpretation, 
since she arrives at Le-  in m.  on A  6), the structural upper neighbor to the Kopfton. 

This truncation in the upper tetrachord, together with the unusually long prolongation of 6 

in mm. 288– , help  begin to transcend the 5 boundary, suggesting a move toward the attainment of eternal life. The melismas on Geist  mm.  and  and Le-  mm. – likewise emphasize the relationship between the spirit  and life.  By musically 
                                                 
6 The pacing also slows down in mm. 280–82, further signifying the effort and angst of dying to sin. 
7 Johann Gottfried Walther defines an auxesis as follows: The auxesis occurs when a passage or a melody is 
repeated twice or three times, while at the same time, however, always rising higher.  See Johann Gottfried 
Walther, Musicalisches Lexicon (Leipzig, 1732), facs. ed. (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1967). This definition is 
translated in Bartel, Musica Poetica, 211–12. 
8 Bach cadences in G minor here, rather than in G major, because the text refers to the earthly desires of the 
flesh. 
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depicting the movement of the Holy Spirit and by adapting and greatly extending that melisma to set life,  Bach s setting asserts that the Holy Spirit does even more than 

provide freedom (as stated in movement 4): its indwelling and guidance leads the believer 

to the joy of eternal life. Despite the believer s constant striving, however, the soul remains bound to earth, 

as demonstrated by the inevitable descent of the fundamental line in mm. 291–97. Still, in the face of the laws of musical gravity,  a preponderance of upward motivic gestures 
expand the beginning of the descent. Bach brings back the imitative gesture in mm. 291–93, governed by an enlargement of the inverted  motive G –E4–F4–G4) that prolongs the 

Kopfton one final time. This inversion of  is an enlargement of the first melodic gesture of 

the movement—where it was associated with the idea of Christ. When the melody 

descends to 4 over supertonic harmony in m. , the  motive prolongs the predominant area, followed by two foreground iterations of the inverted  motive mm.  and . These  motives prolong 4 as the dissonant seventh of the dominant harmony in mm. 295–, drawing attention to the word Leben  life  through a dramatic prolongatio (see 

Example 4.2).9 The motives in mm.  and  also relate to the initial inverted , now 
transposed down a step. At this point, they are associated with Geist  and Leben.  Thus, 
Bach connects spirit and life directly to Christ, recalling the opening; indeed, those who 

have Christ will enjoy eternal life through the Holy Spirit. Once the alto reaches 3 in m. 296, 

she finally concedes to the inescapable melodic downward pull, descending to 2 and 1 in 

just two beats. After the close of the fundamental line in m. , Bach repeats the text um der Gerechtigkeit willen  because of righteousness  as he turns toward the relative minor in 

preparation for movement 9 (which features A minor). This brief link harkens back to the 

end of movement 4, which concluded in a similar manner. While the fourth movement closed with an extended  motive, however, Bach cuts off the motive abruptly in this 
movement (C4–F4–E4) by ending on a Phrygian half cadence. This truncation results in a  

                                                 
9 Bartel defines a prolongatio as a passing dissonance or suspension of longer duration than the preceding consonance  Bartel, Musica Poetica, 371). See also Christoph Bernhard, Ausführlicher Bericht vom Gebrauche 

der Con- und Dissonantien, Tractatus compositionis augmentatus in Die Kompositionslehre Heinrich Schützens 

in der Fassung seines Schülers Chr. Bernhard, ed. Joseph Müller-Blattau, 2nd ed., Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1963, 
trans. Walter (ilse as The Treatises of Christoph Bernhard,  Music Forum 3 (1973): 76. 
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Example 4.2: Unusual prolongation of 4 (mm. 294–97) 

 
 

pattern of reachings over that—along with the ascending bass line C3–D3–E3—intensifies the move to V of A minor. Thus, though the music returns to an earthly  minor key during 
this transitional passage, its middleground progression indicates a decisive move toward 

the rejection of earthly things in the next movement. By linking movements 8 and 9 in this way, Bach leads logically toward the negation of the earthly that the righteousness of the Spirit  demands. The relationship between C major and A minor also mirrors a 

juxtaposition of opposites in the texts for the two movements: the lively grace of the Holy 

Spirit (C major) versus the putting aside of earthly things (A minor). 
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4.1.3 Movement 9: Preparing for Heaven and Denouncing Human Desires 

 Mental space of the text. In movement 9, Bach uses the fifth chorale verse, which 

intensifies the theme of spiritual transformation introduced in the previous chorale verse 

(set in movement 7). The believer has now become dissatisfied with earthly desires, as evidenced by the statement Das die Welt erlesen, mir gefällst du nicht  What the world has to offer does not please me at all . Consequently, the Christian denounces these 
desires, rejecting the imperfections of human nature and preparing to unite with Jesus: Gute Nacht, o Wesen . . . Dir sei ganz, du Lasterleben, gute Nacht gegeben  Good night, o 
existence . . . To everything about you, sinful life, ) bid good night .10 The words Gute Nacht  carry two meanings in this verse. On the one hand, good night  means goodbye ; 
thus, the believer wishes to repent and turn away from sinful human nature. But the end of the verse bids good night to sinful life,  not merely to sin or sinful desires, which suggests 
that the believer also prepares for death and for eternal life in heaven. These themes of 

rejecting the world, with its sinful desires, and of preparing for new life in heaven 

contribute to the mental space of the text for this section (refer back to Figure 4.1). 

 Mental space of the music. In several broad respects, movement 9 represents a 

departure from the now well-established pattern for chorale-based movements in this 

work, due to its displacement of E minor in favor of A minor, the unique treatment of the 

chorale melody in this movement, its increased scope and more complex interrupted 

background structure, and its saturation of descending stepwise melodic gestures 

(including fifth-progression 5–1 and also motion through the Phrygian tetrachord). 

Additionally, Bach emphasizes several features introduced in previous movements, 

including inner-voice octave descents, the transformation of the  motive, and the 
inflection of the tonic chord from i to V7/iv. 

Bach sets this four-voice movement (scored for two sopranos, alto, and tenor) in A 

minor, which, as discussed above, links movements 8 and 9 as a secondary tonal pairing 

featured only in these two movements. This mid-range key also grants him more freedom 

in his placement of the chorale melody, which he shifts to the alto (the second lowest voice) 

                                                 
10 Francis Browne translates Lasterleben  as sinful existence.  See Appendix 2 and also )ndex to Texts & 
Translations—Part 6: Other Vocal Works BWV 225– ,  http://www.bach-cantatas.com/IndexTexts3.htm. 
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and intersperses in segments throughout this lengthy movement in the manner of a 

traditional cantus firmus—thus marking this movement with special import. The chorale 

melody itself is also slightly different than that used in the other chorale-based 

movements.11 Figure 4.4 offers a comparison of the two melodies, showing the locations of the , , and  motives; Figure . a reproduces the melody from movement , and Figure 
4.4b presents the version in movement 9. Most notably, the first  gesture m.  in Figure 
4.4a) is altered in movement 9 (mm. 5–6 in Figure 4.4b), eliminating the idiomatic Dorian 

emphasis on 5 and 7 and creating an ascending stepwise line with a functional leading tone 

(E4–E4–F#4–G# , labeled  in Figure . b  that is able to reach 1 in the following 

measure.12 

Though Bach retains the rounded bar form established in the opening movement, he 

greatly expands each section through repetition and sequential passages, so that the brief 

inner-voice chorale phrases weave in and out of the texture; the foreground sketch in 

Figure 4.5 indicates the entrance of each chorale phrase in the alto voice and provides the 

appropriate text. Additionally, Bach significantly alters the cadence that concludes the first 

A section (mm. 330–35). The alto enters with the third chorale phrase in mm. 330–  mir gefällst du nicht  in the midst of a fifth-progression 5–1 (E5–A4). Her melody completes 

this descent, supported by a cadential progression, i–iiØ6
5
–V7–[i]. Bach does not resolve 

directly to the expected root-position tonic harmony, however, but unfolds a neighbor 6
4
 

that supports an immediate restatement of the descent 5–4–3 in the soprano (mm. 332–
34).13 At first this gesture seems like a simple cadential extension—much like that used in 

movement 5 (mm. 181–83)—but Bach continues past 3 to conclude the descent on 2 over 

dominant harmony, thus ending the section on a half cadence. As a result, the A section 

forms the first branch of an interruption scheme. 

                                                 
11 The fact that Bach uses two different forms of the chorale melody in the motet contributes to Daniel Melamed s argument that the motet was most likely compiled. The melody used in a majority of the 
movements corresponds to the version of the chorale that was used during Bach s time in Leipzig, while the 
version in movement 9 predates the Leipzig period. See Chapter Four, n1 and Daniel Melamed, J. S. Bach and 

the German Motet (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 86–88. 
12 The original melody written by Johann Crüger also uses this stepwise gesture in the second section. Johann 
Crüger, Praxis pietatls melica, 4th ed. Berlin, . Cr“ger pitched the chorale in E Dorian; thus, Bach s 
transposition to A marks a conscious compositional decision to alter its tessitura. 
13 The descending Phrygian tetrachord in the alto in mm. 332–34 also carries significance and will be 
discussed in more detail below. 
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Figure 4.4a: Chorale melody from movement 1 with motives marked  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4b: Chorale melody from movement 9 with motives marked 

 
 

 Placing the chorale melody in an inner voice also affords the sopranos much more 

motivic freedom than in the other chorale-based movements. Surprisingly, however, Bach eliminates the  and  motives completely from the melodic line, and only uses the  
motive twice (in mm. 377–80 and 388–91). Instead, he saturates the melody with the 

descending fifth-progression 5–1, recalling phrases 1 and 6 from the original chorale. This 

fifth occurs on several structural levels, from pure foreground fifth-lines (mm. 318–23, in 

imitation) to middleground fifth-progressions (mm. 310–18, 326–32, 338–66, 391–95, and 

397–403) to the Urlinie itself, which descends from the Kopfton 5 in mm. 403–5. The melodic line even features nested  fifths in two instances: mm. –18 and its reiteration 

at the end of the movement in mm. 397–405. In each case, the larger-scale fifth-progression 

is supported by the cadential progression i–iv–V6
4

––5
3
–i, preceded by dominant harmony, and the nested  descent prolongs the resolution from that dominant harmony to the tonic that 
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Figure 4.5: Foreground sketch of movement 9, showing  and inverted  motives 
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Figure 4.5 continued 

 
 

initiates the cadential progression.14 The more local fifth-progressions (mm. 310–16 and 

397–403) occurs as part of a complete descending fifths sequence that prolongs dominant 

harmony through passing motion 5–2 (E5–B4, mm. 310–15 and 397–402) and resolves to 

tonic at the arrival on 1 in the following measure. Each melodic pitch is embellished by its 

lower-third, so that the descent moves at a pace of one note every two measures (). In 

mm. 315 and 402, the pace accelerates to one note every measure (), though the first 

soprano suspends each pitch, causing a disjunction between the upper and lower voices. 

 The sequences in mm. 310–15 and 397–402 separate these particular fifth-

progressions into a fourth plus a step: E5–B4 (supported by V) and A4 (supported by i). As 

indicated in the analytical figures on the sketch in Figure 4.5, this fourth forms an 8–7–6–5 

contrapuntal motion over a stationary E3—a Phrygian tetrachord embellishing dominant 

harmony. This is significant because Bach also uses the same type of gesture to embellish 

tonic harmony, during the unfolding of the neighbor 6
4
 in mm. 332–34 and 366–68. During 

these tonic prolongations, the Phrygian tetrachord A4–G4–F4–E4 occurs in an inner voice. 

 Beneath the many descending gestures in the upper voice, the inner voices often 

feature lengthy stepwise descending passages, sometimes spanning an entire octave (A4–
A3) and incorporating both #7 and \7. For example, two such descending octave lines occur 

                                                 
14 In the larger descent, 4 is not literally present in the melodic line, but 6 substitutes for 4. 
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at the beginning of the movement (mm. 300–318). The first (mm. 300–311) is divided into 

a fourth (initiated by the second soprano and continued by the first soprano in m. 306) plus 

a fifth (the first chorale phrase sung by the alto). The second octave line (mm. 309–18) 

overlaps the first and is sung entirely by the second soprano; her last three pitches are 

transferred up an octave at the perfect authentic cadence in mm. 317–18. Another 

descending passage begins in m. 368, leading into the B section, but concludes on C4 at the 

cadence in C major (mm. 377–78).15 

 This movement also incorporates two types of alteration: that of the  motive and 
that of the tonic chord. Though Bach eliminates the chorale motives almost entirely from the upper voice, he includes two instances of the  motive. The first C –E5–D5–C5 in mm. 

377–80) serves to confirm the relative major key during a cadential extension. The second, 

however (E5–G5–F5–E5, mm. 388–91), transforms the original  motive from the opening 
movement (E5–G5–F#5–E5): E5 passes up to G5 through F#5, but when the melody 

descends, it incorporates the diatonic F\5, thus incorporating both \6 and #6.16 

 Another, larger, transformational aspect occurring throughout movement 9 is the 

modal inflection from C\ to C#, which transforms the A-minor tonic chord from i to V7/iv 

(with the addition of G in an inner voice). This happens from the very start of the 

movement; the tonic Stufe is prolonged in mm. 300–308, but the chord quality is promptly 

inflected. The melody opens on 3 (C\5), supported by i, but by the arrival on the Kopfton E5 

in m. 304, C has become C# in the tenor voice. The C# is transferred into the first soprano in 

m. 308 to complete the unfolding E5–C#5, as the tenor voice reiterates 1. At a higher level, 

the C5 becomes an inner voice when the Kopfton is aligned with the tonic chord in m. 300, 

and the unfolding in mm. 304–8 is also verticalized; thus, at a deeper level, the C5 (m. 300) 

moves directly to C#5 (m. 304) beneath a stationary E5. This transformation also occurs in 

mm. 366–  during the cadential extension that concludes the A  section, in m.  at the 
start of the final chorale phrase, and in the foreground at m. 374.17 These aspects of 

departure and transformation contribute to the mental space of the music for this section; 

see Figure 4.1 above. 

                                                 
15 The descending octave line is prefigured in movement 7; see Example 4.1 above. 
16 The transformation of  first occurs in movement ; see Figure . . 
17 The inflection of the tonic chord from i to V7/iv first happens in movement 7; see Figure 4.2 above. 
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 Blended space. Though this movement features the earthly  minor mode, the 

focus is on renouncing connections to worldly desires and concentrating fully on spiritual 

growth (refer to the blended space in Figure 4.1). By setting the movement in A minor, 

Bach avoids the now heavily laden key of E minor, while still retaining the earthly  
connotations of the minor mode. The saturation of completed fifth-progressions in the first soprano recalls the believer s yearning for Jesus in phrases 1 and 6 of the original chorale, 

and communicates a willed intent to deny earthly existence, with its many temptations. It 

also emphasizes the idea of death as completion: the believer will finally eradicate sin and achieve union with Jesus upon reaching heaven Dir sei ganz, du Lasterleben, Gute Nacht gegeben,  or To everything about you, sinful life, ) bid goodnight . Additionally, Bach uses 
descending Phrygian tetrachords over a stationary bass and lengthy descending octave 

lines in the inner voices, which thus inundate the movement with descending motion and 

continually communicate the Christian s willful denial of earthly temptations. Bach s unique treatment of the chorale in this movement metaphorically depicts the believer s deeper spiritual commitment to deny self and pursue Christ whole-heartedly. 

The melody is tucked into an inner voice, thus internalizing it—or taking the 

transformation to the literal heart  of the music. Though many other musical ideas may vie 

for attention against this subtle treatment, the chorale entrances quietly anchor the 

movement by providing periodic reminders of the Christian s initial feelings at the start of 
this journey. The transformation of  as  in the alto s chorale melody as discussed in 
Figure 4.4b) finally allows the original chorale motive to reach 1, further underscoring the 

aspect of completion in this movement. 

 The believer s resolve is strengthened as the musical setting progresses. At first, she falters; even with the tenor s running eighth notes pushing up from 1 to 5 in mm. 300–304, it takes two repetitions of Gute Nacht  for the melody to reach the Kopfton E5. Once there, 

however, the Christian begins to oppose the sinful pull of the earthly  through the modal 
inflection of C\ to C#. The interruption at the end of the A section in mm. 332–35 signifies that the believer is not yet strong enough to fully reject sinful desires, and must start again  with greater effort on the second attempt. The cadence ending the A  section mm. 
365–  concludes with a major tonic, however, showing the Christian s increased control 
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over sin Gute Nacht, ihr S“nden . . . Kommt nicht mehr ans Licht!  or Good night, you 
sins, Come no more to the light! . )n the B section, the believer goes even further to denounce Lasterleben,  or sinful 
life,  and begins to focus solely on the heavenly future. Bach marks Lasterleben  with 
special import in three ways. First, in the midst of a movement saturated with descending 

motion, he uses an ascending fifths sequence at the first mention of the word (mm. 381–
85). This tension-filled auxesis is made even more striking by the outer-voice parallel 

octaves (C–D–E) guiding the sequence, which draw attention to this rare ascending 

stepwise melodic line.18 In mm. 388– , Bach incorporates a transformation of the  
motive by using it at its original transposition level, but with F\ instead of F#.19 This 

Phrygianesque inflection adds poignancy to the descent from G5—the melodic climax of 

the movement. Lastly, s descent initiates a lengthy melisma on Lasterleben  mm. –
95), by far the longest melisma in movement 9. 

When the original material returns at the end of the B section (mm. 395–405), it 

lacks the initial hesitation of the opening measures, though the inflection from C\ to C# (m.  remains, confirming the believer s now single-minded focus on heaven. The final 

cadence in mm. 404–5 resolves to empty octave As, however, leaving the quality of the final 

tonic chord open to interpretation. After hearing a major tonic at the end of each previous 

chorale movement, this conspicuous ambiguity reminds the listeners once again that the 

heavenly union lies in the future. 

 

4.1.4 Movement 10: Attainment of Spiritual State 

 Mental space of the text. For movement 10, Bach chooses to set Romans 8:11, which reads: So nun der Geist des, der Jesum von den Toten auferwecket hat, in euch 
wohnet, so wird auch derselbige, der Christum von den Toten auferwecket hat, eure 

sterbliche Leiber lebendig machen, um des willen, daß sein Geist in euch wohnet  Now 
                                                 
18 Bartel defines the auxesis or incrementum as successive repetitions of a musical passage which rise by step  Musica Poetica, 209). These repetitions create growth or intensification. See also Joachim Burmeister, 
Hypomnematum musicae poeticae (Rostock: S. Myliander, 1959) and Walther, Lexicon (both translated in 
Bartel, 211–12). 
19 A variant of the ascending fifths sequence supports this motive (alternating first-inversion chords due to 
imitation with the bass line). 
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the spirit that has raised Jesus from the dead dwells in you. The very same spirit that has 

raised Jesus from the dead, gives life to your mortal bodies, so that his spirit may dwell in you . This clarifies the previous verse (set in movement 8): although the body may be dead because of sin, God s spirit dwells in the believer, thus making it possible for her to 
attain the higher spiritual state and gain eternal life with Jesus in heaven. The juxtaposition 

of earthly mortality with eternal life in Jesus contributes to the mental space of the text for 

this section (refer back to Figure 4.1). 

 Mental space of the music. Bach crafts movement 10 as a transformation of 

movement 2: he composes both movements in triple meter in the key of E minor, and he 

even reuses some material from the second movement, but he alters the intervening 

portions so that each reiteration is heard in a new context. While movement 2 featured enlargements of the  and  motives, this movement composes out the  and  motives. 
The addition of a brief unaccompanied melisma in the first soprano at the end of the 

movement marks a further transformation from the second movement. These 

transformations in musical setting and motivic treatment contribute to the mental space of 

the music for this section (see Figure 4.1). Figure 4.6 provides a foreground sketch of movement , showing , , and  motives. 
Movement 10 begins by reiterating the first musical phrase from the second movement, again governed by the  motive (compare mm. 406–13 in Figure 4.6 with mm. 

20–27 in Figure 3.3). In movement 2, Bach used this phrase twice in succession, but in this 

movement, he moves on after the first iteration. This changes the interpretation of the 

dominant harmony in m. 413; since the melody seems to abruptly restart  in G major in 
mm. 414–15, the B-major harmony in m. 413 becomes a dividing dominant.20 

Since the melody in mm. 414–16 so closely resembles a G-major reinterpretation of 

the opening gesture, one might expect the rest of the phrase to continue along the same 

lines. Instead, Bach transforms this phrase by climbing from G major (m. 414) through A 

minor (m. 418) to cadence in B minor (mm. 421–22), via an ascending step sequence. This 

transformation is further marked by overlapping truncated statements of the  motive in E 

                                                 
20 The first two phrases of text Now the spirit that has raised Jesus from the dead dwells in you  and the 
very same spirit that has raised Jesus from the dead  reiterate the same sentiment, so Bach does not need to 
restate the first textual phrase in this movement, as he did in movement 2. 
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minor (mm. 411–14) and G major (mm. 414–18); these truncations are caused by the 

sudden restart in m. 414. 

 As in movement 2, a brief, two-beat pause after the second cadence ushers in a change to imitative texture in m. , again featuring the  motive. )n fact, after tweaking  
the first two measures slightly to facilitate the transition back from B minor, Bach reuses 

mm. 38–49 verbatim in mm. 425–36 (refer to Figures 3.3 and 4.6). Following this section, 

however, he eliminates the restatements of the homophonic and imitative segments as in 

the second movement, and instead continues directly to an ending gesture (mm. 437–46) 

much like that of mm. 96–103 in movement 2. Due to these changes, the imitative section in 

movement 10 relates differently to the material surrounding it, and thus has the potential 

to be interpreted differently on the middleground level. The central portion (mm. 427–32) 

remains the same, but the beginning (mm. 423–  is governed by the  motive, not the  
motive as in movement 2, and the latter portion (mm. 432–37) no longer utilizes a fifth-

progression in B minor, but serves to prolong the Kopfton over tonic harmony through a 

bass arpeggiation 1 (E3, m. 432)–5 (B2, m. 433)–3 (G3, m. 437). During this last segment, an 

inner voice again reaches above the Urlinie to G5 (m. 432), but in lieu of the descending 

fifth-progression, this G5 descends a third through F#5 (m. 433, prolonged by its lower 

third) to E5 in m. 438. 

Bach makes several subtle yet substantial changes at the end of movement 10 that 

seal its metamorphosis from the second movement. First, he alters the chord progression 

so that the V4
2
 in m. 441 resolves not to i6, but to V6

5
/iv in m. 442, which adapts and extends 

the cadential progression at the end of the movement. This modification marks a chromatic 

boundary for the tonic Stufe, as the bass line leads from G3 in m. 437 through G#3 in m. 442 

to A3 in m. 444, and delays the descent to 4 from m. 438 to m. 443. The chain of 7–6 

suspensions (mm. 439–41) that analogously marked a prolongation of 4 in the second 

movement now forms part of a fifth-progression governing the prolongation of the tonic 

Stufe, with the bass line following in parallel sixths—thus forming a transformation of the bass  motive from movement . 
Before the final cadence in mm. 445–46, Bach inserts a brief, unaccompanied 

melisma in the first soprano (mm. 443–44), which strengthens the already lengthy inner-
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voice superposition of E  via the  motive E –G5–F#5–E5). The apex of the motive, G5, 

stems from a prolongation of 4 through an implied G4 passing tone from A4 to F#4. Bach 

reinforces the E5 even more strongly during the final cadence in this movement by altering the first soprano s melodic line to include C#5; the resulting melody in mm. 445–46 then 

becomes E5–C#5–D#5–E , an inversion of the  motive. Thus, though the movement closes 
structurally on E , above this, the  motive triumphantly transcends the upper tetrachord 
boundary by reaching up to 1 in the higher octave to end the movement. 

Blended space. While Bach derives movements 2 and 10 from the same basic 

material, the transformations that he makes in movement 10 clearly show that much has 

transpired between these movements. The second movement represented a didactic 

sermon on how to get to heaven, which motivated the believer s earthly journey. By 
contrast, this movement depicts the believer s achievement at the end of the journey: the 

attainment of the higher spiritual state. It begins much like movement 2, by restating the first musical phrase in that movement, but with the renewed message that God s spirit—
which raised Jesus from the dead—dwells in the believer. Bach strips some of the rhetorical figures from this section because he chooses not to repeat Geist  epizeuxis), nor 

to repeat the first phrase (anaphora), leaving only the aposiopeses (the expressive rests 

from movement 2), and thus imparting a more breathless, eager quality to the message. In 

lieu of the anaphora, however, Bach makes a dramatic shift from B major harmony to G 

major in mm. 413–14: a pathopoeia, or an unusual change of harmony involving a 

chromatic semitone alteration.21 

Two further types of chromatic inflection also occur in this movement. First, the truncated  motive in G major mm. –18), is marked by b7 (F\5) in the first soprano 

(mm. 416–  during the words Christum von den Toten  [has raised] Jesus from the dead . Beneath this, the harmony changes from a minor sonority on beat  of m.  to a 
fully-diminished seventh chord on beat 2, then to a major-minor seventh chord when the 

F\5 resolves to E5 on beat 3 of m. 417. The introduction of the F\ and the momentary 

                                                 
21 Bartel defines pathopoeia  as follows: a musical passage which seeks to arouse a passionate affection through chromaticism or some other means  Musica Poetica, . )n addition, Burmeister s definition emphasizes the extraordinary  use of semitones in a composition. See Burmeister, Musica poetica (Rostock: 
S. Myliander, 1606), facs. ed. (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 1955), trans. in Bartel, Musica Poetica, 361. 
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diminished-seventh color add to the tension of the ascending step sequence in these 

measures and help to depict the great hardship of battling against and overcoming death. At the very end of the movement, Bach also transforms the bass  motive mm. –
42) by inflecting the final note of its descent from G to G# (m. 442). As discussed above, this 

alters and extends the cadential progression, making room for the soprano 1 melisma in 

mm. 443–44. Following this solo, Bach uses another rising chromatic inflection, this time 

from A to A# (m. 444), leading into the structural cadence. These changes, while more 

subtle than the prominent b7, serve to intensify the final, jubilant statement of um des willen, daß sein Geist in euch wohnet  so that his spirit may dwell in you  and to support the first soprano s reiterated high E s through a bass line that rises steadily up to euch  you . 
The many changes made throughout the movement produce a striking 

middleground melodic progression composed of two large waves  of motion that help to express God s intervention in the life of the believer. These waves govern the two main 

sections of the movement (mm. 406–22 and 422–38); each wave is formed by three smaller 

swells that reach higher and higher throughout the section. The first wave encompasses the three overlapping iterations of : the first motive mm. –11) crests at E5 (m. 407) 

before falling back down to B4, the second (mm. 411–14) reaches over E5 to G5 in m. 412, 

then stepping down from E5 through D#5 to D5 before trailing off (see the bracket between 

the staves), and the third (mm. 414–18) peaks at G5 (m. 415) as the apex of the final truncated  motive. 
This section describes God s action for the believer: he gives life to the Christian 

through the Holy Spirit. Each of the smaller crests throughout the section builds energy and 

excitement as the music progresses by reaching ever higher—and descending more 

slowly—and by accentuating crucial words in the text: Geist  spirit,  m. , wohnet  dwells,  m. , derselbige  very same,  m. , and lebendig  life,  m. . Thus, through this emphasis, Bach imparts the message that God s spirit dwells in the believer—
the very same spirit that raised Jesus from the dead gives life to the Christian. Bach uses the 

ascending step sequence in mm. 414–21 to heighten the anticipation for the most critical 
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word, lebendig. 22 Having made this essential point, the melody steps down to cadence in 

B minor, thus ending the section. The second wave comprises the  motive mm. –27) that peaks on D5 in m. 423, the  mm. –32) that crests on E5 in m. 428, and a descending third-progression (mm. 

432–  that begins on G . The apexes in this wave highlight the words um  in order , Geist  spirit , and wohnet  dwells , emphasizing why God intervenes in the believer s life: so that God s spirit may dwell in the Christian. While the first wave returned 

to close on the Kopfton, in the second wave the inner voice is never fully suppressed again, 

because the E5 continues to be substantially reiterated until the end of the movement—most notably through the soprano  melisma on Geist  mm. – , controlled by the  motive, and through the inverted  motive on in euch wohnet  at the final cadence. The soprano s melisma depicts the wind of the Spirit through a tirata, or two groups of four 

rapidly descending notes.23 Both iterations of  begin and end on E , thus insisting on the 
highest note of the upper tetrachord (the goal of the first soprano s final cadence ; together, the two forms of  draw much more attention to this higher octave than at the end of movement . Thus, this passage portrays the fulfillment of the believer s spiritual journey 
by transcending the upper tetrachord boundary on dwells  at the final cadence m. : the spirit dwells in you.   

                                                 
22 Two further aspects of the ascending step sequence also contribute to the narrative. The hemiola in m. 419 also increases the tension leading up to lebendig.  Following this, there is an apparent tonic on Leiber  in m. 
420; the true harmonic motion moves from iv (m. 418) through V6/V (m. 420) to V (m. 421). While E minor is 
associated with stagnation, this passage depicts transformation—the E minor chord is on its way  
somewhere else. 
23 Printz defines the tirata as follows: The tirata meza is a figure consisting of four stepwise, rapidly 
ascending or descending notes. . . . The tirata occurs when a number of similarly stepwise ascending or 
descending running figures are linked together at their subsequent pitches . . . . Defectiva refers to a tirata 
which exceeds a fifth but does not reach the octave. Perfecta refers to a tirata which spans an octave exactly. 
Aucta refers to a tirata which exceeds an octave  Printz, Phrynis Mytilenaeus, part 2, 49 and 64). This 
instance would be considered a tirata defectiva. Printz s definitions are translated in Bartel, Musica Poetica, 
409–10. 
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4.2 Spiritual State Unattainable on Earth: Movement 11 

Although the previous section ended triumphantly with the attainment of the 

spiritual state, this section returns to the same textual and musical themes that were 

depicted in the opening movement. Thus, the generic space in Figure 4.7 reflects this same 

striving toward transcendence that characterized section 1. The attainment of the spiritual 

state is gained through the indwelling of God s spirit, by walking according to the law of the 
spirit, and by constantly striving to be closer to God, but a true union with Jesus can only be 

achieved through death. 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4.7: CIN of Section 4 (Movement 11) 
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4.2.1 Movement 11: Return to Union with Jesus as Desired State 

 Mental space of the text. Bach uses the final chorale verse in movement 11, which depicts the joy that Jesus brings amidst the believer s earthly suffering. The last sentence reads, Duld ich schon hier Spott und Hohn, dennoch bleibst du auch im Leide, Jesu, meine Freude  (ere ) may have scorn and derision, but even in the midst of suffering you remain, Jesus, my joy , which expresses both the pain and suffering the Christian 
experiences on earth and the contentment that comes from relying upon Jesus. The 

opposition between earthly suffering and spiritual joy forms the mental space of the text 

for this section (see Figure 4.7). 

 Mental space of the music. This movement reiterates Bach s setting of the first 

movement; in fact, Bach composes it as an exact musical restatement of movement 1. Thus, 

the mental space of the music for this section encompasses the same oppositions as in the 

first movement: E Dorian/E minor versus G major and the 5 boundary versus the upper 

tetrachord of E minor (refer back to the foreground sketch of movement 1 in Figure 3.2 and 

the CIN in Figure 4.7). 

 Blended space. Though the believer has undertaken a long and arduous journey, 

the fact that Bach chooses to reuse the first movement verbatim in the final movement of 

the motet—a formal complexio—demonstrates that the attainment of the spiritual state 

depicted in movement 10 has not yet happened; the earthly journey is necessarily 

incomplete because a union with Jesus is unachievable in this life (see the blended space in 

Figure 4.7). The final chorale verse returns to many of the same textual themes as in the 

first verse, signifying the inevitability that the Christian will fall back into sin and thus 

return to a union with Jesus as the desired state. Significantly, the final phrase of the motet echoes the opening phrase of the work: Jesu, meine Freude  Jesus, my joy , creating 
another complexio that comprises both text and music. The believer has inescapably 

returned to the starting point, ready to begin anew the journey toward a higher spiritual 

state. The chorale itself provides a grand summary and introduction to the concept of 

salvation. Its motives permeate each movement, so that the listener is constantly reminded 

about the path to take and where one is likely to go wrong. 
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4.3 Summary and Conclusions 

 Although Bach may not have conceived each movement in the context of the unified 

whole, his arrangement and setting of these texts within a single motet portrays a narrative of the Lutheran s earthly journey toward Jesus and eternal life in heaven. First, the seed of 
desire is planted. Then, after a struggle with sin, Jesus saves the believer from sin and 

death. This new Christian begins to reject the path of sin, supplanting the desires of the 

world with Jesus and the attainment of eternal life. The fact that the motet comes full circle 

at the end, however, reflects the Baroque Lutheran theological belief that a union with 

Jesus is impossible during the believer s life. Only in death will the believer unite with Jesus 
and gain eternal life. As van Elferen states, in the Baroque era, 

the poetic and musical representation of mystical love corresponded closely 
to the theological conditions of Lutheran devotion. Lutheran mysticism 
encompassed both the desire for mystical union with Jesus and the 
consciousness that this cannot be fully attained in this life. These paradoxical 
conditions were articulated textually and musically in such a way that the 
joy at and desire for love union with Jesus could be expressed 
simultaneously. The stylistic foundation for representation of the ambivalent 
mystical concept of love was furnished by the poetic and musical language of 
petrarchism, which was based on the expression of a love that was bitter and 
sweet at the same time.24 

 
Thus, inevitably, the Christian will slip back into the ways of the flesh, but will continue, 

nevertheless, to aspire toward that eternal, spiritual state. 

 Though the first and last movements are musically identical, the experience of the 

intervening movements changes how one hears the chorale at the end of the motet. In 

movement 1 the listener discovers the motives and their relationships to key points in the 

text as the music progresses. But the motivic development and the larger roles played by E minor and G major throughout the remaining movements work inform the listener s 
experience in the final restatement of the chorale. Thus, though the motives return in their 

original form, remnants from earlier movements remain fixed in the listener s mind—such as the unison  statement that sets in defiance of the jaws of death  in movement , the 
major-mode fugal treatment of  in movement , and the s transcendent unaccompanied 
melisma at the end of movement 10. These aural memories engender an exceedingly rich 

                                                 
24 Van Elferen, Mystical Love, 310–11. 
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experience during the final movement that serves as a fitting culmination to the motet, but 

also offers a reminder that though the believer may return to the starting point, she will be 

forever changed by the journey. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSIONS 

 
 

5.1 Summary and Conclusions 

 In this dissertation, I have explored tonal, structural, and motivic features in two of  J. S. Bach s motets. My aim was to demonstrate how these musical markers work together 
to help express the sentiments in the given chorale or biblical text and ultimately 

contribute to the overall narrative structure in each work. Specifically, I intended to begin 

to rectify the paucity of Schenkerian treatment of the motets by illustrating the tonal and motivic influence of the chorale setting s  in Der Geist hilft  and Jesu, meine Freude  
through a detailed structural and motivic examination of each movement. I also sought to 

add to the body of knowledge concerning Baroque text expression by enlarging the 

repertoire used for conceptual integration networks, by expanding the literature pertaining to motivic parallelisms in Bach s music, and by demonstrating links between foreground 
rhetorical devices and an overarching narrative structure. 

 Using Lawrence Zbikowski s extension of the C)N to music facilitated my 

presentation of several themes arising from the interaction between the music and the text, 

by providing a way to guide my discussion of each movement and thus to explain 

significant intra- and inter-movement connections clearly and concisely. Moreover, CINs 

also helped to explain how commonalities between the text and the music could help the 

listener to hear one in terms of the other. My investigation into Der Geist hilft  in Chapter 
Two focused on the concepts of mediation and the build-up of energy. In this work, a 

special emphasis on the mediant as the third-divider between tonic and dominant, ascending or opening  gestures, and the immediate reversal of the main motives through 
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motivic inversion helped to portray the Holy Spirit as the intermediary between God and 

the believer and to depict how the Spirit intercedes upon her behalf when she does not 

know what to pray. 

 In Chapters Three and Four ) delved more deeply into Jesu, meine Freude,  which described the Christian s journey toward spiritual transcendence: a necessarily 
unachievable earthly union with Jesus. Isabella van Elferen compares the love of the 

believer for Jesus to the bittersweet longing of the petrarchists for the unattainable figure 

of Laura, which played a large role in the overarching narrative progression throughout 

this work. The intra- and inter-movement juxtaposition between E Dorian/E minor and G major signified an opposition between the present earthly  condition and the desired spiritual  state; Eric Chafe s research into tonal allegory offered a precedent for forming 
this type of opposition. Throughout the work, the Kopfton 5 established an important 

melodic boundary—a barrier that the melodic motives strove to cross in their aspiration 

toward their heavenly goal. The pacing of structural tones also contributed greatly to the 

ideas of freedom versus constraint and to the rhetorical emphasis on certain crucial words; consequently, Channan Willner s work with pacing offered an important analytical tool for 

this motet.1 

 The believer s journey in Jesu, meine Freude  began with a simple expression of her 
desire for Jesus and for a higher spiritual state (movements 1–2). Trials and temptations 

immediately plagued the journey, however; thus, the second segment (movements 3–6) portrayed her earthly struggle with sin and God s provision of protection from sin and 
Satan. In the third section (movements 7–10), her focus shifted from the present, sinful 

desires of the world to the attainment of eternal life in the heavenly future. The final 

movement (movement 11) echoed the musical setting and many of the textual themes of 

the opening movement, which conveyed the inevitability of slipping back into the ways of 

the flesh. Only in death can the believer shed her earthly desires completely and gain 

eternal life. 

                                                 
1 Admittedly, the particular meaning of a passage exhibiting an especially slow or fast pacing is often 
dependent upon the text, though the pacing itself often contributes to the overall level of tension or lack 
thereof. 
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 Though the chorale movements were equally influential in shaping each composition, they played quite different roles in the two motets. )n Der Geist hilft  the 
chorale setting occurred at the end of the work, which provided a summary and 

culmination to the motet and also a chance for the congregation to respond to the message 

presented in the earlier movements. This piece was meant to reassure and inspire the 

funeral-goers after the death of a well-loved individual; the chorale would have afforded 

them the opportunity to offer up their own prayers and to renew their commitment to 

serving God in the midst of their grief and sorrow. By contrast, Bach alternated movements 

based on chorale verses with those composed around biblical verses in Jesu, meine Freude,  resulting in a much longer and more complex work. Thus, while the message in Der Geist hilft  was presented in a straightforward, forthright manner, Jesu, meine 
Freude  was a more nuanced work, both in terms of the musical setting and in terms of the 

narrative progression. The chorale itself became increasingly developed as the work 

progressed, so that when the opening chorale setting was restated as the final movement, 

the latter would have been heard in a very different, more comprehensive yet intimate 

manner. 

 

5.2 Implications for Further Research 

 Since J. S. Bach s oeuvres are quite vast, much analytical work still remains to be 

done even in his vocal compositions. Some possibilities for further research include studies 

of his other motets, the cantatas, and the Passions. Explorations of Bach s other chorale-

based motets could raise analytical questions concerning the level of influence that the 

chorale possesses in works without a homophonic chorale setting. Moreover, examining his 

non-chorale-based motets, cantatas, and Passions introduces the additional variable of 

determining the presence of overarching tonal and motivic features without this governing 

influence. Comparing features of the cantata Christ lag in Todesbanden  BWV  with Jesu, meine Freude  would afford a valuable initial step in expanding this project, since both 
pieces are written in the key of E minor and are composed symmetrically around a central 

double fugue. 
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 The intricate contrapuntal texture that characterizes many of the non-chorale movements of Der Geist hilft  and Jesu, meine Freude  raises a critical issue concerning 
the suitability of Schenkerian analysis. Fugal texture in particular presents analytical 

challenges, given the extremely motivic nature of all voices—especially the bass—which 

creates great complexity in considerations of harmony and voice leading. Some scholars 

contend that Schenkerian analysis is a poor fit for fugal works, though others such as 

William Renwick seek to elucidate the melodic and harmonic paradigms that guide fugal 

expositions and episodes.2 I hope that this dissertation strengthens the argument for the 

applicability of such reductive analysis to fugal compositions, though much work still 

remains to be done in this area as well. 

 The use of rhetorical figures to aid in expressive analysis marks another 

controversial analytical issue. In truth, the identification of rhetorical figures is an inexact 

science at best, since current scholars—and even the contemporary treatises themselves—
often have differing opinions as to which figure is being indexed or invoked. Scholars such 

as Peter Williams caution against using rhetorical figures in mere taxonomic labeling,3 but I 

believe that ignoring their expressive potential can be equally detrimental. The rhetorical 

figures I have included in my analyses play crucial roles in emphasizing significant musical 

passages and thus often directly inform the narrative progression through the 

interpretation of those passages. 

Other questions arise from the mapping of expressive qualities onto motivic 

parallelisms or certain kinds of motivic transformations. Since aspects of structure and 

expression are fundamentally different in kind, some scholars see a disparity that cannot 

be rectified, and some are dubious that such connections can really be made in anything 

except an ad hoc manner. My work with registral manipulation and registral boundaries 

marks one such argument against this point of view. Admittedly, I am working, at least to a 

certain extent, metaphorically; such expressive observations cannot really be proven  
incontrovertibly, but it is my hope that the connections between semantic meaning and 

                                                 
2 See William Renwick, Voice-Leading Patterns in the Fugal Expositions of J. S. Bach s Well-Tempered Clavier  
(PhD diss., City University of New York, 1987) and Analyzing Fugue: A Schenkerian Approach (Stuyvesant, NY: 
Pendragon Press, 1995). 
3 Peter Williams, The Snares and Delusions of Musical Rhetoric: Some Examples from Recent Writings on J. S. 
Bach,  in Alte Musik: Praxis und Reflexion, ed. Peter Reidmeister and Veronika Gutmann (Winterthur: 
Amadeus, 1983), 230–40. 
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motivic manipulation that I have offered are at least plausible and convincing, given my 

careful consideration of the theological meaning of the associated texts. I carefully 

separated the mental spaces of the text and the music throughout my study in an attempt 

to treat each as equally as possible and to avoid unecessary ad hoc connections. By offering 

a detailed examination of two Bach motets, I hope that this dissertation has begun to 

provide a richer understanding of his vocal works and will stimulate further investigations 

into late Baroque music from Schenkerian and expressive standpoints. 
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APPENDIX 1 

TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS FOR DER GE)ST ()LFT  

 
 

Der Geist hilft unser Schwachheit auf,  The spirit comes to help our weakness, 

denn wir wissen nicht,     For we do not know 

was wir beten sollen,     What we should pray, 

wie sichs gebühret;     As we ought to pray; 

sondern der Geist selbst vertritt   But the spirit itself pleads 

uns aufs beste mit unaussprechlichem Seufzen. For us in the best way with inexpressible 

groans. 

Der aber die Herzen forschet, der weiß,  But he who searches our hearts knows 

was des Geistes Sinn sei;    what the spirit means, 

denn er vertritt die Heiligen nach dem,  since he pleads for the saints 

das Gott gefället.     in the way that pleases God. 

(Romans 8:26–27) 

 

Choral      Chorale 

Du heilige Brunst, süßer Trost   You sacred warmth, sweet consolation, 

Nun hilf uns, fröhlich und getrost   Now help us joyful and comforted 

In deinem Dienst beständig bleiben,  In your service, always to remain, 

Die Trübsal uns nicht abtreiben.   Do not let sorrow drive us away. 

O Herr, durch dein Kraft uns bereit  O Lord, through your power make us 

ready 

Und stärk des Fleisches Blödigkeit,   And strengthen the feebleness of our flesh 

Daß wir hie ritterlich ringen,   So that we may bravely struggle, 

Durch Tod und Leben zu dir dringen.  Through life and death to reach you. 

Halleluja, halleluja.     Alleluia, alleluia. 

(“Komm, Heiliger Geist, Herre Gott,” verse 3)1

                                                 
1 Translated by by Francis Browne, )ndex to Texts & Translations—Part 6: Other Vocal Works BWV 225–,  http://bach-cantatas.com/Texts/BWV226-Eng3.htm. 
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APPENDIX 2 

TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS FOR JESU, ME)NE FREUDE  

 
 

1. Choral      1. Chorale 

Jesu, meine Freude,     Jesus, my joy, 

Meines Herzens Weide,    My heart’s delight, 
Jesu, meine Zier!     Jesus, my treasure! 

Ach wie lang, ach lange,    Ah how long, ah how long 

Ist dem Herzen bange    Must by heart be anxious 

Und verlangt nach dir!    And full of longing for you! 

Gottes Lamm, mein Bräutigam,   Lamb of God, my bridegroom, 

Außer dir soll mir auf Erden   Besides you there is on earth 

Nichts sonst Liebers werden.   Nothing else that is dearer to me. 

(“Jesu, meine Freude,” verse 1) 
 

2. Chor      2. Chorus 
Es ist nun nichts Verdammliches an denen,  There is now no condemnation in them 

die in Christo Jesu sind, die nicht nach dem  who are in Christ and who [wander] not  

Fleische wandeln, sondern nach dem Geist. according to the flesh, but according to the 

spirit.1 

(Romans 8:1) 

 

3. Choral      3. Chorale 

Unter deinem Schirmen    Beneath your protection 

Bin ich vor den Stürmen    I am free from the raging 

Aller Feinde frei.     Of all enemies. 

Laß den Satan wittern,    Let the devil sniff around, 

Laß den Feind erbittern,    Let my enemy become incensed, 

Mir steht Jesus bei.     Jesus stands by me. 

Ob es itzt gleich kracht und blitzt,   Even though thunder crashes and   

        lightning blazes, 

Ob gleich Sünd und Hölle schrekken,  Even though sin and hell terrify, 

Jesus will mich dekken.    Jesus will protect me. 

(“Jesu, meine Freude,” verse 2) 
                                                 
1 Browne translates wandeln  as walk,  but wander  better captures the idea of separation from God. See 
my discussion of movement 2 (Chapter Three). 
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4. Chor      4. Chorus 

Denn das Gesetz des Geistes, der da lebendig For the law of the spirit, which makes me 

machet in Christo Jesu, hat mich frei gemacht living in Christ Jesus, has made me free 

von dem Gesetz der Sünde und des Todes.  from the law of sin and death. 

(Romans 8:2) 

 

5. Choral      5. Chorale 

Trotz dem alten Drachen,    I defy the ancient dragon, 

Trotz des Todes Rachen,    I defy the jaws of death, 

Trotz der Furcht darzu!    I defy the fear they cause! 

Tobe, Welt, und springe;    Rage, world, and leap upon me; 

Ich steh hier und singe    I stand here and sing 

In gar sichrer Ruh!     In the calm of certainty! 

Gottes Macht hält mich in acht;   God’s power takes care of me; 
Erd und Abgrund muß verstummen,  Earth and hell’s abyss must fall silent, 
Ob sie noch so brummen.    However much they roar. 

(“Jesu, meine Freude,” verse 3) 
 

6. Chor      6. Chorus 

Ihr aber seid nicht fleischlich, sondern geistlich, But you are not of the flesh, but of the spirit, 

so anders Gottes Geist in euch wohnet.  and so God’s spirit dwells [in you].
2
 

Wer aber Christi Geist nicht hat,   But whoever does not have Christ’s spirit 
der ist nicht sein.     is not his. 

(Romans 8:9) 

 

7. Choral      7. Chorale 

Weg mit allen Schätzen!    Away with all treasures! 

Du bist mein Ergötzen,    You are my delight, 

Jesu, meine Lust!     Jesus, my desire! 

Weg ihr eitlen Ehren,    Away with all vain honors, 

Ich mag euch nicht hören,    I don’t want to hear of you, 
Bleibt mir unbewußt!    Remain unknown to me! 

Elend, Not, Kreuz, Schmach und Tod  Suffering, distress, the cross, shame and  

        death, 

Soll mich, ob ich viel muß leiden,   However much I have to suffer, 

Nicht von Jesu scheiden.    Will never separate me from Jesus. 

(“Jesu, meine Freude,” verse 4) 
 

8. Chor      8. Chorus 

So aber Christus in euch ist, so ist der Leib  If Christ is in you, then the body is 

zwar tot um der Sünde willen; der Geist aber dead because of sin, but the spirit  

ist das Leben um der Gerechtigkeit willen.  is life because of righteousness. 

(Romans 8:10) 

                                                 
2 Browne translates anders  as in a different way,  so that the phrase reads and so God s spirit dwells in you in a different way,  but this translation takes the text out of context. See my discussion of movement 6 
(Chapter Three). 
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9. Choral      9. Chorale 

Gute Nacht, o Wesen,    Good night, o existence, 

Das die Welt erlesen,     What the world has to offer 

Mir gefällst du nicht.    Does not please me at all. 

Gute Nacht, ihr Sünden,    Good night, you sins, 

Bleibet weit dahinten,    Stay far away from here, 

Kommt nicht mehr ans Licht!   Come no more to the light! 

Gute Nacht, du Stolz und Pracht!   Good night, arrogance and splendor! 

Dir sei ganz, du Lasterleben,   To everything about you, sinful [life],
3
 

Gute Nacht gegeben.     I bid good night. 

(“Jesu, meine Freude,” verse 5) 
 

10. Chor      10. Chorus 

So nun der Geist des, der Jesum von den  Now the spirit that has raised Jesus from the 

Toten auferwecket hat, in euch wohnet,  dead dwells in you. 

so wird auch derselbige, der Christum  The very same spirit that has 

von den Toten auferwecket hat,   raised Jesus from the dead, 

eure sterbliche Leiber lebendig machen,  gives life to your mortal bodies, 

um des willen, daß sein Geist in euch wohnet. so that his spirit may dwell in you. 

(Romans 8:11) 

 

11. Choral      11. Chorale 

Weicht, ihr Trauergeister,    Vanish, spirits of gloom, 

Denn mein Freudenmeister,    For my joyful master, 

Jesus, tritt herein.     Jesus, enters in. 

Denen, die Gott lieben,    For those who love God, 

Muß auch ihr Betrüben    Even their grief 

Lauter Zukker sein.     Must become pure delight. 

Duld ich schon hier Spott und Hohn,  Here I may have scorn and derision, 

Dennoch bleibst du auch im Leide,   But even in the midst of suffering you  

        remain, 

Jesu, meine Freude.     Jesus, my joy. 

(“Jesu, meine Freude,” verse 6)4

                                                 
3 Browne translates Lasterleben  as sinful existence.  
4 Translated by Francis Browne, )ndex to Texts & Translations—Part 6: Other Vocal Works BWV 225– ,  
http://www.bach-cantatas.com/IndexTexts3.htm. 
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APPENDIX 3 

GLOSSARY OF RHETORICAL FIGURES 

 
 The following rhetorical figures are employed in Der Geist hilft  DG(  and/or Jesu, meine Freude  JMF . All definitions are quoted from passages in Dietrich Bartel s 
Musica Poetica: Musical-Rhetorical Figures in German Baroque Music.1 Figures are listed as 

follows: definition (author, page number). Composition movement (dissertation page 

reference(s)). 

 

abruptio: a musical figure which commonly occurs at the end of a passage when the composition is suddenly broken or snapped off  Johann Gottfried Walther, . JMF  ; JMF  
(121). 

 

anabasis: a striving to the heights with great harmony of purpose  Mauritius Vogt, 180). DGH 1 
(51). 

 
anaphora: a repetition that not only involves single notes and entire musical passages but also the 

text in vocal music which receives greater emphasis through the repetition. The figure . . . 
only assumes its full potential when it is combined with the paronomasia  Johann Forkel, 
190). DGH 1 (51–52); JMF 2 (94); JMF 10 (156). 

 

anticipatio: an additional upper or lower neighboring note after a principal note, prematurely 
introducing a note belonging to the subsequent harmony or chord  (Bartel, 192). JMF 7 
(136). 

 

antithesis: a musical expression of opposing affections, harmonies, or thematic material  Bartel, 
197). DGH 1 (54, 56); DGH 2 (69n47); DGH 3 (76). 

 

aposiopesis: a complete silence in all voices and parts of the composition simultaneously  
(Walther, 205–6). JMF 2 (94); JMF 5 (119–20). 

 

                                                 
1 Dietrich Bartel, Musica Poetica: Musical-Rhetorical Figures in German Baroque Music (Lincoln: University of 
Nebraska Press, 1997). 
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assimilatio: a musical expression of that which the words expressed an not simply a musical painting  of the text. The music [represents] referre) the text instead of reflecting the 
words. The figure becomes not only the image of the text but, through its musical qualities, becomes the very source of the affection which it is called to depict  Bartel, –8). JMF 2 
(95); JMF 3 (100). 

 

asyndeton: an omission of the appropriate conjunctions in a text  Johann Georg Ahle, . DG(  
(53n23). 

 

auxesis: a passage or a melody [that] is repeated twice or three times, while at the same time, however, always rising higher  Walther, –12). DGH 1 (52); JMF 8 (142); JMF 9 (152). 
 

dubitatio: indicates an uncertainty or indecision and is particularly important in music. . . . Should the combination and correlation between the melody and harmony result in the listeners  uncertainty regarding the music s progression and ultimate conclusion, it is an indication of the composer s adept expression of the dubitatio  Johann Scheibe, . DG(  . 
 

epizeuxis: a rhetorical figure through which one or more words are immediately and emphatically repeated  Walther, 265). JMF 2 (94); JMF 5 (120); JMF 7 (136); JMF 10 (156). 
 

exclamatio: an astonishment, a joyous shout, or an encouraging command. . . . Here joy is always master and ruling affection  Johann Mattheson, . DG(  . Alternative definition: an exclamation [that] is uttered out of a vehement affection  (Johann Christoph Gottsched, 
267). JMF 5 (120). 

 

gradatio: a gradual increase or rise in sound and pitch, creating a growth in intensity  Bartell, 
444). JMF 4 (110). 

 

hypotyposis: an explication of the text through which lifeless things are clarified and appear to 
come alive before the eyes  Joachim Burmeister, . DG( 1 (49–50). 

 
metalepsis: a fuga with a two-part subject, the parts alternating in the composition. . . . The 

musical metalepsis . . . concurs with both the rhetorical and the literal meaning of the term: 
the meaning of the musical and textual  expression is clarified through  meta/trans) the addition  lepsis/sumptio, adoption, assumption  of a further reference  Bartel, . DG( 
2 (66–67, 71). 

 

palilogia: a repetition of a theme, either at different pitches in various voices or on the same pitch in the same voice  Bartel, . DG(  . 
 

paronomasia: a repetition of a passage with new and powerful additions  Forkel, . DG(  
(52); JMF 8 (141). 

 
pathopoeia: an apt figure to create affections. )t occurs when semitones are inserted into a 

composition which neither belong to its modus or genus but are introduced into a composition s modus from another. It occurs when semitones are frequently added to the 
modus of a composition in an extraordinary fashion  Burmeister, . DG(  ; JMF  
(156). 
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pleonasmus: a figure that is forged out of a symblema [passing dissonance] and syncopa 
[suspension], occurring most frequently in the beginning of a cadence  (Burmeister, 366). 
JMF 5 (121). 

 

prolongatio: a passing dissonance or suspension of longer duration than the preceding consonance  Bartel, . JMF  ; JMF  . 
 

repercussio: a modified interval in a tonal fugal answer  Bartel, 372). DGH 2 (67n46). 
 

salti composti: a four-note figuration consisting of three consonant leaps  (Bartel, 379). JMF 7 
(136). 

 

synaeresis: a suspension or syncopation  or a placement of two syllables per note, or two notes per syllable  Bartel, . DG(  . 
 
suspensio: a passage [that] begins from a remote point and progresses . . . in such a manner that 

the listener cannot immediately discern the intention of the composer but must await the 
end where the resolution becomes self-evident  Scheibe, . JMF  119). 

 
tirata: the tirata meza is a figure consisting of four stepwise, rapidly ascending or descending 

notes. . . . The tirata occurs when a number of similarly stepwise ascending or descending 
running figures are linked together at their subsequent pitches . . . . Defectiva refers to a 
tirata which exceeds a fifth but does not reach the octave. Perfecta refers to a tirata which 
spans an octave exacly. Aucta refers to a tirata which exceeds an octave  (Wolfgang Caspar 
Printz, 409–10). JMF 10 (158). 
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